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Abstract

Shrinking of CMOS process technology aims at reducing area, power, and cost while
increasing the operation frequency of the fabricated circuits. Due to the quadratic de-
pendency of power consumption from voltage, the supply voltage is lowered for smaller
technology nodes to save power. For conventional digital-to-analog converters (DAC)
the reduced voltage headroom complicates the circuit design. However, time converter
circuits as time-to-digital converters (TDC) or digital-to-time converters (DTC) benefit
from technology scaling: Faster transistors and lower parasitic capacitances enable a re-
duced minimum inverter delay, and a finer tuning of RC time constants is enabled through
decreasing minimum capacitor sizes.
The present thesis concentrates on the investigation of DTCs, which got increasing

attention from academical and industrial research in the past decade. These circuit types
belong to the class of DACs, where the analog domain is time. DTCs apply a time
delay, controlled by a digital code word, on a reference input clock, allowing a dynamic
modulation of the DTC output signal’s period and thus frequency. This concept enables
various applications in the areas of frequency synthesis and wireline/wireless transmitters
and receivers. Similar to conventional DACs, important performance characteristics include
the full scale delay, resolution, nonlinearity, and monotonicity, but also power consumption
and jitter or phase noise.
DTCs that target high time resolution are usually segmented into a multi-stage archi-

tecture with subsequent coarse and fine delay tuning stages. Recent literature discussed
several architectures for coarse and fine tuning, including phase interpolator (PI) circuits
for fine delay tuning. While PIs have the advantage of a well-defined tuning range, designs
presented so far lack high linearity and show only resolutions of up to 5 bit. The primary
focus of the present thesis is the design, modeling, and verification of PI based DTCs.
The investigated PIs are implemented as digitally controlled edge interpolators (DCEI),
belonging to PI types that operate on digital rail-to-rail signals. Their architecture is
based exclusively on digital circuit elements, enabling to leverage technology scaling even
further.
Based on an existing 2 GHz three-stage DTC design with 11 bit resolution (7 bit

provided by the PI fine tuning stage), PIs’ nonlinearity sources are elaborately analyzed
with an analytical circuit model to confirm and quantify different sources of nonlinearity
discussed in the literature so far. As the major source of nonlinearity are shoot-through
currents during the phase interpolation, it is imperative for a high linearity design to
suppress them. Linear PI designs published to date implement this and allow up to 5 bit
resolution, however, they have several architectural drawbacks, including the limitation
that the digital code is only applied on the rising output edge while the falling edge needs
to be used for resetting the PI. The present thesis presents a linearized 7 bit PI that
prevents shoot-through currents with additional control logic. The linearized PI enables
interpolation on rising and falling edges through implementation of retention cells, that
are complementary to the interpolation cells and render the PI reset unnecessary. While
this linearization concept can lead to ideally perfect linearity, its main drawback is the
increased power consumption due to the additional control logic.
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Therefore, a second novel PI architecture is developed in this thesis. A two-points PI
exhibits two subsequent coarse and fine interpolations to double the full-scale interpolation
range compared to the reference PI. This allows to reduce the reference three-stage
DTC design to two stages, decreasing the power consumption and simplifying the overall
DTC design. While it is usually no issue to double a given PI’s interpolation range at
the cost of a severely degraded linearity, the key innovation of the two-points PI is the
prevention of the linearity degradation. The newly developed interpolation cells implement
a k bit interpolation with a cell array of only 2k−1 instead of 2k cells, with a minimum
increase in the single interpolation cell’s area compared to the reference PI. In order to
increase the resolution to 10 bit, a novel implementation of a hybrid PI array, splitted into
thermometrically and binary controlled parts, is presented. It differs in several aspects
from conventional hybrid DAC implementations and is a key design aspect for low power
designs with enhanced resolution.

DTC discussions in the literature primarily focus on performances such as static nonlin-
earity, resolution, operation frequency, or power consumption. However, dynamic effects
that are triggered by DTC code activity lead to dynamic errors, which are visible as addi-
tional dynamic nonlinearity. Depending on the code activity and targeted linearity, they
can have a non-negligible impact on the DTC application. The mechanisms leading to
dynamic effects are analyzed in detail, identifying supply regulators with finite regulation
bandwidth as major contributor. Therefore, a dynamic effects compensation circuit is
developed that aims at mitigating dynamic errors at supply regulator level.

Circuit designs for the present thesis resulted in three test chips that were fabricated in
28 nm standard CMOS technology. The developed DTCs operate in a frequency range of 2–
3GHz and provide resolutions of up to 13 bit (up to 10 bit provided by the PI), equivalent
to a time resolution of 48 fs for 2.5GHz operation frequency. Test chip verification shows
excellent matching between circuit simulations, analytical circuit models, and test chip
measurements of the static DTC nonlinearity. Furthermore, the implemented dynamic
effects compensation is validated to be functional, even if a detailed verification is limited
by the instrument noise, which is in the same order of magnitude as the targeted DTC
resolution.
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1 Introduction
Several system architectures in modern system on a chip (SoC) integrated circuits (IC)
require circuit blocks for frequency synthesis or modulation, such as for generation of
digital clock signals or for wireline/wireless communication systems. As modern process
technologies favor digital circuits, systems are preferably implemented digitally and signals
move from the analog to the digital domain wherever possible. Therefore, it would be
desirable to implement fully digital circuits for the generation of arbitrary digital signals,
i.e., clock signals of constant frequency or modulated signals. A circuit that allows the
generation of such signals, while providing the possibility of a fully digital implementation,
is the digital-to-time converter (DTC). DTCs, also called digital-to-phase converters (DPC)
or phase rotators, apply a time delay td (equivalent to a phase shift φ) on a reference
signal, based on a digital input code. As their output is usually a periodic clock signal,
phase shift corresponds to time delay according to the output signal’s period Tout:

φ

2π = td
Tout

. (1.1)

Due to the scaling of CMOS process technology, the supply voltage is lowered to reduce
power dissipation. This results in loss of dynamic range for conventional analog-to-digital
converters (ADC) and digital-to-analog converters (DAC). However, transistors also get
faster, allowing time processing circuits as time-to-digital converters (TDC) or DTCs to
increase their time resolution and therefore benefit from process scaling.

DTCs belong to the class of DACs, where the analog domain is time or phase. In most
applications they operate on a rectangular input reference clock signal fref and produce
a rectangular output clock signal fout. Fig. 1.1(a) shows an overview of the DTC block.
The digital code n controls the time delay (or the phase shift) of the output signal, while
the relation between fref and fout is determined by the DTC circuit architecture and
its programming. Fig. 1.1(b) plots the relation between input and output waveforms
exemplary for the case of fout = fref, static DTC code n, and an output phase range of

DTCfref fout

n

(a)

n = 0%

n = 25%

n = 50%

fref

tpd

90◦

180◦

fout

(b)

Figure 1.1 – Basic DTC operation: (a) top level overview on the DTC, and (b) example
for relation between input reference signal and DTC output signal.
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1 Introduction

0− 2π for a code range of 0− 100%. For n = 0 the delay between the input and output
signal is only determined by the propagation delay tpd that the signal takes to propagate
through the DTC. If the code is increased to n = 25%, the output is shifted by π/2 = 90◦
compared to the case of n = 0 (assuming a perfectly linear DTC).
The further introduction is structured as follows: Section 1.1 reviews and compares

popular DTC architectures and discusses their advantages and drawbacks. Afterwards
Section 1.2 gives an overview on typical DTC applications, highlighting the benefits of
DTCs when used to enhance or replace conventional circuit architectures. Finally, Section
1.3 outlines the present thesis and defines the key research objectives.

1.1 DTC Architectures and Circuit Design
State-of-the-art DTCs show a resolution of down to td,LSB = 19 fs [1] and operation
frequencies from the megahertz to the gigahertz domain. The best architecture can be
chosen by trading off operation frequency, resolution, and jitter requirements, and depends
highly on the targeted application. Before diving into the applications, typical DTC circuit
architectures are reviewed.
If DTCs target high resolution, they are usually segmented into coarse and fine phase

tuning stages. Common architectures for coarse tuning are the delay-locked-loop (DLL),
divider, or multiphase voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) based approach, followed by
a multiplexer (MUX). Their resolution td,LSB is limited either by the minimum inverter
delay tinv,min of the respective technology or by the frequency of their reference input fref.
To overcome this limitation, subsequent fine tuning stages are used to provide a resolution
of td,LSB � tinv,min. For fine tuning switched capacitor circuits, phase interpolators (PI)
or oversampling phase filters are used. In the following, the most popular concepts are
described briefly and their advantages and limitations are discussed.

1.1.1 Coarse Tuning Architectures
Coarse tuning blocks aim at providing a wide dynamic range with a coarse phase resolution
td,LSB,coarse and high linearity. As this resolution is not sufficient for most applications,
coarse tuning stages are constructed in a way that subsequent fine tuning blocks can be
placed. The coarse tuning blocks discussed in the following have a resolution of kcoarse bit
and generate N = 2kcoarse evenly phase shifted signals.
DLLs as shown in Fig. 1.2(a) consist of a voltage controlled delay line (VCDL) that

is built from buffers or inverters, and regulate their delay in a negative feedback loop to
ensure a delay range of 2π [3–10]. The phase of the output signal is compared to the
reference input by a phase detector (PD). The PD output is then low pass filtered by the
loop filter (LF), which controls a charge pump (CP) to adjust the VCDL’s delay. Another
possibility of delay control is current starving of the single delay elements [6]. The MUX
taps N evenly phase shifted signals which are generated from a reference with fref = fout.
The advantage of this architecture is the regulated 2π range, that is accurate over process,
voltage, and temperature variations (PVT). One drawback of this architecture is the
long total delay of the buffer chain and hence accumulated jitter [11]. With an increasing
number of delay stages the variance of each stages’ delay increases along the line, with

2
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Figure 1.2 – DTC coarse tuning architecture examples with kcoarse bit resolution: (a) DLL
based coarse tuning, and (b) divider based coarse tuning [2].

maximum in the middle of the delay line [12]. The non-ideal delay of each delay stage
is one source of nonlinearity in the DLL architecture. Another implementation featuring
the described delay line is the tapped delay line (TDL), which lacks the DLL’s control
loop. This reduces the design complexity, saving the control loop design, but increases the
nonlinearity and PVT sensitivity, which needs to be calibrated then [7, 13].

Divider based coarse tuning stages generate N signals with a phase shift of min. Tref/2,
followed by a MUX [2, 7, 13, 14], as shown in Fig. 1.2(b). An I/Q divider topology that
operates on pseudo-differential input reference signals allows to generate signals of 0◦ and
90◦, plus their pseudo-differential counterparts with 180◦ and 270◦. As in case of the
DLL, a MUX selects the coarse tuning output from the divider output signals. Compared
to the DLL, the divider achieves low jitter and does not require a control loop. The
implementation is fully digital, without the need of analog control blocks such as a CP.
However, the input reference signal needs to have multiple times the frequency of the
generated output signal.
As last coarse tuning approach, a MUX could tap directly N phase shifted output

signals of a VCO or a ring oscillator [15, 16], for example N = 4 for a quadrature VCO
(QVCO). The advantage is the use of the same circuit for reference clock generation and
coarse tuning. However, to date no coarse tuning stages with a high order of N have been
reported, that use this type of architecture.
Depending on the fine tuning architecture, which in the following examples require

1 ≤ M ≤ 3 adjacent phases as input, the MUX is implemented as (N : M) MUX.
By changing the MUX implementation accordingly, each coarse tuning concept can be
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Figure 1.3 – DTC fine tuning architectures: (a) switched capacitor based delay cell or
DCDL, (b) PI [2], and (c) DLL based phase filter [16].

combined with any of the following fine tuning architectures.
For high orders of N or a high operation frequency the MUX implementation can be

complicated. In addition to the coarse tuning block itself, it can contribute to nonlinearity.
In general, it can be seen as a phase selector, for which the standard CMOS MUX is not
necessarily the best implementation. Therefore, other implementations include MUX like
circuits based on D flip-flops (DFF), thus sensitive to rising edges of the coarse tuning
output [17–19], or a combination of logic gates, implementing MUX functionality [8].

1.1.2 Fine Tuning Architectures
The following fine tuning architectures take the M output signals of the coarse tuning
as input, and apply a phase tuning with high resolution. Therefore, their dynamic range
should be limited to the resolution td,LSB,coarse of the coarse tuning block, to preserve
monotonicity over all DTC stages.
A fine tuning based on delay cells as shown in Fig. 1.3(a) tunes the RC constant of a

node to modify the signal’s zero crossing time [3, 7, 9, 10, 13, 15, 20–32], with an optional
tunable inverter to adjust for PVT [7]. They are also referred to as switched capacitor
based fine tuning or digitally controlled delay line (DCDL). The advantage of delay cells
is their high linearity, as linear tuning of Ctune results in linear shifting of the zero crossing.
The dominating source of nonlinearity is the Ctune dependent slope at Vint, that modulates
the turn-on time of the output buffer [1, 9]. Major drawbacks of this architecture are
unwanted supply modulation through a code-dependent current consumption, high jitter
through the degradation of the (dis)charge slopes, and a not well-defined delay range.
Replica paths with inverted codes are necessary to equalize the current consumption over
code [22–24,26,29] and calibration engines are used to cope with the undefined range [7].
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1.2 DTC Applications

DTCs integrated in phase-locked loops (PLL) use this fine tuning type commonly without
coarse tuning [22–28, 30, 32, 33], relying only on a single stage DTC design. In general,
multiple delay cells can be cascaded to ensure fast rise/fall times of the propagating signal,
which improves sensitivity to supply and thermal noise [34] and prevents possible pulse
swallowing at coarse tuning code changes [7].
PIs as shown in Fig. 1.3(b) have two input signals of identical frequency (M = 2),

temporally shifted against each other by ∆t, and produce an output signal weighted in
time (or phase) domain from the inputs [1, 2, 6, 14, 16, 35–40]. The interpolation cells,
to which the input signals are connected, are visualized as tunable buffers, but can be
implemented differently. The PI output signal covers exactly ∆t enclosed between In1/2
over code α, but shows high systematic nonlinearity. A harmonic rejection technique has
been implemented to linearize the PI [2], but at expense of a lower slew rate of the internal
signals and hence, jitter. The present thesis focuses on PI based DTCs and gives a detailed
analysis of different PI types and their systematic nonlinearity.
With a DLL as phase filter after a (N : 3) MUX, oversampling can be explored to

increase the DTC resolution [7, 16]. The major difference of the phase filtering DLL from
Fig. 1.3(c) compared to a regular DLL is the separation of PD and voltage controlled delay
line (VCDL) input (compare Fig. 1.2(a) of the DLL based coarse tuning). The VCDL
input φref determines the frequency of the output signal, while φin determines its phase.
To operate the DLL in a meaningful fashion, φref and φin need to have an (on average)
identical frequency. The reference φref can be for instance equal to one of the coarse tuning
signals (in front of the coarse tuning output MUX). The regulation loop consisting of
PD, LF, and CP has a low pass characteristic due to the loop filter and locks the phase
of φout to φin. If φin changes, φout follows with a delay determined by the control loop’s
bandwidth. The filtering effect of the DLL allows to switch between input signals with
adjacent phases, and create an output signal with an average phase. This allows to apply
oversampling and ∆Σ modulation well known from PLL implementations for frational-N
frequency synthesis [41]. The waveforms on the right hand side of Fig. 1.3(c) indicate the
range of φout’s phase for a given set of input signals. As it is well defined by the spacing
of the input signals, it does not need further calibration. In [16] an impressive resolution
of 14 bit is reported, however, new DTC codes cannot be applied immediately due to the
phase filter’s settling time. This reduces its practical use to applications with sufficiently
slow changing input codes. A similar fine tuning was implemented in [42], where the
(N : 3) MUX in the coarse tuning stage was combined with the (3 : 1) MUX in front of
the phase filter to a (N : 1) MUX. This removes one MUX from the signal path, thus
removing sources of jitter and nonlinearity, as well as saving power.

1.2 DTC Applications
Many applications exist where DTCs are used to replace or enhance traditional archi-
tectures. Most of them came up only in the last decade and gained popularity through
increasing DTC performance, resulting from architectural DTC enhancements and smaller
technology nodes. Applications include usage in direct digital period synthesis (DDPS),
clock-and-data-recovery circuits (CDR), in the feedback or reference path of a PLL, as
fine delay in TDCs, or as direct phase modulators in polar or outphasing transmitters.
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Figure 1.4 – DDPS frequency synthesis: (a) DDPS circuit architecture [18], and (b) exam-
ple operation of a 3 bit DDPS block for generation of fout > fref.

One of the first DTC implementations was presented at ISSCC in 1990 [43], where a 5 bit
DLL with subsequent MUX was used in the context of CDR.
While DTCs in PLLs often operate close to the reference oscillator’s frequency, CDR

and transmitter DTCs are required to operate at frequencies in the gigahertz range. This
fact reflects in the architecture types chosen for the different applications. The following
sections briefly introduce the mentioned DTC applications and highlight the advantages
compared to prior DTC-less implementations.

1.2.1 Direct Digital Period Synthesis
DDPS, also called digital period synthesis (DPS), is a technique that allows to synthesize
clock signals (including spread spectrum clocks) for use in digital clocking or in commu-
nication systems in a purely digital manner. It was firstly introduced by Mair et al. in
2000 [44]. In principle, the circuit re-combines M signals of identical frequency fref but
different phases φ0, φ1, . . . , φM to generate an output signal with a different, mostly higher
frequency fout > fref. Digital programming allows then the control of fout.

As this architecture synthesizes periods by means of changing the output signal’s phase
with a DTC, the relation between phase and frequency is worth a brief look before discussing
the circuit architecture. For continuous time signals, a frequency offset foffset is related to
a phase change ∆φ by

foffset = − 1
2π

∆φ
dt
, (1.2)

where ∆φ is the phase change that needs to be applied in every clock cycle dt =
1/(fout + foffset) [3]. Vice versa ∆φ is obtained by integrating (equivalent to accumulating
in digital processing) foffset.
The heart of the DDPS systems is a DTC as presented in the coarse tuning section.

Most architectures use anM phase generator followed by an (M :1) phase selector as shown
in Fig. 1.4(a) [3, 8, 17–19, 34, 44, 45]. The phase generator is most often implemented as
DLL, but phase signals can also be tapped directly from an oscillator. Its output phases
are exemplary plotted for M = 8 in Fig. 1.4(b). The phase selector forwards one of these
signals to its output, based on a digital control word. The DTC programming is derived
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1.2 DTC Applications

Table 1.1 – Accumulator output for M = 8 and FCW = 3.8.
Clock Cycle FCW dacc dsel

1 3.8 0.0 0
2 3.8 3.8 4
3 3.8 7.6 0
4 3.8 3.4 3
5 3.8 7.2 7
6 3.8 3.0 3

from accumulating (or integrating) a frequency control word (FCW), which is equivalent
to foffset from (1.2). The accumulator is clocked by fout, which satisfies the assumption
that the period needs to change on rate of fref + foffset.

The waveforms in Fig. 1.4(b) and the related Table 1.1 show an example for FCW = 3.8,
leading to an average period of fout ∼ 2.11fref. The fractional FCW is accumulated to
dacc and then truncated to dsel, which has a data width of l and is connected to the MUX
control (the fractional MSB of dacc is added to its integer part to be precise). This leads
to periods of 3− 4 td,LSB, with a total average of 3.8 td,LSB. The clock to output delay of
the accumulator Tacc defines the duty cycle (which is not at 50%) and limits the maximum
possible output frequency. As this programming scheme allows multiple code changes per
reference cycle, fout can be much higher than fref.
As single-stage phase selectors can only implement a coarse DTC resolution with rea-

sonable design effort (max. of 5 bit reported in [8]), two-stage DTC architecture were
presented [3,8]. Here a subsequent switched capacitor based fine tuning [8] or a PI [3] is
employed to increase the resolution. Another two-stage DTC differs from the architectures
described above and employs a multi-modulus divider (MMD) for coarse tuning and a
DCDL for fine tuning [34]. This circuit omits high order phase selectors, however, it
requires fref > fout.

From system perspective, level and location of systematic spurs in the output spectrum
can be related to the DTC’s quantization noise or nonlinearity [14, 46, 47]. Therefore,
DTCs with high resolution and low nonlinearity are preferred. Moreover, periodicity of
the DTC code sequence is visible as spurs in the spectrum. The spurs can be reduced by
randomizing the DTC programming through an accumulator implemented as 1st or 2nd
order ∆Σ-modulator [17–19], or by applying random dithering [33].

As DDPS is an open loop system, it can change its output frequency in a single output
clock cycle. This fact and the possibility of a wide frequency range are the main advantages
compared to PLLs. In addition, multiple DDFSs can share the same reference or multi-
phase generator. This enables the generation of multiple clocks at different frequencies
from the same PLL [34] or DLL [8], thus reducing the number of on-chip synthesizers as
well as moving clock generation to a fully digital domain.

1.2.2 Clock and Data Recovery Circuits (CDR)
Wireline inter-chip communication systems aim continuously at higher data rates. This
imposes design challenges on CDR circuits, which are implemented on receiver (RX) side
to recover the transmitted data sequence from the distorted input signal together with its
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Figure 1.5 – Source-synchronous interface with DTC phase adjustment [16].

clock signal.

Most wireline transmission systems are source-synchronous or source-asynchronous sys-
tems (also called plesichronous systems). In the synchronous case, data is transferred
together with the reference clock signal, while in the asynchronous case the RX and trans-
mitter (TX) chips generate their own reference frequencies, leading to a possible frequency
shift between transmitting and receiving clock.

Multi-channel source-synchronous interfaces transmit data on multiple channels and a
clock signal in a separate channel, as shown in Fig. 1.5 [16]. The imperfect matching and
spacial channel separation on RX and TX side lead to skew between the data and clock
signals, labeled here as ∆T1/2. On the RX side, the CDR circuit needs to correct the clock
signal’s phase for the skew ∆T1/2 to sample the incoming data at the ideal time. For this
purpose, each channel can shift the reference clock with a DTC [16].

Source-asynchronous systems need to adjust the frequency on top of a possible phase
shift. Instead of using multiple PLLs at RX side to operate the CDR on several channels,
a single PLL is used for reference clock generation and DTC can be used for phase and
frequency correction [48]. As a slight frequency shift can be seen as continuous phase
shift (see (1.2) for the relation between phase and frequency), it can also be corrected by
the DTC. The DTC is required to allow modulo 2π operation, which enables continuous
phase shifts without unwanted wrap-arounds. Attractive circuits for this purpose are PIs
or quadrature PIs, where quadrature refers to four input signals, shifted against each
other by 90◦ [48–50], such as generated by a DTC coarse tuning stages based on a QVCO
with subsequent (4 : 2) MUX. As the CDR’s PIs operate mostly on sinusoidal signals,
their linearity is much higher than in systems with digital signals and steep edges, where
nonlinearity is the major drawback of PIs. Apart from this application type, PIs usually
operate on digital signals. On DTC side the design focus is especially on the PI, as it
needs to operate at data rates in the multi gigahertz range for state-of-the-art wireline
transmission.
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Figure 1.6 – Fractional-N ADPLL implemented with (a) integer-N divider and TDC, and
(b) integer-N divider, DTC to realize fractional-N operation, and 1 bit TDC
implemented as comparator.

1.2.3 DTC Assisted TDCs
Fig. 1.6(a) shows the well known all-digital PLL (ADPLL), where TDCs are used as phase
detectors to allow the fully digital implementation of the LF and the use of a digitally
controlled oscillator (DCO) [51–54]. The ADPLL enables fractional-N operation through
∆Σ-modulation of the integer-N divider in its feedback path. The divider control switches
between different integer division ratios, resulting in an averaged output frequency through
the low pass characteristic of the LF. The unavoidable error between the fractional FCW
and the actual integer division ratio is substracted from the TDC output to reduce the
code activity in front of the LF [30]. The TDC is one of the key blocks in the ADPLL’s
control loop. It requires high design effort and consumes a significant portion of the overall
power. Furthermore, the generated fractional spurs depend mainly on its nonlinearity as
well as its resolution.

If the integer-N divider is replaced by a fractional one, a bang-bang phase detector
(BBPD) would suffice as TDC replacement. Fractional-N division can be realized by
placing a DTC subsequently to the integer-N divider as depicted in Fig. 1.6(b), where
the DTC adds the fractional part to the integer-N division. The phase error derived
from the divider control word is fed to the DTC (phase error is obtained from frequency
error through integration), which delays the signal accordingly. As DTCs have a certain
quantization, the TDC could at least be relaxed in terms of detection range. The TDC
range can now be in the domain of the DTC’s resolution instead of the DCO period,
resulting in a significantly simplified design.
A first approach was introduced in [55], where a 4 bit DLL based DTC was connected

in series to the integer-N divider of the feedback loop, allowing to forward an intermediate
divider output to the TDC. This allows to reduce the TDC range by four MSBs, simplifying
the design and reducing the power consumption. This approach was taken one step further
in [56], where a 9 bit switched capacitor (DCDL) based DTC allows to reduce the TDC
range to only 8 ps. In [30, 57, 58] this concept was finally extended to a 10 bit switched
capacitor based DTC, enabling to reduce the TDC to a BBPD. This allows to use a simple
comparator as 1 bit TDC, solving the issues of TDC nonlinearity and resolution [59].
Another solution to the same problem is the use of a DTC in the reference instead of
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Figure 1.7 – DTC-based fractional-N sub-sampling PLL [65].

the feedback path. It was first introduced in [28], where a sample based counter is used
as phase detector. The ADPLL is restricted to integer-N mode if the DTC is deactivated,
fractional-N mode is enabled when the DTC is used to a-priori delay the reference edges
according to an accumulated FCW. The DTC is realized as digitally controlled Vernier
delay line (similar to a DCDL), which is in principle a series of switched capacitor DTC
cells. In [22, 33, 60–62] the reference path DTC is used to reduce the detection range of
the TDC, resulting in the advantages discussed above.
While the discussed approaches reduce the requirements of the TDC regarding range,

resolution, and nonlinearity, the DTC design moves into focus. At DTC level, resolution
and nonlinearity can be handled with less design effort and lower power overhead [59].
Adaptive digital pre-distortion is applied in order to reduce the nonlinearity and adjust
the delay range over PVT [57]. To keep the power and phase noise advantage of the
DTC-based approach, the correction is only applied in the digital domain [59]. In addition,
∆Σ-modulation can be used to overcome the limitations of the DTC resolution [63]. The
full DTC range needs to cover the maximum expected error from ∆Σ-control at the divider
output, plus a margin for PVT [57], which is in the order of multiple VCO periods. Overall,
BBPD based ADPLLs can achieve identical spur/noise performance while reducing the
power and complexity compared to TDC based ADPLLs [64].

1.2.4 Fractional-N Sub-Sampling PLLs (SSPLL) and
Multiplying DLLs (MDLL)

One step further in the direction of TDC assistance in the reference path allows the DTC
to generate a shift of the reference clock to enable fractional-N operation. However, this
technique was not explored for ADPLLs, but to enable fractional-N operation in sub-
sampling PLLs (SSPLL) and multiplying DLLs (MDLL). Both, SSPLLs and MDLLs, are
attractive architectures for clock generation, as they offer low power and low noise. In the
following, the working principle of their integer-N version is recapped briefly, followed by a
discussion of the DTC extension that enables fractional-N operation for both architectures.

The first SSPLL was published in 2009 [66]. Its block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.7, where
the DTC is assumed to be bypassed for now and some digital processing on the FCW is
left out for simplicity. It has two control loops, a sub-sampling loop and a frequency-locked
loop (FLL), that share the same LF. The FLL resembles a regular PLL control loop and
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Figure 1.8 – DTC-based fractional-N MDLL [69].

consists of an integer-N divider, a PD, and a CP. It is used to lock the oscillator to the
desired target frequency for start-up purposes. After locking, the FLL is disabled to save
power, and the sub-sampling loop remains to be the active control loop. The sub-sampling
phase detector (SSPD) compares the phase of fref and fout at every rising edge of fref.
As the divider is removed from the feedback loop, its power consumption and generated
noise are removed from the system. However, as the output is compared directly to the
reference, this system is limited to integer-N operation.

The MDLL was first published in 2002 [67], and its block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.8
where the DTC is assumed as bypassed and some digital processing on the FCW is left
out for simplicity again. The MDLL consists of an odd number of subsequent inverters (in
this example five) and one multiplexer (MUX), and its overall propagation delay can be
tuned by the voltage Vtune. The tuning voltage is the output of the control loop consisting
of PD, LF, and CP (optionally implemented digitally as DAC). It locks the output phase
to the reference phase. Every N th output cycle the select logic controls the MUX to
forward a reference edge into the DLL, removing the accumulated jitter. While it brings
the advantage of lower output noise up to a frequency offset of fref/2 (a much higher
offset than the loop filters of PLLs usually provide), the MDLL suffers mainly from two
problems [68]: first, fout can only be changed in integer multiples of fref, and second, the
timing of the phase injection needs to be very accurate (low phase offset in the phase
detector) as else strong reference spurs occur in the output spectrum.

While both architectures provide advantages in terms of noise and power, they face the
same limitation of only integer-N operation. In 2014, three groups of authors explored the
DTC as a means to extend the SSPLLs / MDLLs to fractional-N subsampling systems:
the first fractional-N SSPLL was published by [65, 70], followed only a few months later
by [26, 29, 71]; the fractional-N MDLL was published simultaneously with the first PLL
publication [68, 69]. All methods use a DTC as in Fig. 1.7 and 1.8 for a frequency shift
on the reference clock fref, which effectively keeps the integer-N operation of the system,
but alters the reference frequency to enable overall fractional-N operation. The operation
resembles the DDPS with one main difference in the DTC architecture: while the DDPS
architectures allow multiple code changes per reference cycle, only one phase change for
each reference edge is allowed here. However, this is no limitation, as only the fractional
frequencies need to be generated, whereby the required frequency shift is limited. For
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MDLL systems, fractional-N operation was already published in 2012 [72], however, it is
not DTC-based and allows only a coarse frequency resolution of ∼ 1 MHz.
The DTC-based reference shift enables the tuning of the output frequency with fine

resolution. As the DTCs operate at reference frequency, they can be implemented in
a power efficient way. Depending on the digital control, the DTC should cover a wide
delay range of multiple output cycles of the system (VCO/DCO or MDLL cycle) over
PVT variations (e.g. 2-3 in [68], and 5 in [26]). As they operate directly on the reference
clock, low jitter is desired. However, jitter degrades with increased DTC range as higher
delay is related to higher jitter [11] (especially in the DTC implementations used for this
application, as discussed in Section 1.1). As the DTC is not covering a full reference clock
cycle, it generates an overflow in a periodic fashion. This is visible at the PLL output as
spurs at frequency offsets of multiples of the reference frequency from the carrier, where
the spur power is further increased through DTC nonlinearity.

Several authors further explored this synthesizer architectures for PLLs [14,23,27,32,37,
73,74] and MDLLs [25]. Ongoing effort is spent in linearizing the DTC to reduce reference
spur power levels in the output spectrum, for example through digital pre-distortion of
the DTC codes [27] or development of DTCs with intrinsically higher linearity [14,37]. In
addition, system level design effort is spent in investigating DTC-based frequency synthesis
at the reference clock [75].

1.2.5 Polar and Outphasing Transmitters
Similar to frequency synthesis in the DDPS architecture, which already allows for genera-
tion of spread spectrum clocks [44], DTCs can apply phase modulation on a reference LO
signal. This allows to implement all digital polar transmitters [13, 76–78] and outphasing
transmitters [7,10,31,42,79,80]. Both types employ a DTC to apply phase modulation on
an LO signal, enabling a wide modulation bandwidth (up to 400MHz presented in [31])
due to the open-loop nature of the DTC [81].
Conventional polar transmitters apply phase modulation directly at the PLL and the

amplitude modulation at the power amplifier (PA). Two-point modulation at the PLL
enables a wider modulation bandwidth [81], where an ADPLL is a favorable implementa-
tion, as the digital nature of the control loop allows direct application of the modulation
data at the FCW and the DCO [52]. As the phase modulated PLL output signal has then
a constant amplitude, it allows the use of very efficient PAs, giving a power advantage
compared to I/Q modulators [82]. A COordinate Rotation DIgital Computer (CORDIC)
block is used to convert the I/Q data stream of the baseband chip from Cartesian to
Polar coordinates [83]. This conversion however widens the bandwidth of the phase data
significantly, imposing high requirements on the two-point modulation in the PLL control
loop and the frequency range of the oscillator. Therefore, a separation of LO synthesis
and phase modulation, which is united in the modulation PLL for the conventional case,
is desirable.
A DTC-based polar transmitter as depicted in Fig. 1.9(a) applies phase modulation

directly on an LO signal (generated by a PLL), removing the two-point modulation from
the PLL regulation loop. The LO acts as reference signal for the DTC, and the phase
information from the CORDIC is the digital data input. The remaining blocks operate
identical to the conventional polar transmitter. As the PLL does not need to be tailored
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Figure 1.9 – DTC-based transmitters: (a) polar transmitter, and (b) outphasing transmit-
ter.

to a certain modulation scheme, this topology allows a higher order of reconfigurability,
making it attractive for software-defined radio (SDR) applications. Recently, a DTC for a
polar transmitter was implemented in a digital design flow [13], leveraging the advantages
of the digital DTC circuit topology for faster system integration.

Another transmitter architecture in which DTCs have been implemented are outphasing
transmitters. A block diagram of the outphasing transmitter is shown in Fig. 1.9(b). Here,
two constant envelope signals Z1 and Z2 are generated, shifted against each other by 2θ in
the phase domain. Both signals are combined in a PA, enabling to control the combined
output power of Zout by adjusting the phase shift 2θ. The larger the phase shift, the lower
the output power. The common phase shift φ of both signals determines then the phase
of the output signal. The signal vector diagram in Fig. 1.9(b) visualizes how θ and φ are
used to generate Zout.
The all digital nature of these phase modulator architectures imposes new design chal-

lenges with regard to DTC quantization and nonlinearity. As the modulation data sequence
is of random nature, the DTC quantization leads to a quantization noise floor similar to
TDC quantization noise [54, pp. 21-22]. This leads to high requirements on the DTC res-
olution. Furthermore, DTC nonlinearity is corrected digitally with look-up tables (LUT),
that are filled by measuring the nonlinearity with external equipment [7, 42] or on-chip
with a TDC [13, 76]. As the design and control of the DTC-based phase modulator can
be fully digital, it is a scaling friendly architecture for future multi-mode and multi-band
transceivers. On the other hand, high frequency operation in the gigahertz domain makes
the DTC and its digital data path a significant contributor to the power consumption of
the modulated LO generation.

1.3 Motivation and Objectives
Phase interpolators (PI) are favorable DTC fine tuning implementations, as they provide a
defined tuning range without need for further calibration. However, their high systematic
nonlinearity makes them unattractive for many applications. As there are already known
approaches for PI linearization, they may impose an attractive alternative to the switched
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capacitor based fine tuning, if the linearization could be applied while providing a high
resolution and low power consumption. The present dissertation focuses on these aspects
of PI design. The nonlinearity as discussed in [16] is modeled and analyzed with a high
accuracy, missing in publications so far. Furthermore, a linearized PI achieving a linearity
in the domain of known switched capacitor based fine tuning implementations is presented.
As this imposes an increased power consumption, further architectures are explored that
increase the linearity of conventional PIs, while providing a competitive power consumption.
To further increase PI competitiveness compared to the switched capacitor based fine
tuning, splitting the PI into thermometrically and binary controlled parts is investigated
to enhance the resolution. This technique is well known in conventional DAC design (also
for switched capacitor based DTC fine tuning), but a correct implementation for PIs differs
from conventional DACs and has not been presented so far.
In order to have a reference for the newly developed circuits, Chapter 2 introduces

an existing DTC design with a divider based coarse tuning and a PI based fine tuning
architecture, operating at 2GHz with a resolution of td,LSB = 244 fs. The coarse tuning
architecture is used as a framework for integrating and testing different PI architectures.
The fine tuning serves then as reference for the newly developed PIs. To create a solid
foundation for DTC comparison, all important circuit measures are defined in this chapter.

Chapter 3 focuses on the implementation of reference and newly developed PIs. A total of
three test chips were fabricated for the present thesis in 28 nm standard CMOS technology.
These test chips include one test chip for a high linearity PI design, aiming at theoretically
ideal linearity, and two test chips for a second, more conventional PI design, focusing
on low power consumption and enhanced linearity. The implemented DTCs operate
in a frequency range of 2–3GHz and provide resolutions of 48.8–244.1 fs, surpassing all
previously published architectures in this frequency range. The circuit implementations
are presented together with simulation results, and the static nonlinearity of each PI is
modeled and analyzed in detail. The developed models are used to calculate the PI’s
nonlinearity based on certain design parameters. The model allows a quick evaluation of
initial design parameters, and helps identifying trade-offs between them.

Up to Chapter 3 only the static nonlinearity of DTCs is investigated and compared. In
Chapter 4 the dynamic nonlinearity is defined, which is especially important in applications
that show high code activity, as DDPS or transmitter DTCs. The root causes of dynamic
nonlinearity are analyzed and their effects on the DTC is quantified. Circuit simulations
show the impact on different DTC operation modes, namely DDPS and transmitters like
operation. Finally, an extension to the low drop-out (LDO) voltage regulator supply used
for the DTC is presented, that compensates for dynamic errors at supply voltage level.
This compensation is implemented in one of the test chips.

Afterwards, Chapter 5 presents test chip measurements of the discussed PI based DTCs.
After a brief review on known methods for DTC verification, a novel measurement method
is presented that allows for linearity measurements with femtosecond accuracy. The
measurement results are then compared to circuit simulations and model calculations.
Configurability of the PI’s interpolation range ∆t in the test chips allows to validate the
models in a wide operation range. Furthermore, the correct operation of the dynamic
effects compensation circuit is verified.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and gives an outlook on future challenges in

DTC design.
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2 DTC Architecture and
Characterization

The investigation of phase interpolators as DTC fine tuning requires a surrounding system
in which the PI is embedded. While it is possible to generate the required input signals by
means of external signal generators, an actual PI based DTC implementation requires an
on-chip PLL for generation of the reference signal and a coarse tuning block to generate
both PI input signals. As an on-chip PLL and coarse tuning stage influence the overall
DTC performance and linearity, they are required to give a full and realistic picture of
the circuit. This chapter introduces the multistage DTC architecture in which context
the PI circuits are investigated. The presented architecture was used for a previously
developed reference design, to which all newly developed PIs are compared. As frequency
synthesis with a PLL is well known, the PLL implementation is omitted from the following
discussion.

The present chapter introduces the multistage DTC architecture and its implementation
in Section 2.1. All presented DTC blocks are discussed in detail, as they differ from
state of the art implementations as reviewed in Section 1.1 and introduce new concepts,
especially to DTC coarse tuning. Afterwards, Section 2.2 presents the DTC performance
measures that are used throughout this work to compare different architectures. This
includes typical D/A converter metrics regarding linearity, as well as measures for noise
performance. Finally, Section 2.3 gives an overview on the DTC configuration that is
discussed in the subsequent chapters.

2.1 Investigated Multistage DTC Architecture
The investigation of PI circuits requires a coarse tuning block which provides two signals
of the same frequency, shifted against each other by ∆t in time domain or ∆φ in phase
domain. The PI takes these signals as inputs, and produces an output signal of the same
frequency with a phase according to its programming.

This section presents an existing PI based three-stage DTC reference design. An MMD
as ultra coarse tuning stage provides two output signals at fout with 3 bit resolution, which
are shifted against each other by ∆tuc. As this spacing is usually too wide for a linear phase
interpolation, a subsequent novel coarse tuning stage, implemented as multiplexer and delay
element stage (MUX+DEL), reduces this spacing with 1 bit resolution to ∆tc = ∆tuc/2.
Finally, a PI takes the two coarse tuning output signals as input, and produces a single
DTC output with a phase enclosed between the two input signals, controlled by its digital
input code.

The number of bits for the three stages are kMMD = 3, kMUX+DEL = 1, and kPI = 7 . . . 10.
The PI resolution kPI depends on its architecture and implementation. The reference design
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Figure 2.1 – Architecture overview of the three-stage DTC.

is implemented with kPI = 7. For the investigated PIs that are discussed in Chapter 3, two
different DTC configurations are used: 1) a three-stage DTC design as described above,
and 2) a two-stage DTC design consisting only of an MMD and a PI. The stages are
configured in a manner that leads to a total DTC resolution of

kDTC,1 = kMMD + kMUX+DEL + kPI (2.1)
= 11, and

kDTC,2 = kMMD + kPI (2.2)
= 12 . . . 13,

where the number of bits kMMD, kMUX+DEL, and kPI relate to the resolution of the
MMD, MUX+DEL, and PI stage, respectively. The digital DTC code n is in the range of
0 ≤ n ≤ N for N = 2kDTC,1/2 − 1. The maximum code for all discussed DTCs and tuning
stages will be denoted with N .

Fig. 2.1 shows the top block diagram of the DTC. The upcoming sections describe the
detailed operation of the single blocks at the example configuration of a three-stage design
with fref = 8 GHz and fout = 2 GHz. The operation of the two-stage DTC design can be
explained in an analogous manner.

2.1.1 Multi-Modulus Divider
The MMD as depicted in Fig. 2.1 is split in two consecutive parts: first, the divider
core generates two signals with the desired frequency and phase relation according to the
digital programming, and second, the subsequent flip-flops (FF) re-sample the divider
core for low noise on VCOp/n. The MMD produces two signals MMDout,1 and MMDout,2
at fout = 2 GHz from a differential VCO signal at fref = 8 GHz, provided by a PLL. It
has a nominal division ratio of 4, and the two additional division modi 3 and 5. The
outputs MMDout,1/2 are aligned with the pseudo-differential signals VCOp/n, enabling the
generation of two signals with a temporal spacing of half a VCO period ∆tuc = TVCO/2.
The total number of control bits kMMD = 3 is split in least significant bits (LSB) and most
significant bits (MSB): LSB bit n8 controls the temporal order of MMDout,1/2, and the
MSB bits n10:9 determine the divider’s division modi. In the following, the influence of
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Figure 2.2 – MMD output waveforms for (a) different static digital codes n10:8, and (b)
different dynamic code changes triggering division modes 3 and 5.

LSB and MSB programming on the MMD output signals, plotted in Fig. 2.2, is discussed
in detail.
MMDout,2 is aligned with a rising edge of VCOp, whereas MMDout,1 is, depending on n8,

aligned with the rising edge of VCOn either directly leading or lagging VCOp of MMDout,2.
This enables a temporal spacing of ∆tuc = TVCO/2 = 62.5 ps between MMDout,1/2, which
is equivalent to a phase spacing of ∆φuc = 45◦. Figure 2.2(a) shows how the LSB affects
the relation of MMDout,1/2 if the code transitions from n10:8 = 0 to n10:8 = 1. The 2GHz
reference signal is identical to MMDout,1 for n10:8 = 0 and is the 0◦ reference to which the
phases of MMDout,1/2 are related. While for n10:8 = 0 MMDout,1 has a phase of 0◦ and for
n10:8 = 1 a phase of 90◦, MMDout,2 stays at 45◦ during this code transition. This leads
to the enclosure of the phase range 0–45◦ for n10:8 = 0 and 45–90◦ for n10:8 = 0 between
MMDout,1/2.
The division modi 3 and 5 are controlled by n10:9 and can re-align MMDout,2 with a

different rising edge of VCOp by changing the instantaneous division ratio to 3 or 5 for
a single 2GHz output cycle. If n10:9 is increased (including a wrap around n10:9 : 3→ 0)
or decreased (including a wrap around n10:9 : 0 → 3) a division-by-5 or division-by-3 is
triggered, respectively. For a single division-by-5 MMDout,2 shifts by +125 ps (=̂ + 90◦),
and for a single division-by-3 by -125 ps (=̂ − 90◦). After the division MMDout,1 is still
aligned relative to MMDout,2, determined by n8. Subsequent divisions shift the DTC
output multiple times, enabling a wrap around of the DTC output phase. This leads to
the enclosure of the full 2GHz 2π range by MMDout,1/2 over code, which is visualized for
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static n10:8 in Fig. 2.2(a). The examples of n10:8 = 0, n10:8 = 1, and n10:8 = 7 highlight
which phase part of the 2GHz reference signal is enclosed between MMDout,1/2 depending
on n10:8.
Figure 2.2(b) illustrates MMDout,1/2 for application of different division modi, which

requires MMD code transitions. For the first two code transitions only the MSB is
triggered, MMDout,2 shifts according to the division while MMDout,1 stays aligned to it in
the same way as before the code change. The last code transition shows an example for
n10:8 = 0 → n10:8 = 7, where a division-by-3 plus a LSB change is executed in parallel,
leading to a wrap around of the 2π range in phase domain. As the current implementation
of a 3/4/5 divider allows only for a single division per output cycle, the programming is
limited to phase changes of ±90◦ due to a division plus a possible LSB change, leading to
a maximum phase change of ±135◦.

The MMD output flip-flops are implemented as low noise flip-flops to achieve low jitter
for MMDout,1/2. They re-sample the outputs of the divider core, which allows to design
the core in a more power efficient way as it does not need to provide good phase noise
performance. Depending on the noise specifications, the flip-flops can dominate the overall
MMD layout area.

This architecture can also be operated at other frequencies than 2GHz. While operation
at lower frequencies is easily possible, higher frequencies are limited by the internal timing
of the MMD, which needs to be designed accordingly. All above mentioned frequency
and time values change according to the new input reference frequency and the new DTC
output frequency. Independent of the frequency fref, the dynamic range of the MMD is
always 2π.

2.1.2 Multiplexer and Delay Element

The coarse-tuning stage reduces the spacing ∆tuc with 1 bit resolution to ∆tc = ∆tuc/2 =
31.25 ps and is implemented as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. It has a 2 bit interface, using the
MMD’s LSB n8 to determine whether MMDout,1 is leading or lagging MMDout,2. The
upper path, called MUX path, selects with a MUX (controlled by n7:8) either MMDout,1
or MMDout,2 for output MUXout. With n7 = 0 the temporally "early" signal is selected,
and with n7 = 1 the "late" one. The lower path, called DEL path (controlled by n8),
automatically selects the "earlier" signal of MMDout,1/2 for DELout. The delay element in
this path delays the signal ideally by td,DEL = 31.25 ps. As the delay varies over process,
voltage and temperature (PVT), it can be adjusted with 5 bit resolution via control input
cfg4:0. The propagation delay td of the two paths is the sum of the propagation delay of
the single elements:

td,MUX = td,MUX + td,inv (2.3)
td,DEL = td,MUX + td,DEL + td,inv (2.4)

The resulting delay difference between them is only determined by the delay element:

td,DEL − td,MUX = td,DEL = ∆tc (2.5)
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Figure 2.3 – Signal alignment between VCOp and the single DTC blocks.

As ∆tc=̂∆φc, the phases of the two outputs can be expressed as

φ(MUXout) = φ(MMDout,1/2), and (2.6)
φ(DELout) = φ(MMDout,1) + ∆φc, (2.7)

for the example of n8 = 0, meaning that MMDout,1 is early. A phase shift due to the
constant propagation delay of both paths is neglected in (2.6) and (2.7).The waveforms
in Fig. 2.3 show the outputs of MMD and MUX+DEL stage, depending on n8:7.
The resulting signal spacing ∆t for the PI depends on the control of the MMD and

MUX+DEL stages. As the resolution of the configuration input is finite, td,DEL is unlikely
to be at its ideal value of 31.25 ps. The actual phase spacing at the PI input can either
be ∆t = td,DEL or ∆t = ∆tuc − td,DEL.

2.1.3 Phase Interpolator
The PI is a key building block in this architecture and provides high time resolution. This
section discusses the fundamental behavior of PIs. The actual implemented designs are
presented in Chapter 3. The PI has two input signals In1 and In2, which are connected
to the outputs MUXout and DELout of the coarse tuning stage as shown in Fig. 2.1. A
certain phase spacing ∆φ, equivalent to a time spacing ∆t, is enclosed between In1/2. The
PI output signal has the same frequency as the input signals and allows phase tuning
in a range of ∆φ. During the interpolation process In1/2 are weighted in phase domain,
controlled by a digital code word. The phase of the output signal of an ideal and linear
PI can be described by

φ(DTCout)[n] = N − n
N

φ(In1) + n

N
φ(In2) + φpd, (2.8)

where the phase of the input signals is weighted to produce an output signal with a
desired phase. The maximum digital code N results from a PI with kPI bit resolution
according to N = 2kPI . Note the difference between PIs and the overall DTC or DACs
in general: A DTC or a general DAC with k bit resolution have programming codes
in the range of 0 ≤ n ≤ 2k − 1, whereas the digital code word n for PIs is in a range
of 0 ≤ n ≤ 2kPI . This leads to one additional programming code and accounts for the
possibility to weight the phase either fully to one or the other input. The difference
between PIs and general DACs is discussed in detail in Section 3.4. In addition to the
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weighting, the output signal’s phase contains a constant phase shift φpd equivalent to the
code independent propagation delay tpd of the PI. Further derivation of DTC performance
metrics in Section 2.2 will show that φpd has no influence on the static DTC nonlinearity.
Equation (2.8) shows that DTCout is aligned with In1 for n = 0 and with In2 for n = N .
This means that the PI covers exactly ∆φ over its whole code range, which is one of the
most important advantages compared to other fine tuning architectures with an undefined
range (e.g. switched capacitor based delay cells).
Another advantage is the interpolation on rising and falling edges, which is not given

in all PI implementations [1, 36, 84–86]. This enables a duty cycle of 50% for a constant
DTC code, which is a mandatory for some applications. Both DTC coarse tuning stages,
MMD and MUX+DEL, apply the DTC code on both edges to keep the duty cycle of 50%
for constant DTC code.

2.1.4 Digital Data Path
The digital data for the DTC can be fed by two different data paths. For exact lab
validation of the DTC’s linearity, a ramp generator is built in. All other digital input data
sequences can be stored in an on-chip static random-access memory (SRAM) and then be
programmed to the DTC.
The ramp generator can be configured for a minimum and maximum code, as well as

a code step size. The code is then swept continuously between minimum and maximum
in a triangular ramp with the programmed step size. The digital part is clocked by a
divided DTC output. Each code stays active for a time determined by a counter, enabling
to adjust the programming to speed and bandwidth of external measurement devices.
The SRAM provides the possibility to store an arbitrary sequence of DTC codes. The

codes are then read from the memory at fout and programmed to the DTC. The DTC
latches the data in with each falling output edge and applies it to the subsequent rising
edge. As the analog domain is phase, the converted information is stored in the edge
position. Code and select signal changes for the single DTC blocks need to be applied
during logic low or high level of the analog signals. This means that a new code can be
applied to each rising edge, while the falling edges have the same code as their previous
rising edge. As the investigated DTCs operates at rates of ≥ 2 GHz, correct timing of the
clock and data signals for each block is crucial. A single clock is not sufficient to latch in
new data to the DTC, as the system has only t = 0.5/f2GHz to acquire new data, which
is a delay in the order of the overall DTC propagation delay. Therefore each block latches
in new data with different clock signals fclk,MMD, fclk,MUX+DEL, and fclk,PI, derived from
the respective block’s output signals. The digital data has to be synchronized for each of
these clock signals.

2.2 DTC Performance Characteristics
As the DTC is a D/A converter, the performances of interest cover mostly performances
typically evaluated for D/A converters and include: 1) the transfer function (TF) of digital
input code n vs. output phase (or delay); 2) integral nonlinearity (INL); 3) differential
nonlinearity (DNL); and 4) monotonicity [87, pp. 614-618]. As the DTC generates an
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RF signal, also the generated jitter, which can be measured as phase noise, is of interest.
Furthermore, power consumption is a key performance parameter, as typical applications
can be embedded in systems that run from battery. Usually glitches are an additional
concern, especially in high speed D/A converters as discussed here, originating from
timing mismatch of the digital programming signals that control the analog D/A converter
sections [87, pp. 633-634]. This concern can be discarded for DTCs, as the toggling of the
control signals has no direct influence on the output signal’s phase. The control state of
the analog DTC sections is only evaluated at each rising and falling edge of the processed
signal, in-sensitizing the DTC regarding glitches.
The TF is the initial point to evaluate the systematic nonlinearity of this circuit. It is

the code n dependent part of the DTC’s propagation delay td or output phase φ. From the
TF, INL as well as DNL can be derived. As phase shift and time delay are equivalent, TF,
INL, and DNL can be defined in phase and time domain. The TF is the code n dependent
part of the DTC’s propagation delay td or the DTC’s output phase φ:

TF[n] = td[n]− td[0] (2.9)
= φ[n]− φ[0]

This definition acknowledges that the DTC output signals’ phase φ[n] cannot be mea-
sured in an absolute manner, but only relative to a reference. It also implies that an
absolute delay in the signal path is not of relevance for the static nonlinearity, but only
the delay difference between different DTC codes (it may be relevant for the system the
DTC is embedded in). The 0◦ reference is chosen as the phase of code n = 0, to which
the phase of all other codes is aligned.

While the TF contains all nonlinearity information, it is not illustrating them very well.
Therefore, INL and DNL are defined to check different characteristics of the nonlinearity.
The INL is the absolute difference between the TF of the implemented and an ideal DTC.
As an ideal k bit DTC has a dynamic range of exactly 2π =̂ Tout and wraps around 2π, it
holds TF[n = 2k]− TF[n = 0] = Tout. This leads to the ideal linear TF and INL of

TFideal[n] = n

2kTout, and (2.10)

INL[n] = TF[n]− TF[n]ideal (2.11)

= td[n]− td[0]− n

2kTout,

where 0 ≤ n ≤ (2k − 1). The DNL is the step size between two neighboring DTC codes
compared to the ideal step size tLSB, which is given as

tLSB = Tout
2k . (2.12)

Thus, the DNL is defined as

DNL[n] = TF[n]− TF[n− 1]− tLSB, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (2k − 1)}. (2.13)

Statements about monotonicity are made based on the DNL. If the DNL holds DNL[n] ≥
−tLSB, then all positive DTC code steps provide a positive additional output delay, meaning
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a fully monotonic DTC. To quantify the nonlinearity in a single number, the DNL’s root
mean square (rms) values is calculated:

DNLrms =

√√√√√ 1
2k − 2

(2k−1)∑

j=1
(DNL[j])2. (2.14)

As INL and DNL are calculated based on the TF, each of them can be measured either
in time or in phase domain. The measurement methods used in the present thesis capture
either the TF or the DNL. The conversion from DNL to TF and INL is done by

TF[n] =
n∑

j=0
(DNL[j] + tLSB) , n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (2k − 1)}, and (2.15)

INL[n] =
n∑

j=0
DNL[j], n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , (2k − 1)}. (2.16)

According to (2.9), TF and INL are equal to zero for n = 0. For this DTC topology
with k bit resolution the full scale (FS) and full scale range (FSR) definitions from [88, p.
501] are modified to

FS = 2π − tLSB
= 2π

(
1− 1

2k
)
, and (2.17)

FSR = lim
2k→∞

FS

= 2π, (2.18)

as the DTC covers a full output period. Unlike most D/A converters, this DTC supports
a wrap around of the code due to the MMD coarse tuning, enabling to directly measure
the FSR. The 2π range is covered by design, as the circuit is again in the state of
n = 0 after the code wrap around. As the present thesis focuses on PIs, the FSR of this
particular DTC block is of special interest. For example, a PI design with FSR = ∆t is
not easily achieved due to layout asymmetry of In1/2 or layout coupling between In1/2.
Each distortion of In1/2’s symmetry leads to an effectively smaller/larger ∆t: if In1 has
for example a different capacitive loading as In2 (e.g. due to layout asymmetry), the two
paths deviate in their code independent propagation delay, effectively changing ∆t. A
range of FSR > ∆t and FSR < ∆t is possible and is referred to as range extension and
range compression, respectively. All above discussed equations can also be evaluated for
sub-ranges of the DTC code in an analogous manner, e.g. only for the PI code range
0 ≤ n ≤ 2kPI with an FSR of ∆t. Then, the equations for TFideal and tLSB ((2.10) and
(2.12)) are re-defined with N = 2kPI to

TFideal[n] = n

N
∆t, and (2.19)

tLSB = ∆t
N
. (2.20)

They can now be used in (2.11) and (2.13) for INL and DNL calculation accordingly.
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2.3 Summary

As DTCs are often used in communication systems, this section closes with a discussion
about jitter and phase noise. Different types of RF circuits require special circuit simulation
techniques to extract the relevant and correct noise information, which is extensively
discussed in the literature [89–91]. Depending on the application, either phase noise
at a specific frequency offset foffset from the LO signal at fout, or overall jitter are of
interest. The DTCs investigated in the present thesis are designed to meet certain phase
noise targets. As the DTC is a purely digital circuit, it accumulates jitter as the signal
propagates through, which can be quantified in circuit simulations. An analysis of DTC
generated jitter in dependence of the total DTC delay is discussed in [14]. To be able to
compare it to a measurement, jitter needs to be converted to phase noise. The relation
between both metrics is discussed in detail in [11, 92]. Circuit simulations yield into the
spectral density of jitter Sτ,s(f) with the unit [s/

√
Hz] [93], that needs to be converted to

the jitter PSD Sτ (f) with unit [rad2/Hz]:

Sτ (foffset) =
(

2πf
√
Sτ,s(foffset)

)2
. (2.21)

The single-sideband (SSB) phase noise, as measured with a spectrum analyzer, is given
in the unit [dBc/Hz] [94, p. 26]:

L(foffset) = 10 log10

(
Pnoise(fout + foffset)

PLO(fout)

)
. (2.22)

The simulation result from (2.21) can be directly converted to phase noise with

L(foffset) = 10 log10

(
Sτ (foffset)

2

)
, (2.23)

enabling a direct comparison to measurements. As the DTC reference is generated by
a chip internal PLL, the phase noise of the output spectrum is dominated by typical PLL
phase noise characteristics for small offset frequencies from the output signal. Therefore,
the far-off noise at foffset = 100 MHz is measured to determine the DTC phase noise
performance. However, all circuits in the signal path contribute to the noise level, meaning
the DTC is not the sole contributor to the measured phase noise.

2.3 Summary
This chapter discussed the multistage DTC architecture that is the basis for investigation
of PI circuits. The MMD and the MUX+DEL stage generate the two PI input signals from
a pseudo-differential VCO signal with a frequency range of 8–12GHz. The discussed three-
stage DTC architecture contains all important building blocks for further investigation
of PIs. Different PIs are integrated with identical coarse tuning blocks and benchmarked
against each other. As one of the presented PI architectures enables operation directly on
the MMD output spacing ∆tuc, the use of the MUX+DEL stage is optional. This leads to
a two-stage configuration with only MMD and PI in addition to the discussed three-stage
design. The investigated configurations are listed in Table 2.1 together with the targeted
resolution. While the first two PIs are designed for a specific operation frequency, the
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Table 2.1 – DTC configurations for the investigated PI designs.
Frequency DTC config. Resolution [bit] Resolution [◦] Resolution [s]

2GHz
MMD 3 bit 45◦ 62.50 ps
MUX+DEL 1 bit 22.5◦ 31.25 ps
PI 7 bit 175.8m◦ 244.14 fs

2.5GHz MMD 3 bit 45◦ 50.00 ps
PI 10 bit 43.9m◦ 48.83 fs

2.2–3GHz MMD 3 bit 45◦ 41.67–56.82 ps
PI 9 bit 87.9m◦ 81.38–110.97 fs

third design focuses on operation in a wide frequency range, which translates to a range
of ∆t at the PI input.

All important DTC performances that need to be evaluated in modeling, simulation, and
lab verification were introduced. As DTCs are DACs, their performance depends mainly
on their linearity, next to key parameters as operation frequency, resolution, monotonicity,
phase noise, and power consumption. Therefore, this chapter introduced TF, INL, and
DNL for evaluation of DTC nonlinearity.
The upcoming chapter first introduces the implementation of the reference PI and

afterwards the implementation of the newly developed PIs in the DTC configurations
according to Table 2.1.
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The key component of the DTC presented in the last section is the PI, which provides
high time resolution. This chapter analyzes different PI architectures that were developed
during this dissertation project and compares them to the existing reference design.

First, the digitally controlled edge interpolator (DCEI) reference PI design is discussed
and analyzed in Section 3.1. It is implemented in an 11 bit DTC, generating a 2GHz
output signal. A DCEI circuit model is developed that identifies the key design parameters
influencing its nonlinearity. It is validated against simulation results and, in Chapter 5,
also against test chip measurements.

In Section 3.2 a linearization concept for the DCEI is discussed, leading to the contention-
free DCEI (CF-DCEI). A fully analytical CF-DCEI model identifies key design parameters
that lead to theoretically perfect linearity. A developed test chip enables further investiga-
tion of the linearized interpolation and validation of the analytical model. However, the
linearization of the interpolation comes at the cost of extra current consumption, which is
the main drawback of the CF-DCEI compared to the DCEI.

Therefore, another topology is developed, which enables a reduction in power consump-
tion compared to both, DCEI and CF-DCEI. The concept of two-point interpolation is
explored in Section 3.3, resulting in the two-points digitally controlled edge interpolator
(DCEI2). The DTC architecture is simplified from a three-stage to a two-stage archi-
tecture, as the MUX+DEL stage is no longer needed for the DCEI2. This leads to an
overall reduced complexity of the architecture, and enables significant savings in area and
power consumption compared to the other DTC designs. Again, a circuit model is used to

Investigation of phase interpolator circuit design

Contention-Free Digi-
tally Controlled Edge

Interpolator (CF-DCEI)

Digitally Controlled Edge
Interpolator (DCEI)

Digitally Controlled
Two-Points Edge In-
terpolator (DCEI2)

Sec. 3.1 Sec. 3.2 Sec. 3.3

Reference design
Three-stage DTC design
11 bit resolution
2GHz

Focus on linearization
Three-stage DTC design
11 bit resolution
2GHz

Focus on low power
and high frequency
Two-stage DTC design
12–13 bit resolution
2.2–3GHz
Binary bit extension

Figure 3.1 – Overview on investigated PI architectures.
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Figure 3.2 – (a) Implementation and interconnection of the DCEI unit cells, and (b) tran-
sistor level implementation of the analog MUX core.

describe the interpolation process. Two evolutionary test chips were developed, the first
one as a prove of concept and a second improved re-design. Figure 3.1 gives an overview
on the three topologies and summarizes the focus of the investigation and the key design
parameters resolution and operation frequency.

Last, resolution enhancement with binary bits is explored on the example of the DCEI2 PI
architecture. Hybrid DAC architectures, splitted into thermometrically and binary coded
parts, are well known [87, pp. 640-642]. It is an attractive concept, as it enables increased
resolution with only slight increase in area and power consumption. As the conventional
approach of binary extension for DACs cannot be applied to PIs, differences between PIs
and conventional DACs are discussed in Section 3.4 and the correct implementation is
presented. Most interesting is the monotonicity of the binary bits, which should be given
over PVT variations. Different architectures of the binary interpolation cells are explored
and tested in the two evolutionary test chips.
Finally, all above mentioned designs are directly compared in Section 3.5, which con-

cludes this chapter.

3.1 Digitally Controlled Edge Interpolator
Fig. 1.3(b) already illustrated a high level PI implementation, where two buffers, driven
by In1 and In2, are weighted to provide interpolation in the phase domain. The network
that combines both signals is kept generic in this figure.
The DCEI concept as shown in Fig. 3.2(a) implements N identical parallel MUX cells

that select either In1 or In2 to weight them in the interpolation process. Each cell is
controlled individually by its select signal Seli. The generic combination network from
Fig. 1.3(b) is implemented as its simplest case: a short. This means the outputs of all DCEI
cells are connected to the common interpolation node Vint with its associated capacitance
Cint. Fig. 3.2(b) shows the implementation of the analog MUX core. Each MUX consists
of two tristate inverters, one connected to In1 and the other to In2. The Seli signal selects
one of the tristate inverters to drive the common interpolation node Vint. The input signals
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Figure 3.3 – Waveforms of the ideal DCEI interpolation process for different codes n.

In1/2 are identical for all cells.
An exemplary ideal interpolation on the rising edge is plotted in Fig. 3.3 for different

digital codes n. The falling edge of In1 triggers the start of the interpolation, as it is
an inverting stage. Now (N − n) DCEI cells are configured to charge the net Vint to
VDD, while the remaining n DCEI cells select In2 and are configured to pull Vint to VSS.
This contentious condition between the two groups of DCEI cells leads to the nonlinear
charging during the denoted time interval ∆t. With the falling edge of In2, all cells are
now configured to charge Vint to VDD, leading to a linear charging with constant slope in
this region. Section 3.1.1 analyzes this process in detail and provides realistic waveforms
of the interpolation process.
The DCEI based DTC operates at a reference and output frequency of fref = 8 GHz

and fout = 2 GHz, respectively. The DCEI is designed for an input signal spacing of
∆t = 31.25 ps and a digital resolution of kPI = 7 bit, resulting in a time resolution of 244 fs.
Therefore, N = 2kPI = 128 identical unit interpolation cells are implemented, arranged in
an array of the dimension 16x8 as shown in Fig. 3.4. A set of array input drivers provides
sufficient driving strength for steep signal slopes at all DCEI cell inputs. The array output
drivers evaluate the interpolation when Vint crosses their threshold voltage Vth,inv and drive
the DCEI output, which is identical to the DTC output.
Two measures were taken to ensure a monotonic behavior over the full interpolation

range. First, the control of the array is thermometrically coded. Each cell implements a
selection logic that generates Seli from row and column select signals, which are routed
vertically and horizontally over the cell array. The digital decoder is split into a row
and a column decoder with 3 and 4 bit control, respectively. Each decoder implements a
binary to thermometric conversion to generate the 16 row and 8 column signals. Second,
the decoder is designed in a fashion that the DCEI cells are selected in a meander form
according to the cell numbering in Fig. 3.4. This ensures that only neighboring cells switch
their state for code changes of 1 LSB during row or column transitions.

The ideal DCEI covers exactly the phase difference enclosed between In1/2 at its output
over code. However, the actual physical implementation can introduce parasitic resistances
and capacitances that degrade this ideal behavior and lead to range compression or exten-
sion. Even if the DCEI is a circuit that is built completely from digital blocks, it has a high
sensitivity towards parasitic layout capacitors/resistors and needs to be integrated with
an analog design flow. Especially the input nets are critical, as the spacing ∆t between
In1/2 defines the FSR of the DCEI. Therefore, following layout-induced effects should be
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Figure 3.4 – DCEI cell array topology.

prevented:

1. Mismatch between the overall net parasitics of In1 and In2

2. Coupling between In1 and In2

3. Coupling between In1/2 and Vint

The first effect leads effectively to a distortion of ∆t from the inputs to the outputs
of the DCEI’s input buffers. This can, depending on temporal order of the input signals,
extend or reduce the DCEI’s effective ∆t. It is addressed by a symmetrical design of the
nets In1/2 to ensure identical capacitive loading. The second effect reduces ∆t at In1/2,
independent of the input signals’ temporal order. This reduces the DCEI’s effective ∆t
and leads to positive spikes in the DNL, for code transitions that include switching of
the input signals’ temporal order. Therefore, the close parallel routing of In1/2 should be
prevented to reduce the parasitic capacitance between them. The third and last effect is
least critical and, again, reduces ∆t at In1/2. It is addressed by horizontal routing of In1/2
and vertical routing of Vint in different metal layers, as indicated in the interpolation cell
connection to the array of Fig. 3.4. Furthermore, the unit cell transistors directly coupled
to Vint are connected to the select signals instead of In1/2 to increase the isolates between
In1/2 and Vint (see Fig. 3.2(b)).
The upcoming section recaps the contributors to nonlinearity in DCEI type PIs ac-

cording to the literature, and provides a circuit model that includes them to describe the
interpolation process.

3.1.1 DCEI Model
According to the literature, the main contributors to PI nonlinearity are: (a) the ratio
∆t/τint [16, 95], where τint is the RC time constant of Vint, (b) shoot-through currents
between VDD and VSS during the interpolation [16, 84], and (c) limited rise/fall-time tr,f
of the input signals [95]. The following evaluation of a DCEI circuit model shows the
influence of ∆t/τint and tr,f on the interpolation nonlinearity. The shoot-through current
is given by the circuit topology, and is not discussed in the DCEI analysis. It is addressed
in Section 3.2, which analyzes the interpolation in absence of shoot-through current.
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Figure 3.5 – DCEI equivalent circuit for rising interpolation in region (a) 0 ≤ t < ∆t
with initial condition Vint,1(0) = 0, and (b) ∆t ≤ t with initial condition
Vint,2(∆t) = Vint,1(∆t).

The interpolation is analyzed exemplary for the case of the rising interpolation. The
model calculates the TF of the DCEI, from which all other linearity measures are derived.
According to (2.9), this requires to calculate the time td[n] for each code n.

The interpolation is defined piecewise for the two regions 0 ≤ t < ∆t, when only In1
has switched from VDD to VSS, and ∆t ≤ t, where both input signals have switched. The
equivalent circuit of the DCEI for both regions is depicted in Fig. 3.5(a) and (b). The
PMOS and NMOS branches of the DCEI unit cell from Fig. 3.2(b) are modeled as current
sources. Each of these sources accounts for the drain current through the two stacked
transistors, that are connected to the select signals and In1/2. The drain current ID,n/p
can be described by the Shichman-Hodges transistor model [96]. This model is not valid
for modern deep sub-micron devices. However, for digitally controlled transistors only the
on-case with VGS = −VDD and the off-case with VGS = 0 are of interest. A VDS → ID
transfer function according to the Shichman-Hodges model is fitted to simulation results
of the on-case, while ID,off = 0 is assumed for the off-case.
Appendix A derives the following model equations for two cases: (a) for ideal input

signals with tf = 0, and (b) for input signals with finite slope tf > 0. As the resulting
ordinary differential equation (ODE) for node Vint is a Riccati equation of the form

dVint(t)
dt

= aVint(t)2 + bVint(t) + c, {a, b, c ∈ R}, (3.1)

it is not possible to give an analytical solution on which the influence of the important
parameters is easily observed. The constants a, b, and c abbreviate technology parameter
expressions. Therefore, the ODE is evaluated numerically and the linearity influencing
parameters from the literature are varied to check their influence on the INL.
One measure that can be described analytically, and that is also important for model

investigations of the upcoming PIs, is the minimum rise time tint,0 of the interpolation
node. It is defined as the rise time Vint : 0→ Vth,inv for n = 0 and tf = 0:

tint,0 = CintVth,inv
NID,sat,0

. (3.2)

This measure is more convenient to use than τint, as it can be directly extracted from the
waveforms of a simulation. However, tint,0 is also influenced by tf. The actually measured
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Figure 3.6 – Results of DCEI model evaluation:
(a) waveforms at the interpolation node for different codes n and tf = 0,
(b) calculated INL for different ratios tint,0/∆t and tf = 0,
(c) calculated INL for different tf at tint,0/∆t = 0.8, and
(d) peak INL for variation of tint,0 and tf for ∆t = 31.25 ps.
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Figure 3.7 – Simulated and modeled nonlinearity of the DCEI: (a) TF, (b) DNL, and (c)
INL. Model parameters: tint,0 = 26 ps, tf = 32 ps, ∆t = 31.25 ps.

waveform for n = 0 and tf > 0 leads to

tint = CintVth,inv
NID,sat,0

+ tf
2

= tint,0 + tf
2 , (3.3)

from which tint,0 can be calculated. The fall time tf does not measure the 90%→ 10%
fall time, but the time from when a current starts to flow in the DCEI branches until it
reaches the maximum current, which is approximately the fall time VIn1/2 : Vth,inv → VSS.
First, the model equations for case (a) with tf = 0 are investigated. Fig. 3.6(a) plots

the waveforms at the interpolation node Vint for different digital codes n. For t < ∆t Vint
is charged nonlinearly by (n−N) cells, and afterwards for t ≥ ∆t linearly by all N cells.
If these plots are evaluated for their threshold crossing times at each code, the INL can
be calculated according to (2.11). The INL plots in Fig. 3.6(b) show that the rise time
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at the interpolation node can then be traded-off against overall linearity. This is done
by e.g. increasing the capacitance Cint, which influences tint,0 linearly according to (3.2).
However, for reduced nonlinearity also the slopes of the signals degrade. This has two
consequences: first, jitter generated in the signal path increases with degrading slopes [11],
thus increasing the generated phase noise, and second, implementation for high frequencies
can only support signals up to a certain rise time.
For finite slopes with tf > 0 in case (b) the INL’s peak and shape changes. Fig. 3.6(c)

plots the INL for a ratio of ∆t/tint,0 = 0.8 and variation of tf. It shows a strong sensitivity
towards the slopes of In1/2. As the peak INL is an important measure, the two influencing
parameters ∆t/tint,0 and tf are varied to produce the surface plot from Fig. 3.6(d). This
shows that a small tint,0 makes the INL sensitive to tf, while a large one leads to an insensi-
tivity. The DCEI produces a relatively low INL for small tint,0 and large tf. This, however,
is a poor design point according to the reasons mentioned in the previous paragraph. The
operating frequency of 2GHz leads to a signal period of T2GHz = 500 ps, so that tf = 100 ps
would degrade the rectangular waveforms severely (as discussed earlier: tf only measures
∼ 50% of the actual fall time).

Simulation results of the discussed DCEI are compared to a model evaluation in Fig. 3.7.
The model parameters tint,0 = 26 ps, tf = 32 ps, and ∆t = 31.25 ps are extracted from
circuit simulation. First, Fig. 3.7(a) shows the simulated TF compared to the ideal one.
As discussed in Section 2.2, the TF is used to extract the FSR, while DNL and INL are
utilized for a more detailed evaluation of the nonlinearity. Therefore, the TF is left out
for the remaining discussion in this chapter and is only used to proof the 2π DTC range
in measurements. The DNL in Fig. 3.7(b) shows a good matching between simulation
and measurement. The ripple on the simulated DNL can be related to the columns of the
DCEI array and is caused by parasitic resistors that are not part of the model. Fig. 3.7(c)
shows that the overall INL shape as well as its peak matches the model well.
To summarize these results, if the DCEI is kept in a reasonable design point with
∼ tf ≤ 50 ps, a low INL can be achieved for large tint,0, large tf, and small ∆t. Consequently,
the peak INL needs to be traded-off against jitter and the maximum achievable frequency.
Assuming ∆t is given by the DTC coarse tuning stages, the peak INL sensitivity translates
to following physical design parameters:

|INLmax| ↓⇔ Cint ↑, Vth,inv ↑, |ID,sat,0| ↓, tf ↑ (3.4)

The substantial part of the INL is systematic and cannot be reduced below a certain
level for reasonable design parameters. As a low INL is desirable, the mechanisms that
lead to high nonlinearity are analyzed in the upcoming section and a linearized design is
presented.

3.2 Contention-Free Digitally Controlled Edge
Interpolator

The DCEI modeling showed the nonlinearity of a PI exhibiting shoot-through currents.
This section proves through further modeling, that the shoot-through current is the major
contributor to nonlinearity and clearly dominates over the ratio τint/∆t and the rise/fall
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time of the input signals tr/f. This makes the prevention of shoot-through current impera-
tive for a high linearity PI design.
Two different PI architectures are reported in the literature, that solve the problem of

shoot-through currents and provide high linearity. First, a short-circuit-current-suppression
(SCCS) PI with 1 bit resolution is used to generate an intermediate event between the
two rising edges of the input signals in [84] (50% interpolation). Resolutions above 1 bit
are achieved by cascading several 1 bit SCCS cells. The drawback of this approach is a
long cascade of interpolation stages if high resolution is targeted, and hence accumulated
jitter. More recent publications [14,37] implement a PI similar to [84] as a cascade of 1 bit
interpolation cells, proving the value of this concept for linear phase interpolation.

Second, current integrating PIs are reported that use current steering DACs to integrate
a current on a capacitor. An initial current 0 ≤ I1 ≤ Imax is triggered by the rising
edge of In1, and with the rising edge of In2 the current is raised to Imax. The crossing of
a following inverter’s threshold voltage Vth,inv evaluates the interpolation. The crossing
time tcross depends linearly on the charging current in the first interpolation period. This
concept has been implemented as a 1 bit and a 3 bit current integrating PI in [86], and as
a 5 bit PI in [85]. The advantage is a single stage interpolation. However, it requires the
design of a current steering DAC, whose nonlinearity directly influences the linearity of
the phase interpolation.
A third approach uses a very similar concept to implement a constant slope charging

fine tuning [1]. However, the implementation is a fine delay with a single input and not
a PI. Here an internal node (comparable to the interpolation node of the other designs)
is pre-charged by a current-steering DAC (I-DAC), and then a constant current charges
it further until the threshold of a subsequent inverter is crossed. The pre-charging is
triggered by a reset mechanism, while in [85,86] one of the input signals triggers the pre-
charging of the interpolation node by their current steering DAC, and therefore implement
an interpolation. This work presents an impressive peak INL of only 328 fs for a FSR of
189 ps, but measurements were only presented with an external DAC instead of the chip
internal one.
The drawback of all discussed PIs is that the programmed code is only applied on the

rising output edge. The falling edge is used to reset the circuit and prepare the internal
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Figure 3.8 – (a) Implementation of CF-DCEI unit cells, and (b) waveforms of the ideal
linearized interpolation process for different codes n.
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Figure 3.9 – Implementation of (a) ith interpolation cell, and (b) retention cells.

nodes for the next interpolation.
This section presents the CF-DCEI, which prevents the shoot-through currents by adding

a more complex control logic to the DCEI’s analog MUX core. The CF-DCEI keeps the
advantage of steep slopes throughout the signal path, and applies the programmed codes on
both, rising and falling output edge. First, the circuit architecture that enables contention
free interpolation is presented. Afterwards, an analytical model of the CF-DCEI is derived
to quantify the improvements through contention-free operation on the linearity. This
model also evaluates the influence of the ratio τint/∆t and the input signals slopes tr/f on
the CF-DCEI linearity. As the above described PIs operate in principle very similar, the
findings of the model can also be applied to these designs. Based on the model, key design
parameters that influence the linearity of the CF-DCEI are identified.

3.2.1 Design and Implementation
The CF-DCEI design is based on the DCEI design. The analog MUX core implementation
is identical, with a modified, more complex control logic. Fig. 3.8(a) shows the newly
placed control logic, that provides four control signals to the analog MUX core, derived
from Seli and a logical feedback from the interpolation node. This logic enables the
prevention of shoot-through current during the phase interpolation period. The plots in
Fig. 3.8(b) show that this leads to a linear charging of Vint during the denoted time interval
∆t (the DCEI showed nonlinear charging in this region).

The interpolation cell (INTC) core structure is implemented similar to the DCEI as
a MUX, based on two tristate inverters, and is shown in Fig. 3.9(a). The logic block
from Fig. 3.8(a) is implemented with the four logic gates, two NAND and two NOR gates,
and controls the select transistors M5 −M8. Each PMOS and NMOS branch has its own
control signal S1-S4, generated by the individual selection state of each INTC’s Seli and
a logical feedback signal VFB from Vint, which indicates a finished interpolation. Only
one branch per cell can be active at a time, preventing shoot-through currents between
VDD and VSS during the time when In1 and In2 have different logic levels. Fig. 3.10(a)
illustrates the selection of the INTC branches and how the changes of the logic control
signals are triggered. A finished interpolation triggers a change in the selection signals
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Figure 3.10 – Logic timing diagram of (a) interpolation cells, and (b) retention cells.

and prepares the cell for the subsequent interpolation. As falling and rising interpolation
are altering, the select signals switch even without a change of Seli twice per cycle. A
rising interpolation requires one PMOS branch to be active in each INTC, and a falling
interpolation one NMOS branch. New values for Seli are latched into the cell array with
the falling edge of DTCout, which is the inverted Vint. As the CF-DCEI interpolates on
rising and falling edges, a duty cycle of 50% is maintained for constant code n.
However, CF-DCEI cells with this logic leave Vint floating between interpolations, as

the INTCs provide no conducting path between VDD/VSS and Vint during this time. This
makes Vint susceptible to noise, generating a non-deterministic source for nonlinearity
as each interpolation can have a different initial voltage at Vint. Therefore, retention
cells (RETC) are introduced, that hold the state of Vint during this period. Fig. 3.9(b)
shows their design, which is similar to the INTCs, but with different logic generating
the control signals R1-R4. Bit n7 of the coarse-tuning stage indicates whether In1 is
leading or lagging In2 and is used to select the "earlier" input. Fig. 3.10(b) shows the
timing diagram of the RETCs. The retention branches are turned off by the "earlier"
input signal shortly before the interpolation starts, and turned on again shortly after Vint
switched, indicating a finished interpolation. This control ensures, that RETCs provide
only a conducting path between VDD/VSS and Vint during the period when the INTCs
leave Vint floating. Branches in INTCs and RETCs cannot be active at the same time,
preventing shoot-through currents between both cell types. Fig. 3.11 shows simulations
of the interpolation process, illustrating retention and interpolation periods. The RETCs
recover Vint to VDD/VSS before the subsequent interpolation starts.

As the same resolution and operating frequency as for the DCEI are targeted, the array
structure and the digital decoder are kept almost identical. Fig. 3.12 shows the cell array
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Figure 3.13 – CF-DCEI equivalent circuit for rising interpolation in region (a) 0 ≤ t < ∆t
with initial condition Vint,1(0) = 0, and (b) ∆t ≤ t with initial condition
Vint,2(∆t) = Vint,1(∆t).

architecture of the CF-DCEI. The 7 bit resolution is achieved by a total of 128 identical
INTCs placed in an array of 16x8 cells, thermometrically coded to ensure monotonic
behavior. All INTCs have identical input signals In1/2, and their outputs are connected
to the common interpolation node Vint. At the top and the bottom of the array, a row of
eight RETCs each is placed. The total number of 16 RETCs is as a compromise between
a minimum driving strength, that is needed to recover Vint to VDD/VSS, and a reasonable
integration into the cell array, which leads to a multiple of eight cells.
The static current consumption is equal for all codes, as the same capacitance Cint

is charged and discharged during each cycle. For simplicity, the DTC architecture was
discussed single-ended, but the presented description applies to a differential design ac-
cordingly. The actual DTC is implemented with pseudo-differential signals. This accounts
for the problem of differences in rising and falling interpolation for cross corner process
variations, i.e. slow NMOS and fast PMOS devices, or fast NMOS and slow PMOS devices.

3.2.2 CF-DCEI Model
The following analysis of the CF-DCEI’s linearity is on the example of a rising interpolation,
the falling interpolation can be analyzed in an analogous manner.
The CF-DCEI’s equivalent circuit from Fig. 3.13(a) and (b) describes the piecewise

defined charging of Cint by the PMOS devices of the INTCs. The difference to the DCEI
model is the absence of the NMOS current source for region 0 ≤ t < ∆t. For n = 0 the
first region is identical, as the NMOS current source in the DCEI draws no current then.
The second region ∆t ≤ t is identical to the DCEI model for all n. In the CF-DCEI
architecture, (N − n) cells start charging with switching of In1 and the remaining n cells
delayed by ∆t with switching of In2.
As the assumption of ideal input signals with fall time tf = 0 and no channel length

modulation λ = 0 simplifies the analysis for a start, the equations are derived in three
steps with increasing accuracy: (a) tf = 0, λ = 0, (b) tf = 0, λ 6= 0, and (c) tf > 0 with
arbitrary λ. The detailed derivation on how td[n], TF[n], and INL[n] are obtained through
a 1st order model for (a) and (b) can be found in Appendix B.1, and through a 2nd order
model for (c) in Appendix B.2.
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Figure 3.14 – Results of CF-DCEI model evaluation:
(a) waveforms at the interpolation node from numerical model evaluation for
different codes n and tf = 0,
(b) INL calculated from 1st order model for different ratios tint,0/∆t,
(c) INL calculated from 2nd order model for different tf at tint,0/∆t = 0.8,
and
(d) peak INL calculated from 2nd order model for variation of tint,0 and tf
with ∆t = 31.25 ps.
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A numerical evaluation of the ODEs from case (a) leads to the waveforms at Vint as
shown in Fig. 3.14(a). The interpolation node is charged linearly with an n-dependent
slope in the first region, which is the major improvement compared to the DCEI.

Case (a) shows that the INL only depends on the design parameters tint and ∆t, which
can be easily obtained from simulation without extracting technology parameters. The
INL derived in Appendix B.1 is piecewise defined as:

INL1[n] =
(

N

N − n − 1
)
tint,0 −

n

N
∆t ,where 0 ≤ n ≤

⌊
N
(

1− tint,0
∆t

)⌋
, and (3.5)

INL2[n] = 0 ,where
⌊
N
(

1− tint,0
∆t

)⌋
< n ≤ N. (3.6)

The equations are plotted in Fig. 3.14(b) for different ratios tint,0/∆t. The peak INL is
then given as

|INLmax| =
(√

tint,0 −
√

∆t
)2
, where 0 ≤ tint,0 ≤ ∆t. (3.7)

Ideal linearity can be achieved for tint,0 ≥ ∆t, as increasing tint beyond ∆t leads to
INL[n] = 0. Case (b) with λ 6= 0 yields into an effectively smaller charging time

tint,0,λ 6=0 ≈ tint,0/(1 + 0.5λpVth,p), (3.8)

leaving the general INL shape almost untouched. The peak INL can be reduced by
either reducing ∆t or increasing tint,0, which leads to a variation of the following physical
design parameters:

|INLmax| ↓⇔ Cint ↑, Vth,inv ↑, |ID,sat,0| ↓ (3.9)

Case (c) expands the model to include realistic input slopes tf > 0, as they show an
influence on the interpolation [95]. The analytical INL equations derived in Appendix
B.2 are plotted in Fig. 3.14(c) for a constant ratio tint,0/∆t = 0.8 and different tf (all
equations are listed in Table B.4). Unlike for the DCEI, the CF-DCEI’s peak INL reduces
for smaller tf, leading to a good design point as steep slopes and low INL are compatible.
The parameters tf and tint,0 can now be varied and the resulting INL is evaluated for its
peak, which is plotted in Fig. 3.14(d). As the equations do not allow a normalized scaling
of all parameters to ∆t, the implemented case of ∆t = 31.25 ps is plotted. Following trend
is observed from equations and plot:

|INLmax| ↓⇔ tf ↓, tint ↑,∆t ↓,
√
tftint ↓,

√
tf∆t ↓ (3.10)

Fig. 3.14(d) shows that even if the INL would be ideal according to sufficiently large tint,
input signals with large tf limit the linearity. As a rule of thumb (with some exceptions
according to Fig. 3.14(d)) the peak INL reduces for increasing tint, e.g. through additional
Cint, or for reducing tf, e.g. through stronger input drivers. This has to be traded off
against phase noise or jitter, which increases for degrading slopes in the signal path.

Fig. 3.15 compares circuit simulation with extracted layout parasitics to the INL calcu-
lated with the model. The model estimates the peak INL well, but it does not cover effects
introduced through parasitic resistances. Overall the model enables a quick evaluation
of the peak INL. For steep slopes of the input signals the simple equation (3.7) can be
used and delivers sufficient accuracy to identify key parameters in circuit design. As the
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Figure 3.15 – Comparison between 2nd order model and simulation with layout extracted
parasitics. Model parameters: tint = 24.5 ps, tf = 25 ps, and N = 128.

developed equations are purely analytical, a surface plot as in Fig. 3.14(d) that allows a
more complex overview on the design parameters can be calculated in the order of seconds.

While the CF-DCEI delivers superior linearity compared to the DCEI, it increases the
current consumption significantly, as the newly introduced control logic operates on a rate
of 2fout = 4 GHz to generate the control signals for contention free operation on rising
and falling edges. A comparison table with all key performances of the discussed designs
is presented in the summary of this chapter (Section 3.5).

Comparison to Switched Capacitor Based Fine Tuning

How does the CF-DCEI’s linearity compare to the highly linear switched capacitor based
fine tuning now? The major benefit of the switched capacitor delay cells is a high linearity,
and its major drawbacks are the undefined range and the code dependent current consump-
tion [1,7,26]. As the CF-DCEI is not suffering from these drawbacks, a comparison of the
nonlinearity shows whether the delay cells achieve better linearity than the CF-DCEI, or if
the CF-DCEI is also the favorable implementation regarding nonlinearity. Circuit simula-
tions results of the simple single stage switched capacitor fine tuning from Fig. 3.16(a) are
plotted in Fig. 3.17. Key parameter of the design is the range of the tuning capacitance
Cmin ≤ Ctune ≤ Cmax, which is varied in linear steps of (Cmax − Cmin)/N over code n.

Appendix C derives a model for the switched capacitor circuit to analyze its nonlinearity.
The following discussion is on the example of a rising edge at node V sc

out, and can be extended
to the falling edge in an analogous manner. Next to the range of Ctune, the model is based
on three time intervals as denoted on the idealized waveforms in Fig. 3.16(b): 1) The delay
tscint,1[n] until the threshold of the output inverter is crossed at V sc

int and the output net starts
switching (V sc

int(t) : VDD → Vth,inv); 2) the relevant fall time tscint,2[n] at V sc
int that influences

the turn-on time of the output inverter (V sc
int(t) : Vth,inv →∼ 0.1VSS); and 3) the delay tscout[n]

until the output crosses the threshold of the subsequent stage (V sc
out(t) : VSS → Vth,inv).
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Figure 3.16 – Switched capacitor based fine tuning: (a) circuit implementation, and (b)
idealized waveforms for ideal input signal.

The minimum delays at V sc
int are defined as tscint,1.0/2.0 = tscint,1/2[0], and the minimum delay

tscout,0 at V sc
out is measured for an ideal falling edge at V sc

int. As in the case of the CF-DCEI,
the time delays are easily extracted from simulation. According to the derived model, the
overall delay from switching of the input to threshold crossing of the output signal is given
as

tscd [n] = tscint,1[n] + tscd,out[n]

=
(

1 + n

N

(Cmax − Cmin)
Cmin

)
tscint,1.0 +

√
2tscout,0tscint,2[n],with (3.11)

tscint,2[n] =
(

1 + n

N

(Cmax − Cmin)
Cmin

)
tscint,2.0. (3.12)

Note that the overall delay depends only on the minimum delays tscint,1.0, tscint,2.0, and tscout,0,
the range of Ctune, and the programming. It is a superposition of the delays until V sc

int and
V sc
out cross the threshold of their respective subsequent stage. The former delay depends

linearly on the code, and on the minimum delay tscint,1.0 at this net. The latter one depends
nonlinearly on the fall time tscint,2[n] of V sc

int, which introduces the nonlinearity to the fine
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Figure 3.17 – Simulated nonlinearity of the switched capacitor based fine tuning for different
tint,2.0: (a) INL for FS = 31.25 ps, and (b) peak INL plotted against FS.
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tuning block. This proves the assumption from [1], that the code-dependent slope is the
main nonlinearity source in this fine tuning architecture. Further comparison of model
and simulated INL are available in Appendix C.

Depending on the ratio of the CF-DCEI’s interpolation node rise time and the switched
capacitor fine tuning’s minimum fall time tint/tscint,2.0, either one or the other circuit has an
advantage in terms of nonlinearity. The CF-DCEI’s simulation results from Fig. 3.15 show
|INLmax| =∼ 2% for FS = ∆t = 29.49 ps, which is very close to |INLsc

max| =∼ 1.7% for
FSsc = 29.9 ps from Fig. 3.17(a). From linearity point of view, the CF-DCEI architecture
can outperform the switched capacitor based fine tuning in the FS ranges compared here,
if additional capacitance is added to the CF-DCEI’s interpolation node (the presented
design uses only the parasitic layout capacitance). Additionally, the CF-DCEI has all
the inherent advantages (e.g. well defined tuning range) that the switched capacitor fine
tuning lacks. However, as discussed in Chapter 1, for wide FS of multiple VCO periods
the CF-DCEI has excessive nonlinearity and the switched capacitor fine tuning has a clear
advantage.

3.3 Digitally Controlled Two-Points Edge
Interpolator

The DCEI2 topology aims at reduced power consumption and higher operation frequency
compared to the DTCs based on the DCEI and CF-DCEI. While the higher frequency can
be achieved by proper dimensioning of the signal path and the digital logic, a meaningfull
power reduction requires innovations in the general PI design. The key improvement in
the DCEI2 are two subsequent interpolations, the first responsible to extend the PI range
by a factor of two, and the second to provide high resolution. The extended range allows
the removal of the MUX+DEL stage, simplifying the overall DTC design significantly
and reducing the current consumption. However, analysis of DCEI and CF-DCEI showed
that the peak INL depends heavily on the interpolation range, which should not increase
compared to the other designs. The DCEI and CF-DCEI are also capable of operating at
twice the input phase spacing, only at the expense of extensive INL increase.
The reduction from a three-stage to a two-stage design has three major benefits: 1)

the current and area of the MUX+DEL stage are no longer accounting to the DTC; 2)
the multiplexers, inverters, and the delay element in the MUX+DEL stage no longer
contribute to jitter, relaxing the requirements for the MMD and the DCEI2, which now
have a higher jitter budget that can be used to reduce power consumption (e.g. by reducing
the low-noise flip-flop transistor width); and 3) each DTC stage generates its own clock
signal to latch in the new code words, allowing a reduction from three to two clock signals.
One clock signal less simplifies the design of the synchronization logic, that distributes the
incoming data words to the single DTC stages.
To take advantage of these benefits, the DCEI2 should be comparable to the DCEI

and CF-DCEI in terms of area, current consumption, load to the MMD, and generated
jitter. This section shows, that the DCEI2 design can compete in all mentioned points
and furthermore allows the implementation of kPI bits (leading to N = 2kPI codes) with
only K = 2(kPI−1) DCEI2 unit cells, which is important as the removal of the MUX+DEL
stage reduces the DTC by 1 bit of resolution that needs to be re-gained by the PI.
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Figure 3.18 – DCEI2 schematics: (a) interconnection of DCEI2 unit cells and location of
interpolations, and (b) unit cell transistor implementation.

3.3.1 Design and Implementation
Fig. 3.18(a) shows an overview of the DCEI2 implementation. The input signals In1/2 are
shifted against each other by ∆t1, and a subsequent set of input drivers provides sufficient
driving strength for the DCEI2 cell array. Each DCEI2 unit cell consists of two stages:
First, an input stage of two tristate inverters, which is controlled by two select signals Seli,1
and Seli,2 (for the ith cell), and second, an inverter as output stage. The internal net Vint,1
is not accessible from outside the unit cell. Compared to the analog core of the DCEI unit
cell from Fig. 3.2(b), an inverter is added to the output and an additional select signal
is needed for control. The first interpolation is local to each DCEI2 unit cell at net Vint,1,
while the second interpolation at the common node Vint,2 is driven by all unit cells. The
inverter between Vint,1 and Vint,2 separates both nets, enabling two subsequent interpolation
points. Finally, an inverter re-gains the slopes from Vint,2 and drives the subsequent circuit.
The transistor level implementation of the unit cells is shown in Fig. 3.18(b).

First Interpolation

The first interpolation is local to each DCEI2 unit cell and can be configured individually
for each unit cell. The tristate inverters can either act as a MUX and select In1 or In2, or
interpolate between In1 and In2 by selecting both, to generate a signal located temporally
between these events. This implements the functionality of the MUX+DEL stage, only
that the additional event is generated by interpolation and not by a delay element.
The signals S1, S2, S1, and S2 are derived from Seli,1/2 (for the ith cell) and control

the select transistors M5 −M8. The allowed configurations are: (1) S1 = 1 and S2 = 0,
selecting In1; (2) S1 = 0 and S2 = 1, selecting In2; and (3) S1 = 1 and S2 = 1, selecting
In1 + In2. In the cases (1) and (2) the input stage operates similar to a CMOS multiplexer.
The selected tristate device drives Vint,1, and the threshold crossing is aligned with either
In1 or In2, which leads to the red and blue waveform at Vint,1 as plotted in Fig. 3.19(a).
Case (3) activates both tristate stages, leading to the constant phase interpolation on Vint,1
plotted in green. The case of S1 = 0 and S2 = 0 is not allowed, as it leaves Vint,1 floating.

The interpolation is constant, as it cannot be influenced by digital programming. Ideally,
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Figure 3.19 – Simulated waveforms at both DCEI2 interpolation nodes: (a) local interpola-
tion at Vint,1 for different select signal configurations, and (b) passive second
interpolation at Vint,2 for different codes, colored plots highlight the special
cases when all cells have an identical configuration.

the interpolated edge at Vint,1 is placed temporally between the cases (1) and (2), so that
∆t1 is sliced in two equal intervals ∆t2,1 = ∆t2,2 = ∆t1/2. These intervals are then the
interpolation range for the second interpolation. In Fig. 3.19(a), the intervals ∆t1, ∆t2,1,
and ∆t2,2 are annotated for the example of the falling edges.

Second Interpolation

For the second interpolation, the outputs of all DCEI2 unit cells are connected to the
common interpolation node Vint,2. Depending on the configuration of each unit cell, their
output stages start to drive Vint,2 at different times, triggered by the threshold crossing of
Vint,1. The interpolation is plotted for different codes in Fig. 3.19(b). The colored plots
highlight the cases where all cells have identical configuration. This interpolation cannot be
actively controlled as in the case of the DCEI or CF-DCEI. While the other two PIs have
identical input signals and the unit cells select either one of them, the "unit cell" for the
second interpolation is only a simple inverter. The weighting is done by providing different
input signals to these inverters, thus weighting them in the second interpolation. It is a
passive interpolation and purely depends on the configuration of the first interpolation in
each DCEI2 unit cell.

The DCEI2 control logic ensures that only two distinct region are allowed for the second
interpolation: interpolation between unit cells configured for (a) In1 or In1 + In2, or for (b)
In1 + In2 or In2. Other configurations, such as part of the unit cells are configured with
In1 and the remaining ones for In2, effectively neglect the local interpolation and increase
the nonlinearity due to higher ∆t2. Codes from 0 to N/2 and codes from N/2 to N lead
to interpolation in region (a) and (b), respectively. Table 3.1 shows in which state all unit
cells are configured for different codes. The waveforms on the right hand side indicate the
interpolation region. The effective range ∆t2 at the input of the second interpolation is
then either ∆t2 = ∆t2,1, or ∆t2 = ∆t2,2.
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Table 3.1 – Control of a DCEI2 cell array with K = 2(kPI−1) cells: number of DCEI2 unit
cells in each select state for different codes.

DCEI2 Code Sel. In1 Sel. In1 + In2 Sel. In2

0 K 0 0
1 K − 1 1 0
2 K − 2 2 0
...

...
...

...
N/2− 2 2 K − 2 0
N/2− 1 1 K − 1 0
N/2 0 K 0

N/2 + 1 0 K − 1 1
N/2 + 2 0 K − 2 2

...
...

...
...

N − 2 0 2 K − 2
N − 1 0 1 K − 1
N 0 0 K

In
te

rp
ol

.

All cells sel. In1

All cells sel. In1 + In2

∆t1

In
te

rp
ol

.

All cells sel. In2

All cells sel. In1 + In2

∆t1

Table 3.2 – Key specifications of DCEI2 test chip configurations.
Frequency Resolution [bit] Resolution [time]
fref fout ktherm kbin ktotal ∆t1 ∆t2 td,LSB

DCEI2 V1 10GHz 2.5GHz 8 2 10 50.0 ps 25.0 ps 48.8 fs

DCEI2 V2 8.8GHz 2.2GHz 7 2 9 56.8 ps 28.4 ps 111.0 fs
12GHz 3GHz 7 2 9 41.7 ps 20.8 ps 81.4 fs

Implementation

The DCEI2 is implemented in two evolutionary test chips configured as stated in Table 3.2.
The first version V1 implements an array with 16 × 8 = 128 unit cells, and the second
version V2 with 8×8 = 64 unit cells. The smaller array aims at reduction of area and power
consumption. Both designs implement a segmented architecture with a thermometrically
controlled array and additional binary controlled cells for resolution enhancement. Their
2 bit binary extension is discussed separately in Section 3.4.

The array and decoder implementation is similar to the DCEI with one additional
control line per column to account for the additional state of local interpolation. Further
differences between both chip versions include improvements in DCEI2 decoder design,
MMD design, and the power supply concept. Chapter 4 discusses the DTC’s supply
voltage sensitivity and the new power supply concept in detail.

The following analysis on the DCEI2’s nonlinearity and current consumption is based
on the second version with 9 bit resolution, where only the thermometrically controlled
unit cell array is investigated and the two binary bits are left out of the discussion for now.

DCEI2 Nonlinearity

The overall nonlinearity of the DCEI2 is determined by both interpolation points. The
requirement towards the first interpolation is the generation of the interpolated edge
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exactly 50% between In1 and In2, which leads to ideal intervals for ∆t2 of

∆t2,1 :0 −→ ∆t1/2, and (3.13)
∆t2,2 :∆t1/2 −→ ∆t1. (3.14)

However, a 50% interpolation is hard to achieve over PVT. As discussed before, the
phase interpolation depends on three major parameters: tr,f, tint, and ∆t. The input spacing
∆t1 is given by design and cannot be influenced. There is also no built-in mechanism to
control tint, as the unit cells lacks further control. Actually, tint is sensitive to all PVT
factors, (a) voltage variations, (b) temperature variations, and (c) process variations. The
designer cannot influence (b) and (c) during chip operation, and (a) can be ruled out as
the supply voltage also supplies other blocks that rely on a specified voltage level. This
leaves tf as candidate for tuning of the first interpolation. The drivers for In1 and In2
can be designed in a way, that allows to tune their driving strength with a digital control
signal. They are implemented as tristate inverters, as indicated in Fig. 3.18(a).
The second interpolation lacks the possibility of any configuration. However, it is

intrinsically more robust against (a)-(c), as ∆t2 = ∆t1/2. The overall nonlinearity is similar
to the one of the DCEI, which makes all findings from the DCEI analysis, summarized in
(3.4), also applicable on this interpolation.

The simulated INL is plotted in Fig. 3.20. The red plot shows the ideally tuned DCEI2,
leading to two similar DCEI like INL shapes in the code regions 0− 256 and 256− 512.
Tuning of tf influences especially the INL at code 256, where all cells are configured for
In1 + In2. The INL here relates then directly to the time intervals:

INL[n = 256] = ∆t2,1 −∆t1/2 = ∆t1/2−∆t2,2. (3.15)

The optimum setting can be expressed as the optimization problem

min
tf
|INL[n = 256]|. (3.16)

A certain tuning range is needed to enable configuration of an ideal INL (such as the
red plotted one) over PVT, which is discussed in detail in Section 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.20 – DCEI2 INL for variation of tf through the tunable input buffers. The red plot
highlights an ideally tuned DCEI2, as it delivers the smallest peak-to-peak
INL.
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Figure 3.21 – Simulated static code-dependent DCEI2 current consumption (ibase is not
included).

DCEI2 Current Consumption

While the DCEI2 architecture provides superior power consumption compared to the DCEI
and CF-DCEI, it has the major drawback of a code-dependent current consumption. This
leads to a code-dependent modulation of the supply voltage and affects not only the
DCEI2, but all circuits that share the same supply. Unit cells configured for In1/2 act as a
multiplexer and have a different current consumption than cells configured for In1 + In2,
which have additional shoot-through current during the interpolation period. Furthermore,
the second interpolation node shows a code-dependent current, which is, however, small
compared to the current variation of the first interpolation. The described effects contribute
to the static current consumption, which measures the current for constant DCEI2 code n:

istatic,DCEI2 [n] = ibase + iint,1[n] + iint,2[n]. (3.17)

It is separated into a code independent base current consumption ibase, which is invariant
to n, and a code-dependent part. The current ibase contains contributors such as decoder
clocking, (dis)charging of the net capacitances that toggle on RF rate, or leakage current
(bias currents are not listet here, as the DCEI2 is a fully digital circuit). Fig. 3.21 shows a
simulation of the code-dependent part of the DCEI2’s static current consumption.
The static code-dependent current is plotted in blue for different codes. From these

simulation results the code-dependent current parts of both interpolations, iint,1[n] and
iint,2[n], can be calculated. The current of the unit cells is expected to depend only on
the number of cells configured for local interpolation (as listed in Table 3.1). This results
in a linear dependency over code with minimum at code 0 and 512 (unit cells act only
as MUX), and maximum at code 256, where all DCEI2 unit cells are configured for local
interpolation. The current difference between MUX and interpolation state, which is the
shoot-through current, can be calculated from the simulation results as

idiff = iint,1[N/2]
#cells = iint,1[256]

256 . (3.18)

The remaining difference between istatic,DCEI2 [n] and iint,1[n] is the code-dependent cur-
rent of the second interpolation, which is plotted in green. It has no linear code dependency,
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and its peak is > 6 times smaller than the peak variable current of the first interpolation.
If the DCEI2 is programmed with a random code sequence, the average shoot-through
current due to the first interpolation is ∼ 1.3 mA. Even with this amount of current
spent into this mechanism, this PI topology is the most power saving one among the PIs
investigated in this dissertation project (a direct comparison table is given in Section 3.5).
The impact of the code-dependent current on the DTC system and its accuracy is

analyzed in Chapter 4. There the dynamic performance is discussed, which takes changing
DTC codes into account.

3.3.2 DCEI2 Model
The two subsequent interpolation are modeled independently with the equations developed
for the DCEI model. The first interpolation provides signals with a time spacing ∆t2 to
the second stage. As the first interpolation is not perfectly linear, ∆t2 varies in the two
regions and has a value of ∆t2,1 or ∆t2,2 as described in the previous section. The overall
linearity depends on the linearity of the first interpolation, plus the linearity of the second
interpolation.
For the first interpolation, the three configurations listed in Table 3.3 determine the

interpolation process. The threshold crossing time td,int,1 for Vint,1 is calculated with help
of the already developed DCEI model. Evaluating the DCEI model with N = 1 for both
codes, n = 0 and n = N = 1, results in td,int,1 for the first and third configuration. The
second configuration needs a different model with N = 2. Here td,int,1 is only extracted for
n = 1, which is effectively an interpolation between two DCEI cells. From model point of
view this is the exact operation of the first interpolation, as two tristate inverter branches
are driving a common node, triggered by In1/2. All other model parameters are identical
for both evaluations. Table 3.3 lists the configurations of the DCEI model to extract the
DCEI2 delays for all configurations of the first interpolation. The design goal is ideal
linearity in the first interpolation, which can be expressed as

td,int,1[1]− td,int,1[0] = td,int,1[2]− td,int,1[1] = ∆t1/2. (3.19)

As the local interpolation lacks any further configuration mechanisms, tint is defined
by design. However, PVT variations lead to an influence on tint, especially the process
variations. This needs to be considered during design and is evaluated in the model.

Assuming that ∆t1, or a range of ∆t1 due to a range of fref, is given by the design
specifications, the parameter influencing the interpolation is tr/f. For this DTC topology
∆t1 directly relates to the period of the reference signal: ∆t1 = TVCO/2. The model

Table 3.3 – Extraction of DCEI2 delays for the first interpoaltion with equivalent DCEI
models.

Model param.

# DCEI2 Conf. DCEI2 delay N n

1) Sel. In1 td,int,1[0] 1 0
2) Sel. In1 + In2 td,int,1[1] 2 1
3) Sel. In2 td,int,1[2] 1 1
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Figure 3.22 – Evalation of the INL at node Vint,1: (a) INL for variation of tr/f and ∆t,
the colored contour line highlighting the region of ideal linearity, and (b)
evaluation of the contour line for different process corners, indicating tr/f in
dependency of ∆t to achieve ideal linearity.

is evaluated for reference frequencies in the range of 8.8–12GHz (according to output
frequencies in the range of 2.2–3GHz), leading to ∆t1 in the range of 41.7–56.8 ps. The
INL consists only of three points, one for each configuration, of which the first and third
point have zero INL by definition:

INLint,1[0] = INLint,1[2] = 0 (3.20)
INLint,1[1] = (td,int,1[1]− td,int,1[0])−∆t1/2

= ∆t1/2− (td,int,1[2]− td,int,1[1]) (3.21)

The resulting INL is equal to INLint,1[1]. It is plotted in Fig. 3.22(a) for variation of
∆t1 and tr/f. The green contour line marks the region, in which zero INL, thus a perfectly
tuned first interpolation, is achieved.

The design parameter of interest, tr/f, can now be extracted from the relation of tr/f and
∆t at zero INL (at the green contour line), which is plotted in Fig. 3.22(b). To be able
to tune the INL to zero over the full ∆t1 ∝ 1/(2fref) range, tr/f has to be adjusted in the
range covered by the plotted marks, which is approximately 30–54 ps. The dependency
between tr/f and ∆t1 is almost linear, with one example fit annotated in the graph. A
small tuning range is desirable, as large tuning range requires more tristate input inverters,
which can take a significant portion of the overall DCEI2 area.

The second interpolation can be calculated with the same model as discussed for the
DCEI in Section 3.1.1. The major difference are input signals with different tr/f. If the
first interpolation is configured for In1/2, the signals that trigger the second interpolation
have a different slope as if the first interpolation is configured for In1 + In2. However,
the findings regarding design parameters from Section 3.1.1 are still valid for this case.
Therefore, the nonlinearity model investigation for the DCEI2 focuses only on the first
interpolation.
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3.4 Binary Bit Resolution Enhancement
If PIs as discussed so far are extended by 1 bit in resolution, it goes hand in hand with
doubling the size of the unit cell array, and with this a significant increase in power
consumption. The thermometric control of the array ensures monotonicity, which is the
major benefit of this architecture. A better trade-off for resolution enhancement is the
placement of additional unit cells, which are controlled in a binary fashion and generate
a delay smaller than the delay of the thermometrically controlled unit cells. The PI is
then segmented into a thermometrically and binary controlled part. Its corresponding
interpolation cells are further referred to as thermometer cells (or Tcell) and binary cells
(or Bx). With the thermometer cells as reference, the binary cells have for instance half
(B1/2), or quarter (B1/4) of their "size", which is further discussed in Section 3.4.2. This
technique is used in D/A converters for several decades now and brings advantages as high
accuracy and monotonicity for the thermometrically controlled MSBs, while saving power
and area for the binary controlled LSBs [87, pp. 640-642].

However, hybrid array implementations for DTC PIs have not been published so far and
differ from implementations in a conventional DAC. The DTC example with a 1 bit PI from
Table 3.4 shows how a continuous output phase change is achieved for a thermometrically
controlled array, and how the coarse and fine tuning stage are synchronized. Two cells
are needed for a 1 bit interpolation, as a single cell would implement only a MUX and
no PI. The bold highlighted bit controls the PI and the other bits control the coarse
tuning stage (e.g. the MMD) that changes In1/2. Tcell,1 is directly controlled by the coarse
tuning’s LSB, while Tcell,2 is controlled by the PI’s digital control line. For rising codes,
a "forward" interpolation from In1 to In2 is followed by a "backward" interpolation from
In2 to In1, for which the order of the input signals is changed. This symmetrical "forward"
and "backward" control is required to change only the programming of a single cell when
the input signals are switching their temporal order, and is implemented in this fashion
for all discussed PIs.
A generalization of this example leads to four major differences to conventional DACs:

1) PIs cover a range of 0−FS over code, while conventional DACs cover 0− (FS− 1LSB);
2) to achieve a continuous phase change in a DTC, the number of states in a k bit PI is
2k + 1 (code 0− 2k), while it is 2k (code 0− (2k − 1)) in a conventional k bit DAC; 3) the
unit cells cannot be disconnected from the interpolation (by e.g. putting them in a high-Z
state) but are always involved in the interpolation process by selecting either In1 or In2;
and 4) the converter’s gain is only defined by ∆t, and not by the total amount of cells.

Table 3.4 – Logic states of a thermometrically controlled 1 bit PI including coarse tuning.
Selected Input Weighting

Code Tcell,1 Tcell,2 In1 In2

000 In1 In1 2 0
001 In1 In2 1 1
010 In2 In2 0 2
011 In2 In1 1 1
100 In1 In1 2 0

In1 In2
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First, Section 3.4.1 discusses the conceptual segmentation architecture of the PI array
and presents two possible control schemes. Afterwards the implementation of the binary
cells is presented in Section 3.4.2 on example of the DCEI2.

3.4.1 Architecture of a Binary Extended Cell Array
To highlight the issues of binary bit implementation in the PI array, the 1 bit array
from Table 3.4 is extended by a single B1/2 cell to kPI = 2 in the same fashion as for a
conventional DAC. Table 3.5(a) shows a list of all logical states in the newly formed array.
The bold highlighted bits are the new 2 bit PI code. The problem of this extension is one
additional logic state, that is introduced due to the DAC-like binary bit extension and
that leads to a larger number of logic states than available digital codes. This results in
DNL spikes, as there are three steps of 0.5, and one step of 1.0 for the code transition
011→ 100.

To overcome this problem, a thermometer cell needs to be removed from the array and
has to replaced by an equivalent amount of binary cells. The correct implementation where
one Tcell is replaced by two B1/2 cells is shown in Table 3.5(b). The main difference is the
weighting sum, which stays now at 2.0 as in the original PI from Table 3.4. This results
in one less state and correctly implements the binary cells for the given number of codes,
as all DNL steps are of 0.5 now. One of the newly added B1/2 cells is now controlled by
the MSB, instead of one Tcell as in Table 3.4 and 3.5(a).

While the 1 bit binary extension leaves only one possible implementation, there are two
different control schemes for higher order binary extensions: a) additional binary cells that
are controlled in a binary fashion, or b) additional binary cells that are controlled in a
thermometric fashion. For the DCEI2 2 bit binary extension, control scheme a) requires
to replace one thermometer cell by four B1/4 cells, while b) requires the replacement by
one B1/2 cell and two B1/4 cells. In both cases the driving strength of all added unit cells
adds up to the driving strength of the removed thermometer cell. Fig. 3.23 shows the
implementation of the unit cells into the 7 bit DCEI2 array with 8x8 thermometer cells, as
done for DCEI2 test chip V2. Cell 64 is removed and replaced by an equivalent number of
binary cells according to control scheme b). In general, any cell Z (binary or thermometric)

Table 3.5 – Binary bit extension of a 1 bit PI: (a) conventional extension leading to a
missing programming code, and (b) proposed extension.

(a)

Selected Input Weighting
Code Tcell Tcell B1/2 In1 In2

000 In1 In1 In1 2.5 0.0
001 In1 In1 In2 2.0 0.5
010 In1 In2 In1 1.5 1.0
011 In1 In2 In2 1.0 1.5
? In2 In2 In1 0.5 2.0
100 In2 In2 In2 0.0 2.5

(b)

Selected Input Weighting
Code Tcell B1/2 B1/2 In1 In2

000 In1 In1 In1 2.0 0.0
001 In1 In2 In1 1.5 0.5
010 In2 In1 In1 1.0 1.0
011 In2 In2 In1 0.5 1.5
100 In2 In2 In2 0.0 2.0
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Figure 3.23 – 7 bit DCEI2 unit cell array with 2 bit binary extension according to control
scheme (b).

can be replaced by two cells Z1/2 with half the size. Recursive application of this method
leads to both extension examples, a) and b).
As example for both control schemes, the codes around the transition from first to

second interpolation region in the DCEI2 (In1 → In1 + In2, and In1 + In2 → In2) are listed
in Table 3.6. This highlights how both control schemes achieve continuous phase change.
The DCEI2 control determines with the bold highlighted n8, if the interpolation is in the
first or second region (compare Table 3.1). The control bit of each cell selects In1/2 for 0,
and In1 + In2 for 1. Due to this fact, the 2 bit control word b1:0 for the binary cells needs
to be "aware" of the interpolation region and is therefore generated by the logic expression

b1:0 = n1:0 ⊕ n8. (3.22)

Control scheme (a) uses a thermometric-to-binary conversion on b1:0 and controls three
of the B1/4 cells directly with it, while in (b) the B1/2 cell is directly connected to b1, and

Table 3.6 – Binary cell control for a 2 bit binary extension to a 7 bit DCEI2 cell array.
Control scheme (a) Control scheme (b) Cell sum

DCEI2 Code B1/4 B1/4 B1/4 B1/4 B1/2 B1/4 B1/4 In1 In1 + In2 In2

0111110 11 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1.25 62.75 0.00
0111111 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 63.00 0.00
0111111 01 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.75 63.25 0.00
0111111 10 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0.50 63.50 0.00
0111111 11 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0.25 63.75 0.00
1000000 00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.00 64.00 0.00
1000000 01 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0.00 63.75 0.25
1000000 10 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.00 63.50 0.50
1000000 11 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0.00 63.25 0.75
1000001︸ ︷︷ ︸
therm.

00︸︷︷︸
bin.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.00 63.00 1.00
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Figure 3.24 – Possible implementation of the output stages of (a) the thermometric DCEI2
unit cell, (b) a first version of the B1/2 or B1/4 cell, (c) a second version of
the B1/2 or B1/4 cell, and (d) the B1/4 cell.

the B1/4 cell to b0. In both cases, the remaining B1/4 cell is controlled directly by n8, as it
was implemented in the initially discussed Tables 3.4 and 3.5(b).

To understand the advantages of one control scheme over the other, first the implemen-
tation of the binary cell has to be discussed.

3.4.2 Binary Unit Cell Implementation
The interpolated signal at Vint is generated by weighting the NMOS and PMOS current
sources shown in Fig. 3.5. A higher resolution is achieved by a higher number of control
states. For the code range 0 ≤ n ≤ N , this means either increasing N (which has the
drawbacks described above), or making n fractional. By looking at the current source model
in Fig. 3.5(a), the latter one can be achieved by replacing one thermometric controlled
current source by an equivalent of binary controlled sources. For the example of two binary
bits, cell designs with half and quarter of the nominal driving strength are needed. As
the resolution enhancement is targeted for the second DCEI2 interpolation, the driving
strength of the unit cell’s output inverter has to be modified for the binary cells.
Fig. 3.24 shows different implementations of the thermometer cell and the binary cell.

The thermometer cell’s output inverter is depicted in Fig. 3.24(a). The straight forward way
to reduce the current of a digitally controlled transistor by a factor of two is a modification
of the transistor’s length or width. As the DCEI2 output inverter is already close to the
minimum feature size of the 28 nm technology, it cannot be reduced in width. An increase
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Figure 3.25 – Monte Carlo simulations of the DNL for binary bit implementation of (a)
DCEI2 test chip V1, and (b) DCEI2 test chip V2.

in length has two impacts on the cell: first, the capacitance of Vint,1 would change due
to the different load, resulting in a possibly different temporal position of the edges at
Vint,1; second, different wells need to be placed for devices with different length, leading to
additional constraints on physical cell layout that increase the cell dimensions.

The B1/2 cells is therefore implemented as a stack of transistors as shown in Fig. 3.24(b)
and (c). The new transistors are always turned on and their sole purpose is to double
the resistance of the branches. This ensures that the local interpolation is as identical
as possible in thermometer and binary cells. Of these two cases, Fig. 3.24(b) shows the
favorable implementation, as the physical layout of net Vint can be kept identical to the
thermometer cell. If the same scheme is applied to the B1/4 cell, it would lead to an even
larger stack as shown in Fig. 3.24(d). Parasitic layout effects as well as effects of the
device itself lead to a different PVT and mismatch behavior compared to the stack of two
transistors.
While the general INL shape and peak is determined by the thermometer cell array,

the monotonicity of the design depends on the binary cell implementation. A single B1/2
cell yields easily into a binary extended and monotonic DCEI2, but the implementation
of B1/2 and B1/4 together can cause non-monotonic behavior. For a single B1/2 cell, the
only requirement for monotonic behavior is a smaller current than the thermometer cell.
If B1/2 and B1/4 are implemented, their combined driving strength should not exceed the
thermometer cell’s driving strength over PVT, mismatch, and DTC code. Therefore, the
monotonicity of a 2 bit binary extension depends on the implementation of the B1/4 cell
and its relation to the B1/2. Two different B1/4 implementations were tested in the two
DCEI2 test chips:

1) DCEI2 test chip V1: B1/2 implemented with two stacked devices (Fig. 3.24(b)), and
B1/4 with four stacked devices (Fig. 3.24(d))

2) DCEI2 test chip V2: B1/2 implemented with two stacked devices (Fig. 3.24(b)), and
B1/4 with two stacked devices with increased transistor length (Fig. 3.24(b))
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Figure 3.26 – Comparison of DCEI (fout = 2 GHz), CF-DCEI (fout = 2 GHz), and DCEI2
(fout = 2.5 GHz) in terms of (a) DNL, and (b) INL, both normalized for N
and ∆t.

While 1) keeps identical layout of Vint for B1/2 and B1/4, 2) trades off slight differences at
Vint due to different loading against a stronger similarity between B1/2 and B1/4 in terms
of the transistor stack. Monte Carlo (MC) circuit simulations with extracted parasitics
prove which concept gives advantages in terms of monotonicity. For the MC DNL plots
from Fig. 3.25(a) the B1/2 and B1/4 cell are implemented with a stack of two and four
transistors, respectively. While most of the DCEI2 codes shows a monotonic behavior,
some of the DNL points are only marginally monotonic or already in the non-monotonic
region. If both binary cell are implemented with a two transistor stack, the DNL as plotted
in Fig. 3.25(b) is clearly monotonic and shows sufficient margin to the non-monotonic
region.
Simulations show a clear advantage of the binary cell implementation of test chip V2

over test chip V1. While both implement a 2 bit binary extension, test chip V1 has 1 bit
higher resolution and is, therefore, not directly comparable to test chip V2. The Tcell and
B1/2 implementations are almost identical in terms of absolute device sizing in both test
chip versions. A further comparison between both implementations based on the test chip
measurements is presented in Chapter 5.

3.5 Summary and Conclusion
This chapter introduced the DCEI reference PI design, and presented two novel PI archi-
tectures developed in the present thesis: the CF-DCEI and DCEI2. The design target for
the CF-DCEI was an increased linearity for identical operation conditions as the DCEI,
while the DCEI2 focused on low power consumption, high resolution and high operation
frequency. The key performance values of all three PIs are compared in Table 3.7.
The CF-DCEI design reduced the peak nonlinearity by 82% at the expense of 29%

higher DTC power consumption due to the additional control logic inside the unit cells.
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The area increased by 65%, which is, however, still 85% smaller compared to the smallest
DTC in the gigahertz range published so far [2]. The DCEI2 was designed for low power
consumption. Compared to the DCEI, the first and the second version reduced the
power consumption by 17% and 25%, respectively. The major benefit is the two-stage
instead of a three-stage DTC design, as the MUX+DEL stage can be left out due to
a larger interpolation range. Furthermore, the segmentation of the DCEI2 array into
thermometrically and binary controlled parts allows the reduction of the array size, while
increasing the resolution.
Fig. 3.26 compares the simulated DNL and INL of the DCEI, CF-DCEI, and DCEI2

(V2). To enable direct comparison, INL and DNL are normalized to ∆t, and the code
range is normalized to N. For the DCEI2, only the thermometrically controlled cells are
evaluated (every 4th code), as they determine the shape and the peak of the overall INL.
The INL plots in Fig. 3.26(b) proof the significant advantages of the CF-DCEI over the
DCEI in terms of nonlinearity: the peak INL is reduced by > 80%. The DCEI2 allows
an extension of the interpolation range ∆t, while reducing the absolute nonlinearity. This
reflects in the normalized plot as significant improvement compared to the DCEI. One
key design parameter that enables this is the reduction of the total interpolation range
from 50 ps to two times 25 ps, compared to the DCEI and CF-DCEI with 31.25 ps.
For all designs analytical and numerical models were developed. Simulation and mea-

surement results were compared to the models and key design parameters were identified,
which influence the linearity of the interpolation. All models are based on the physical
Shichman-Hodges transitor model and are evaluated with help of a fitted NMOS and
PMOS VDS → IDS transfer function. The technology parameters are related to the intu-
itive key parameters tr/f and tint, which describe rise and fall times at certain nodes inside
the PIs. These two time delays are extracted easily from transient circuit simulations.
The models allow a fast evaluation of all important design parameters and give a good
estimation on the peak nonlinearity and its shape.
Simulation and modeling of a simple switched capacitor fine tuning stage allowed a

direct comparison to the CF-DCEI. It out-performs the high linearity switched capacitor
fine tuning in the ranges of ∆t investigated in this work. The INL can theoretically
be reduced to zero, it has a defined tuning range, and a constant current consumption
prevents re-modulation of the supply voltage. Circuit simulations with non-zero INL show
comparable peak INL for both designs. For large scale fine tuning ranges of multiple VCO
periods, such as used in PLLs, the CF-DCEI is no option as it cannot compete in terms
of linearity due to extensive INL for large ∆t/tint ratio.

To enhance the PIs resolution with only a minimum power penalty, an extension of the
PI cell array with 2 binary bits was explored. Based on the DCEI2 architecture, different
transistor level implementations were designed and implemented in test chips. This allows
to reduce the size of the DCEI2 array compared to an implementation that is controlled
only thermometrically, thus saving power and area.
Besides the presented area and power consumption numbers, this chapter investigated

and compared only the PI’s static nonlinearity. To draw a complete picture, the full
DTC architectures have to be compared, which is done in Chapter 5 based on test chip
measurements. In addition to the static nonlinearity, also dynamic effects influence the
DTC performance. They are discussed in the upcoming chapter.
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Table 3.7 – Comparison of DCEI, CF-DCEI, and DCEI2 by simulation data.
DCEI CF-DCEI DCEI2 V1 DCEI2 V2

Frequency 2GHz 2GHz 2.5GHz 2.2–3GHz

Resolution td,LSB 244 fs 244 fs 48.8 fs 81.4–111.0 fs
[bit] 11 bit 11 bit 13 bit 12 bit

DNLrms
89.82 fs 23.09 fs 48.25 fs1) 86.50 fs2)

19.81 fs3) 24.13 fs4)

|INL|max 5.05 ps 0.93 ps 2.89 ps 2.57 ps

Power

MMD 5.5mW 5.5mW 5.0mW 5.0mW6)

MUX+DEL 2.2mW 2.2mW - -
PI 7.7mW 12.1mW 11.1mW 9.7mW6)

Total 15.4mW 19.8mW 16.1mW 14.6mW6)

Total/fout 7.7 µWMHz−1 9.9 µWMHz−1 6.4 µWMHz−1 5.8 µWMHz−1

Phase noise5) -161.8 dBc/Hz -161.6 dBc/Hz -161.4 dBc/Hz -160.6 dBc/Hz
Area 0.0055mm2 0.0091mm2 0.0052mm2 0.0046mm2

1) only therm. controlled array, td,LSB = 195.3 fs
2) only therm. controlled array, td,LSB = 390.6 fs, fout = 2.5 GHz
3) incl. binary bits, td,LSB = 48.8 fs
4) incl. binary bits, td,LSB = 97.7 fs, fout = 2.5 GHz
5) measured at foffset = 100 MHz
6) measured at fout = 2.5 GHz
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4 Dynamic Effects in DTCs
While the static nonlinearity is an important measure for DTC performance, it is not the
only effect that determines the overall nonlinearity. For the static nonlinearity character-
ization, the DTC’s output phase φstatic is measured for each code in its periodic steady
state. For code activity on the digital data input, the DTC is reconfigured to change the
phase of the output signal. This activity causes dynamic effects, which can be measured
as dynamic errors φdyn on the phase of the output signal. The output signal’s phase is
then a superposition of the targeted static phase φstatic and the dynamic error φdyn:

φ = φstatic + φdyn. (4.1)

The dynamic errors on the DTC’s output phase and their related dynamic nonlinearity
are defined in Section 4.1. Afterwards Section 4.2 reviews and analyzes the mechanisms
behind the dynamic effects and discusses how to mitigate them during the circuit design
phase. Dynamic errors are simulated exemplary for the DCEI2 V2 based DTC for different
test cases, and the resulting dynamic nonlinearity performance figures are discussed in
Section 4.3. To reduce the dynamic errors, two novel compensation circuits are presented
in Section 4.4. Their impact on the dynamic nonlinearity is evaluated and compared to
the simulations from Section 4.3. Finally, Section 4.5 summarizes this chapter with an
overview on dynamic effect sources and design measures to mitigate them.

4.1 Definition of Dynamic Errors and Dynamic INL
To analyze the nature of dynamic errors, the simplified case of a single DTC code jump
serves as example. The DTC is initially in its periodic steady state for code k, and then a
code transition k → k + j is triggered. In the ideal case, the output delay change is only
determined by the static DTC output and given by

∆φstatic[k, k + j] = φstatic[k + j]− φstatic[k]. (4.2)
Figure 4.1(a) illustrates that the target phase φstatic[k + j] is reached for the first edge

after the code transition, which reflects the ideal DTC response. However, dynamic
effects introduce dynamic errors φdyn on the DTC phase. Figure 4.1(b) shows, that the
first output cycles after the code change can deviate from φstatic[k + j] and that φ then
converges towards its static value, where it is in the periodic steady state for code k + j.
The dynamic error depends on the cycle count ncycle after the code change was applied,
which is in a range of 1 ≤ ncycle ≤ M . This means dynamic errors can last for M cycles
after the DTC code transition until they decay. The total delay change for the code
transition is a superposition of static and dynamic DTC delay in dependency of ncycle:

∆φ[k, k + j, ncycle] = ∆φstatic[k, k + j] + φdyn[k, k + j, ncycle]. (4.3)
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Figure 4.1 – DTC output phase φ for (a) only static nonlinearity, and (b) static and dynamic
nonlinearity.

In the example from Fig. 4.1(b) the dynamic error decays after M = 5 DTC output
cycles. Dynamic errors always converge to zero, as else the system would not have a
periodic steady state and thus be unstable:

lim
ncycle→∞

φdyn[k, k + j, ncycle] = 0. (4.4)

Dynamic error can be further distinguished by their decay time. Due to the nature of
their generation, which is discussed in the upcoming section, some effects are only visible
in the cycle directly after the code transition, while others take several cycles to decay.

The equations above only analyzed a single code transition. Realistic DTC programming
can include code changes on each clock cycle, leaving φdyn[k, k + j] no time to settle.
Dynamic errors depend then not only on the single code transition, but on the whole code
history, which is a code-dependent memory effect on φ. The INL can now be re-defined
as a superposition of static and dynamic INL to

INL[n, n−1, ..., n−M ] = INLstatic[n] + INLdyn[n, n−1, ..., n−M ], (4.5)

which is a function not only depending on the currently applied code, but also on the
code history. At each code n the INL depends now on the previously programmed code
sequence, which can be of a random nature, such as modulation, or of a more deterministic
nature, such as frequency shift generated by periodic code ramps (compare the DDPS
application from Section 1.2.1).

4.2 Root Causes of Dynamic Errors
Several mechanisms dynamically affect the generated DTC output signal. This section
neglects the possibility of externally induced dynamic effects, for example coupling of
neighbouring circuits of the same SoC into the DTC, and focuses only on dynamic effects
generated within the DTC itself. The dynamic effects that contribute to dynamic errors
are classified in two major groups:

1. Supply-induced effects with a decay time of multiple output cycles (M > 1)
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4.2 Root Causes of Dynamic Errors

a) Code-dependent current consumption
b) Instantaneous change of average current
c) Logic current consumption

2. Logic-induced effects with a decay time of a single output cycle (M = 1)
a) Digital control signal timing
b) Digital control signal coupling

Supply-Induced Effects

The first group covers all effects which introduce dynamic errors via the DTC’s supply
voltage Vsup. One general problem of DTCs is the poor power supply rejection. As DTCs
target to generate a certain absolute delay, they can be easily disturbed by supply voltage
distortions, as the propagation delay of most CMOS circuits is directly influenced by it.
The overall output delay of an inverter for instance, which is in its simple or tristate form
a basic building block of all DTC coarse and fine tuning blocks introduced in Section 1.1,
is directly influenced by the supply voltage. For the example of an inverter that charges
its output net with the capacitance Cout to the threshold voltage of a subsequent inverter
Vth,inv, the delay is given as

td = Vth,invCout

ID,sat

= Vth,invCout

0.5Kp
Weff
Leff

(VDD − Vth,n)
, (4.6)

where the drain current ID,sat of the charging PMOS device is described by the Shichman-
Hodges transistor model [96]. Equation (4.6) is in accordance to equations used for CMOS
inverter delay estimations [97, pp. 199-202]. Deriving (4.6) for VDD yields in

dtd
dVDD

= −Vth,invCout

0.5Kp
Weff
Leff

(VDD − Vth,p)2 , (4.7)

which shows that there are no easy options to reduce the supply sensitivity. The supply
sensitivity dtd/dVDD can be determined from static simulations of the DTC by measuring
td for different supply voltage levels. An example for the DCEI2 V2 based DTC is plotted
in Fig. 4.2 for the code range of the DCEI2. The sensitivity per 1mV supply change is
already in the dimensions of td,LSB, and, furthermore, the sensitivity is not constant for
all DCEI2 codes.
Thus, φ has a strong sensitivity towards supply voltage variations ∆Vsup. As Vsup

is usually generated by an internal supply regulator, such as a LDO [87, pp. 324-325],
all deviations from its average load current ∆iload disturb Vsup by ∆Vsup, which directly
translates to propagation delay changes in the DTC’s signal chain and therefore dynamic
errors:

∆iload → ∆Vsup → φdyn. (4.8)
The supply regulator then recovers Vsup to its steady-state value, which can take several

output cycles (depending on the regulator’s bandwidth) and is the major contributor to
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Figure 4.2 – Voltage sensitivity of DTC delay.

the decay time. All DTC operations that introduce a ∆iload to the load current lead to
dynamic errors.

Logic Induced Effects

The second group covers effects that are caused by the interaction between digital signals
and the DTC’s analog signal path. These are mainly direct coupling between digital
clock or control signals into the analog signals, and effects caused by improper timing of
digital signals directly interacting with the analog signal path. While the supply correlated
dynamic effects usually take several cycles to settle, dynamic errors due to digital control
signals are only visible in the cycle directly after the code change.
Each effect listed above is described in the following on the example of a single code

transition. As one type of dynamic error lasts several output cycles while the other one
lasts only a single output cycle, a superposition of different dynamic effects and memory
effects influence the overall dynamic error.

4.2.1 Code-Dependent Current Consumption
Some of the DTC topologies presented in Section 1.1 have an inherent code-dependent
current consumption. While the presented coarse tuning concepts show equal or almost
equal current consumption for different codes in their periodic steady state, the two
most commonly used fine tuning blocks have a deterministic code/current dependency: (a)
switched capacitor based delay cells, and (b) PIs. The switched capacitor cells modify their
capacitance to alter the overall delay, and consequently the current to charge/discharge the
internal node. PIs have a shoot-through current during the phase interpolation process,
which depends on the code. This leads to a more complex current/code dependency as
discussed on the example of the DCEI2 in Section 3.3.1. Only the CF-DCEI topology
shows a constant current/code behavior, as the shoot-through current is prevented by
additional control logic.
Many published DTC desings face this issue and compensate for it: full dummy delay

cell arrays which are controlled by the inverse code to equalize the current consumption
for all codes are placed [22–24, 26, 29]. This proves the severity of this problem, as the
current consumption is willingly doubled to mitigate the resulting dynamic errors.

The impact of this dynamic effect on the DTC supply voltage is analyzed in Section 4.4 in
detail. Simulations on the example of the DCEI2 V2 based DTC including an implemented
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Figure 4.3 – Supply glitch caused by instantaneous change of average current: DTC output
voltage Vout, current Iout, and supply voltage Vsup for (a) constant DTC output
period, and (b) DTC output period stretch due to code transition k → k + j.

LDO show the influence on the supply caused by different DCEI2 code transitions.

4.2.2 Instantaneous Change of Average Current
When the DTC transitions between different codes, the output signal’s period changes for
the cycle in which the code transition is applied. This is according to (1.2) equal to an
instantaneous frequency change. Corresponding to

Pnom = 0.5CV 2fnom ⇔ inom = 0.5CV fnom, (4.9)

the nominal frequency of a signal directly relates to its current consumption, which can
be rewritten as a dependency from the nominal period as

inom = 0.5CV 1
Tnom

. (4.10)

Figure 4.3(a) shows the periodic steady state of a DTC with constant code. Neglecting
leakage, current is only drawn at signal transitions. In Fig. 4.3(b) a code change k → k+ j
exemplarily stretches the period for a single cycle to T(k,k+j) = Tnom + ∆t(k,k+j), leading
to a different average current consumption for this cycle of

i(k,k+j) = 0.5CV 1
T(k,k+j)

(4.10)= inom
Tnom
T(k,k+j)

. (4.11)

Assuming a linear DTC which covers 2π of the generated output signal over code n, the
period after a code transition relates directly to the code change:

T(k,k+j) = (N + j)td,LSB. (4.12)

The current difference ∆i(k,k+j) from the nominal current inom can be given from (4.10),
(4.11), and (4.12) for the cycle of the DTC code change as
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∆i(k,k+j) = i(k,k+j) − inom

= inom

(
Tnom
T(k,k+j)

− 1
)

= inom

(
Ntd,LSB

(N + j)td,LSB
− 1

)

= −j
N + j

inom. (4.13)

This shows that ∆i(k,k+j) does not depend on k, but only on the magnitude of the code
step j. However, (4.13) assumes that the signal period changes equally throughout the
whole DTC, which is not true. To be precise, the DTC needs to be split in coarse and fine
tuning part. If a coarse tuning transition is triggered, the period changes for the involved
coarse tuning block differently than for the DTC output. The total current sum of the
DTC can be given as

inom = inom,0 + inom,coarse + inom,fine, (4.14)
where inom,0 is the current not influenced by code changes, inom,coarse the current of all

blocks processing the coarse tuned signals, and inom,fine the current of all blocks processing
the fine tuned signal. To extract the coarse tuning activity, the coarse tuning related code
change jcoarse hast to be extracted from the total code change by removing the kfine bit
fine tuning related code activity:

jcoarse =
(
(k + j)−

(
(k + j) mod 2kfine

))
−

(
k −

(
k mod 2kfine

))
, with (4.15)

j = jcoarse + jfine, and (4.16)
k = kcoarse + kfine. (4.17)

Then ∆i(k,k+j) can be split into coarse and fine tuning related current changes:

∆i(k,k+j) = −jcoarse
N + jcoarse

iavg,coarse + −j
N + j

iavg,fine. (4.18)

Now k is also involved in the solution, as the coarse tuning block only changes its
current if the code transition k → k + j triggers a coarse tuning code transition. Figure
4.4 visualizes the discontinuous nature of this function for code transitions that leave the
output phase φ of the DTC in the range of 0◦ ≤ φ < 90◦. If more stages are involved the
equation needs to be extended in an analogous manner.
If the DTC is supplied by a LDO supply regulator, the LDO drives a constant current

into the supply net, which is equal to the average current consumption. The small change
in the average current leads to a glitch on the supply voltage as shown in Fig. 4.3(b), as
the bandwidth of the LDO control loop is not wide enough to react to such fast transitions.
Depending on signal frequency and LDO bandwidth, the supply takes multiple cycles to
recover its output voltage. Simulation results of the LDO output voltage for the example
of the DCEI2 V2 based DTC are presented in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 – Instantaneous current change for code transition k → k + j for the ranges
0◦ ≤ φk < 90◦ and 0◦ ≤ φk+j < 90◦. The DTC resolution is k = 7 bit with
kcoarse = 3 bit and kfine = 4 bit, and inom,0 = inom,coarse = inom,fine.

4.2.3 Logic Current Consumption
While the analog current consumption of the DTC is deterministic for static codes as well
as code transitions, the current consumption of the digital logic is not. For the analog
signal path, the code transition k → k + j determines the load current. It is given by
the static current consumption of code k and k + j, and by the instantaneous duty cycle
change introduced by the code transition. The digital current consumption idig can be
split in two components:

idig = iclk + ilogic. (4.19)
The clock related current iclk is as deterministic as the analog DTC current, as the clock

is derived from the coarse and fine tuning outputs and has a fixed load. The digital logic,
mostly consisting of decoders for coarse and fine tuning, consumes a current ilogic that
depends on the code activity and on the clock rate, both additionally depending on code
transition (the code sequence modulates the frequency). Furthermore, the magnitude of a
code transition is not directly related to the decoder activity and strongly depends on the
decoder implementation (e.g. in how many lines and columns the array is arranged).
To keep the related dynamic effects low, the digital current should be supplied by a

different supply regulator than the analog current. It may not completely decouple both
supply domains, as coupling via substrate is still possible, but this measures prevents
supply voltage disturbances caused by digital activity.

4.2.4 Digital Control Signal Timing
Fine tuning architectures can be build as array of unit cells or as binary weighted cells.
The binary weighted architecture has the advantage of lower area and power, while an
array, controlled in thermometric fashion, is inherently monotonic and more robust against
mismatch. Array structures are usually controlled by line and column select signals, which
trigger the internal select signals of each unit cell. Process variation, mismatch, and
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inherent delay lead to different switching times of the unit cell internal select signals. For
example a select signal transition triggered by a column signal can have a different delay
than the same transition triggered by a row signal. Also, binary unit cell extensions to
a thermometric array can have column and line signals with different load, thus different
delay time (compare Fig. 3.23: the column of binary cells has less load on its column
signal, as five cells less are connected).
This problem is best visible for negative j, so that the code jump k + j squeezes the

DTC output edges closer together. All select signals have then less time to settle properly,
and in extreme cases the programming just fails. This, however, should be taken into
account during the design phase, as the expected code changes are known beforehand.
Fig. 4.5 shows the internal waveforms of all DCEI2 unit cells for (1) a code change

of 127 → 719, stretching the phase by +52.03◦, and (2) a code change of 719 → 127,
squeezing the phase by −52.03◦. The pseudo-differential signals of the first interpolation
node Vint,1 and the select signals of all binary and thermometric cells are plotted here.
Case (1) shows a stretching of the DTC output waveform with changing select signals at
∼ 0.15 ns, leading to relaxed timing requirements inside the DCEI2 unit cells. Case (2)
squeezes the rising edge closer to the previous falling edge with changing select signals
at ∼ 0.6 ns, reducing the time for proper settling of the select signals. Fig. 4.5(a) shows
the ideal case, where the select signals switch shortly after the falling edge of DTCout. In
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Figure 4.5 – Selection signals of the DCEI2 V2 for a code sequence 127 → 719 → 127
(±52.03◦ phase step) at 2.5GHz with (a) proper timing of the select signals,
and (b) poor timing of the select signals.
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Fig. 4.5(b) the select signals switch later, violating the timing as indicated on the plot,
thus introducing dynamic errors.
The plot illustrates that the select signals should switch as close as possible after a

falling DTCout. This way they cannot disturb the internal signals anymore, as the output
already toggled, and the time to the subsequent rising edge is maximized for better select
signal settling. However, a proper timing is not easily achieved in circuit design, as the
clock is derived from the DCEI2’s output, leading to a modulated clock. Strong clock
drivers and a short logic path are imperative to get optimum timing and low dynamic
errors.

4.2.5 Digital Control Signal Coupling
Last, activity on digital signals can directly couple into the analog signal. As the DTC
evaluates only edge transitions, this is not in all cases critical. For example if a digital
signal couples during its voltage level transition into the analog DTC signal, it does not
have any effect on it while the analog signal is at high or low logic level. However, when
the digital signal transition is close to the analog one, the digital signal can potentially
introduce a dynamic error. As the analog signal transitions are shifted code-dependent by
up to a full period, certain codes are affected while others are not.
Simulations demonstrated that this effect causes only minor dynamic errors. However,

floor-planning of the physical layout should proactively reduce possible coupling between
digital and analog signals through appropriate signal routing.

4.3 Dynamic Error Simulation
Dynamic errors were analyzed in simulation of the DCEI2 V2 based DTC design introduced
in Section 3.3. The previous section discussed dynamic effects under the assumption, that
only a single code transitions is involved and that the DTC is in a periodic steady state
before the transition. To quantify dynamic errors for real use-cases, a more complex test
case needs to be evaluated.
Therefore, the DTC data path is excited with a code sequence ndyn,err that is a super-

position of modulation data and a periodic code ramp

ndyn,err[p] = nmod[p] + nramp[p], (4.20)

where nmod[p] is a code sequence describing a modulated signal, in the following test
cases random phase modulation (RPM) data, and nramp[p] is a constantly rising or falling
periodic code ramp (PCR), adding a frequency shift component to the transmitted signal
(compare the frequency synthesis with DDPS from Section 1.2.1).

This enables several test cases to prove the assumptions on dynamic errors from the
beginning of this chapter. Two test groups are evaluated: first, the DTC is only excited
with a periodic code ramp of constant step size (nmod[p] = 0). Depending on the step size,
this leads according to (1.2) to a certain frequency shift foffset of the output signal from
its center frequency fout. If the simulation runs long enough to capture several samples
per code, each sample for a given code is expected to have a similar dynamic error, as the
code history is identical. A positive code ramp (leading to foffset < 0) relaxes especially
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Table 4.1 – Dynamic error test cases for fout = 2560 MHz.
DTC step size/range

Test case nstep φstep foffset Description

PCR 1 −413 −36.3◦ 281MHz Periodic code ramp
PCR 2 −917 −80.6◦ 721MHz Periodic code ramp
PCR 3 917 80.6◦ −457MHz Periodic code ramp
RPM 1 [−512, 512] [−45◦, 45◦] - Random phase modulation
RPM 2 [−1024, 1024] [−90◦, 90◦] - Random phase modulation

the select signal timing on the DTC, leading to lower dynamic errors, while negative code
ramps (leading to foffset > 0) tighten timings. Second, only phase modulation is applied
(nramp[p] = 0). To limit the code activity, the allowed code step is limited by a minimum
and maximum value. Larger code jumps are expected to lead to higher dynamic errors,
therefore, different limits are investigated. Table 4.1 lists the simulated PCR and RPM
test cases.
As accurate simulation requires layout extraction of the full DTC and LDO plus a

package model, the simulation time for the ∼ 3000 simulated RF periods is in the order
of days. To speed up simulations, not every code is triggered, but the code sequence is
forced on a grid of 0, 8, . . . , 4088, setting the three LSBs to 0: n2:0 = 0. This ensures that a
sufficient amount of samples is acquired for each code to do a statistical evaluation, while
keeping the simulation time in a reasonable range.
From a transient simulation, the phase of each RF period is extracted and compared

to the ideal expected value according to the programmed code. If a code is programmed
multiple times during the code sequence, multiple INL values are measured that scatter
according to the expected static INL and the dynamic errors. Fig. 4.6(a) and (b) show the
extracted dynamic INL INLdyn exemplary for test cases PCR 1 and RPM 1, respectively.
Comparing both plots, the scattering of the PCR test case is much less than for the RPM
test case.
The discontinuities at code transitions 88→ 96 and 600→ 608 in Fig. 4.6(a) originate

from the nature of the applied code ramp. For example, codes in the range of 96 - 504 are
preceded by codes in the range of 512 - 920, crossing always one MMD code transition.
These codes are then most strongly influenced by MMD dynamic errors, which reflects in
an deterministic dynamic error. Thus, code 96 is always preceded by a MMD transition,
while code 88 is not, which leads to the discontinuity.

To evaluate and quantify the dynamic errors, INLdyn needs to be compared to the
static INL. The average dynamic INL INLdyn is calculated as mean value of all measured
INL points for a given code n and reveals differences depending on the test case. As
the most prominent differences occur around code 256 and 768, mostly the first DCEI2
interpolation seems to be affected by the high code activity. The reason behind the
differences are variations in the supply voltage behavior (the first interpolation is sensitive
to supply variations), as the modulation introduces strong load current fluctuation. Two
effects, namely code-dependent current consumptions and instantaneous change of average
current, are responsible. While the former effect is present in PCR and RPM test cases, the
latter one differs for both test cases. The output frequency f ′out = fout + foffset is constant
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for the PCR case, while RPM introduces a frequency modulation with high bandwidth,
resulting in a strong variation of the average current. A detailed analysis of this effect and
its differences to supply voltage conditions for static INL measurements is presented in
the upcoming section.
Not only INLdyn is of interest, but also the distribution for each code in INLdyn[n],

described by its standard deviation. The resulting σ (INLdyn[n]) is a measure of INLdyn’s
scattering and, therefore, also of the dynamic error. It is plotted in Fig. 4.6(d) for three
test cases. As expected the PCR test case shows the lowest dynamic errors, and the RPM
test case with larger step sizes shows increased dynamic errors compared to the smaller
step sizes. It is noteworthy that the dynamic errors, even for the PCR case, are multiple
times higher than the DTC resolution td,LSB.

The following section discusses the reduction of dynamic errors through newly developed
compensation circuits. While the current section only presented simulation results for
three of five test cases, a full list of results from all test cases is presented in Section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.6 – Dynamic errors simulation results of the DCEI2 V2 based DTC: dynamic INL
of test cases (a) PCR 1 and (b) RPM 1, (c) corresponding average dynamic
INLs, and (d) standard deviation of dynamic INLs.
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4.4 Compensation for Load Current Variations at
Supply Regulator Level

The most prominent contributors to dynamic errors were identified as LDO induced supply
voltage distortions. They result from the fact that the DTC current changes with different
codes and code transitions, imposing LDO regulation activity on the supply voltage. A
solution for the logic current consumption was already proposed in Section 4.2. The
remaining root causes are the code-dependent load current and the instantaneous load
current change. Section 4.2 described how the load current conditions can be predicted
from the programmed DTC code sequence. While the code-dependent current depends
only on the currently applied DTC code, the instantaneous load current change depends
also on the previously programmed code. This enables to extract the DTC load current
from n[z] and n[z−1]. With this knowledge, a compensation mechanism can be operated
that, for instance, either equalizes the LDO load current (e.g. a dummy fine tuning
programmed with an inverted code), or that compensates for the load current change at
supply regulator level. Both concepts rely on the fact, that the load current changes are
known before they appear, enabling a compensation in a feed forward manner instead of
a regulation as reaction to load current change.

For all discussed DTCs, the supply regulator is implemented as dual-loop LDO as shown
in Fig. 4.7. A detailed analysis of a similar LDO architecture can be found in [98]. In the
following, the LDO architecture is described briefly under negligence of the red highlighted
components and pins, which are discussed afterwards. The LDO aims at controlling the
pass gate device M1 to regulate the supply voltage Vout that is connected to the DTC
supply net Vsup. The green highlighted slow control loop senses the output voltage through
the resistive divider consisting of R1/2 and compares it to the band-gap reference voltage
Vref with the operational amplifier. The amplifier output signal Vcasc controls then the gate
of the cascode device M2. This ensures the correct control of the targeted output voltage
level at Vout with high gain (usually > 40 dB [98]), that is provided by the operational
amplifier.

Vout
iout

iD,1

iD,2
R1

R2

−

+

ibiasicomp

Cload

Vcasc

VPG

CPG

Vref

VDD,ext

M1

M2

fast loop

slow loop

Figure 4.7 – LDO implementation for all discussed DTC variants. Red highlighted compo-
nents mark the extension for the dynamic effects compensation.
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The red highlighted fast-loop senses load current variation through M2 and is biased by
the current source ibias. The voltage conditions at node VPG are plotted in red in Fig. 4.9(a)
for a settled slow control loop (fixed Vcasc). If the load current increases, e.g. due to the
DCEI2 code change from n : 0 → 256 at t ∼ 35 ns, the conceptual fast-loop regulation
operates as following:

• iout (=̂iload of the DTC) increases due to the code change, leading to a drop of Vout

• VGS and VDS of M2 drop consequentially, reducing iD,2

• As ibias is constant and iD,2 drops, VPG is discharged by ∆i = ibias−iM2 , thus opening
M1 and increasing iD,1 to adjust to changes of iout

• The negative feedback fast-loop regulates VPG until ∆i = 0

As consequence from the fact, that iout changes much faster than the slow-loop regulation,
a remaining voltage error at Vout is observed (see the difference of Vout between code 0
and 256 in Fig. 4.9(a)). The magnitude of this drop is mostly influenced by the LDO’s de-
coupling capacitor Cload and the fast-loop’s gain. The slow-loop ensures that the average
output voltage is regulated to the target defined by R1/2 and Vref, while the fast-loop reacts
to fast transient current changes. However, the DTC changes its code and thus its current
consumption on a rate of up to 3GHz, which is much higher than the LDO’s bandwidth
in the megahertz domain.
Therefore, the LDO from Fig. 4.7 is extended by a compensation current source icomp

in parallel to the biasing current, and an output pin that allows a charge injection on net
VPG through further compensation circuits. The former compensation accounts for code-
dependent current due to the DCEI2 programming, and the latter one for an instantaneous
load current change due to MMD activity. According to (4.18) the instantaneous load
current changes are related to coarse and fine tuning blocks, that are in this DTC design
MMD and DCEI2, respectively. As the MMD transitions dominate instantaneous load
current change as pictured in Fig. 4.4, its compensation is implemented exemplary for the
MMD case, but can be extended for compensation of arbitrary code jumps of coarse and
fine tuning in an analogous manner. Both compensation types rely on the fact, that the
DTC code changes much faster than the slow control loop. In the following, DCEI2 and
MMD compensation circuits are introduced and their impact on the supply voltage and
on dynamic errors is discussed based on simulation results.

4.4.1 DCEI2 Compensation
As the DTC current consumption depends almost linearly on the programmed code (com-
pare Fig. 3.21), the LDO biasing can be adjusted in a feed-forward fashion to account
for fast transient load current changes. The programmed DTC code enables the a-priori
knowledge of iload, which is encoded approximately linear in the DCEI2 code. The LDO
biasing is adjusted by placing a current source icomp parallel to ibias, as shown in Fig. 4.7.
Five parallel current sources are used to implement icomp, that are binary weighted and
controlled by nDCEI2,7:3. This reflects the approximately linear current/code dependency
of the DCEI2 and excludes the LSB of the thermometrically controlled array (nDCEI2,2)
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Figure 4.8 – DTC supply voltage with active and inactive compensation for (a) code tog-
gling, and random code change at (b) every 6th and (c) every RF cycle.
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and the binary bits (nDCEI2,1:0), as they influence the overall current consumption only
negligibly.
The current source icomp changes its value with the falling clock that latches the new

DCEI2 code word into the PI array. As iload only changes with the subsequent rising DCEI2
output edge, ibias changes slightly before and adjusts iD,1 almost synchronous to the actual
change ∆iload. The ideal LDO step of ∆iD,1 = ∆iload would prevent Vout from changing
its level, thus leading to a more constant Vout over code changes. The gate voltage VPG
of M1 is plotted in Fig. 4.8(a). For active compensation, VPG changes much faster to the
steady state forced by icomp. When iload changes as predicted, VPG is already half an RF
cycle after the clock close to its steady state, thus regulation activity is reduced. As a
consequence, the voltage drop at Vout is prevented, as iD,1 changes almost synchronous
with iload.

The resulting effect on the output voltage is shown in Fig. 4.8(a) in the time range of
0 ns ≤ t ≤ 40 ns. In this time interval, the DTC code toggles as indicated on the plot
(staying always constant for 8 RF clock cycles), leading to iload variations due to the DCEI2.
While the different levels Vout are influencing only the static INL, the transient transitions
between two codes introduces dynamic effects. With active DCEI2 compensation, Vout
has an overall more constant level, and more important, the transient changes due to
regulation are reduced significantly.
To reduce the supply modulation effect for DTC blocks with code-dependent current,

usually e.g. DCEI or switched capacitor dummy blocks are implemented that are pro-
grammed with an inverted code to equalize the overall current. Though this measure is
effective, the excessive cost in terms of area and current consumption is not fit for a low
power circuit design. While a dummy DCEI2 would double the PI’s current consumption,
the current sources including their digital control add only ∼ 100 µA. The prediction of
icomp cannot be accurate over PVT and is only an approximation of the load behavior,
however, it is implemented to reduce and not remove dynamic errors.

4.4.2 MMD Compensation

The MMD distorts only one RF period trough an instantaneous change of the average
current (see Section 4.2.2). But even if the current distortion is short, the LDO needs
several RF cycles to recover from it. To compensate for this effect, a charge is injected on
the gate of M1, so that the device is slightly opened or closed just when the current change
is expected. For a division-by-3 a higher current is expected, and for division-by-5 a lower
current: M1 needs to be opened (lower gate voltage) and closed (higher gate voltage) for
division-by-3 and division-by-5, respectively. For LSBs changes of nMMD,0 : 0 → 1 and
nMMD,0 : 1→ 0 the instantaneous current is lower and higher, respectively. In the following,
first the LSB compensation and afterwards the division compensation is discussed.
The schematic of the LSB compensation circuitry is shown in Fig. 4.9(a). The LSB is

identical to nMMD,0 and LSB changes are synchronized with the MMD clock to align the
charge injection with the load current distortion. With the rising clock edge, VC,LSB is
driven to the LSB state by the flip-flop, injecting a charge on VPG via the compensation
capacitor CC,LSB. The injected charge leads to a voltage spike ∆VPG,LSB on VPG, that is
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Figure 4.9 – MMD compensation circuits for charge injection on VPG: compensation for
(a) LSB changes, (b) division-by-5, and (c) division-by-3.

calculated to
∆VPG,LSB = ±CC,LSB

CPG
VDD, (4.21)

where the positive and negative sign relate to VC,LSB : VSS → VDD and VC,LSB : VDD → VSS,
respectively.

For the division compensation, a logic needs to detect the division cases MMDDiv,3/5 from
nMMD,2:1, to indicate if the next code transitions triggers a division. The charge injection
is then implemented as shown in Fig. 4.9(b) and (c). The compensation capacitors CC,5
and CC,3 are pre-charged to VDD by M3 and VSS by M6, respectively. When MMDDiv,3/5 is
active and the clock arrives (again, aligned with the MMD output clock), M3/6 are turned
off to end the pre-charging and M4/5 are turned on to connect CC,3/5 to VPG. This initiates
a charge sharing process between CC,3/5 and VPG’s capacitance CPG (which is mainly M1’s
gate capacitance). Assuming ideal switches M4,5, the charge sharing leads to a voltage
spike ∆VPG,div-3/5 on VPG of

∆VPG,div-3 = −VPG
CC,3

CPG + CC,3
, and (4.22)

∆VPG,div-5 = (VDD − VPG) CC,5

CPG + CC,5
. (4.23)

Unlike the LSB transitions, the MMD divisions do not occur in alternating order. The
charge injection needs additional control to be able to continuously inject a positive or
negative charge for division-by-3 and division-by-5, respectively. Therefore, CC,3/5 are
pre-charged during the low clock period (flip-flop has active reset) and the active clock
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Figure 4.10 – Standard deviation of test case (a) PCR 1 and (b) RPM 1 for different
compensation settings.

period closes the switch to VPG (if MMDDiv,3/5 indicate to do so) to trigger the charge
sharing process. The reset pin resets only the slave latch of the master-slave flip-flop, and
proper signal timing of clk and clk prevents timing violations.

Fig. 4.8(a) shows the LSB and MSB MMD compensation charge injection on net VPG in
the range of 40–55 ps. Half an RF cycle before the code changes, a charge injection leads
to the visible voltage spike, resulting in a short opening or closing of M1 that compensates
for the instantaneous change of average current.
Either of the compensation circuits (DCEI2 or MMD compensation) are deactivated

with an active reset on the flip-flops in their data path. The remaining impact on the LDO
is a slightly higher capacitance at net VPG, as the additional compensation transistors are
connected to it. Simulations proved stable LDO behavior for the minimum and maximum
value of icomp in AC simulation. Dynamic changes of icomp cannot be verified in AC
simulation, and transient simulations did not show any risk of unstable behavior. Both
compensation types operate with RF rate and are validated in simulation for fout =
2.5 GHz.

4.4.3 Compensation Impact on Dynamic Effects
To evaluate the influence of the compensation circuits on the dynamic errors, the simula-
tions from Section 4.3 are repeated with active compensation. The main point of interest
is the standard deviation of INLdyn. Fig. 4.10(a) and (b) show exemplary for test cases
PCR 1 and RPM 1 how σ (INLdyn) changes for either only MMD or DCEI2 compensation,
and for both compensations.
To quantify the dynamic errors in a single number, the average standard deviation

σ (INLdyn) is calculated. All five test cases are compared based on σ (INLdyn) for different
compensation settings in Table 4.2. For test cases PCR 1/2 and RPM 1/2, all compensation
settings reduce dynamic errors, proving the functionality of the LDO extension. If both
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Table 4.2 – Average of σ (INLdyn[n]) over code for different compensation settings and test
cases.

σ (INLdyn)
Test case Comp. off MMD comp. DCEI2 comp. Both comp.

PCR 1 197 fs 149 fs 109 fs 67 fs
PCR 2 292 fs 183 fs 217 fs 119 fs
PCR 3 36 fs 75 fs 123 fs 18 fs
RPM 1 395 fs 279 fs 361 fs 236 fs
RPM 2 645 fs 332 fs 634 fs 293 fs

compensation types are active, a total dynamic error reduction of 40–66% is observed.
While the DCEI2 compensation brings the highest benefit to test cases PCR 1/2, the MMD
compensation has the strongest impact on RPM 1/2. As already discussed in Section 4.3,
PCR test cases show very deterministic dynamic errors, for example certain codes are
always preceded by either an LSB or MSB MMD transition. In the case of RPM, each
code can be reached without MMD transition, or by positive or negative LSB/MSB MMD
transitions. Therefore, the RPM test cases show stronger dynamic effects due to MMD
activity, and the MMD compensation shows its strength here.

Test case PCR 3 has already outstanding low dynamic errors without any compensation.
This results from the positive code ramp that relaxes DTC logic timings, as each period
is stretched. Here the activation of only MMD or DCEI2 compensation increases the
dynamic error, and only the activation of both compensation achieves a lower dynamic
error. Consequently, deactivation of the compensation is advised for operation conditions
where low dynamic errors are expected.

4.5 Summary and Conclusion
This chapter reviewed and analyzed dynamic effects that occur on top of the static non-
linearity in DTC’s. Dynamic effects are defined based on code transitions and the code
history. Low dynamic errors are expected from use cases with periodic code patterns,
such as frequency synthesis, as each programmed code has identical code history. Use
cases with random code activity, such as phase modulation, are expected to have higher
dynamic errors as the code history is also of a random nature. The dynamic errors cannot
be predicted or modeled easily due to the number of possible effects and involved circuits.

Table 4.3 summarizes the identified root causes for dynamic effects and shows counter-
measures that can be taken into account during the DTC design phase to achieve a design
with lower dynamic errors. On top of the design guidelines for the specific dynamic effect
root causes, general countermeasures for supply induced dynamic effects include an LDO
with high bandwidth, thus fast regulation response to transient load current changes, and
a large decoupling capacitor Cload for reduced supply ripple due to load current changes.
Simulations of the DCEI2 V2 based DTC proved the assumption, that periodic code

patterns lead to lower dynamic errors than random phase modulation. For both test cases,
the supply varies around an average value as the load current changes continuously. In
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Table 4.3 – Overview on all identified dynamic effects, their root-causes, and possible coun-
termeasures to reduce dynamic errors.

Effect Root cause Countermeasures

Code-dependent
current consump-
tion

Especially switched capacitor and
PI fine tuning show a code-
dependent current

Dummy load to equalize current

Instantaneous
change of average
current

Code change causes duty cycle
change, altering the current con-
sumption instantaneously

Supply regulator with high band-
width and large decoupling capac-
itances

Logic current con-
sumption

Digital current consumption dis-
torts the supply voltage.

Using different supply regulators
for the digital and analog supply
domains.

Logic select signal
timing

Long clock to select signal delay
violates select timing inside the PI
unit cells for negative code jumps

Reduce clock to select signal delay
by appropriate design

Logic signal cou-
pling

Digital signals couple in analog
signals and disturb them

Physical separation of analog and
digital signals in layout

contrast to this, static INL measurements leave the same DTC code active for multiple
DTC output cycles to settle possible dynmic effects. This allows the supply to settle to
a steady state value of the fast control loop for the static INL measurement. These facts
about the different supply conditions for static and dynamic INL measurements introduce
a difference between static and average dynamic INL, where the average dynamic INL
additionally depends on the programmed code sequence.
In addition to the circuit design measures, a novel compensation circuit was presented

to reduce the dynamic effects. The fast regulation loop of the dual loop LDO from Fig. 4.7
is extended by two compensation circuits that compensate for code-dependent current
consumption of the DCEI2 and instantaneous changes of the average current caused by
the MMD. The expected DTC current consumption is extracted from n[z] and n[z−1]
and enables a feed-forward modification of the LDO pass-gate transistor’s gate voltage
to adjust the LDO for the expected current. This overcomes the bandwidth limitations
of the LDO and reduced LDO control loop regulation activity on its output voltage.
Dynamic error circuit simulations showed a reduction of dynamic errors by 40–66% for
active compensation.
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5 DTC Measurements
This chapter presents and compares measurement results for the three test chips devel-
oped in the present thesis, plus measurements of the already existing DCEI based DTC
reference test chip. This includes the quasi-static nonlinearity of the different DTCs, as
well as measurements of dynamic effects and evaluation of the presented dynamic effects
compensation. The measured and simulated DTC nonlinearity is quasi-static, as the DTC
is excited in both cases with a slowly changing DTC code ramp to extract TF, DNL, and
INL. Before discussing the measurement results, known DTC measurement techniques are
recapped briefly and a method to capture quasi-static DTC nonlinearity with femtosecond
accuracy is discussed.
The chapter is structured as following: First, Section 5.1 introduces the measurement

techniques used for DTC verification. Afterwards, Section 5.2 and 5.3 present quasi-static
nonlinearity measurement results of the CF-DCEI and DCEI2 based DTCs, respectively,
and compares the measured nonlinearity to the models discussed in Chapter 3. Section 5.4
discusses dynamic errors measurements and evaluates the functionality of the dynamic
effects compensation circuits. Finally, Section 5.5 concludes this chapter with a comparison
of the quasi-static DTC linearity to measurements of the reference DCEI based DTC design.

5.1 Measurement Setup
Most published DTCs are embedded in an application that does not allow for external
measurements of the DTC’s nonlinearity, thus limiting the presentable nonlinearity to
circuit simulation results only. However, some authors present detailed DTC measurement
results, using one of the three following measurement techniques: First, DTCs can be
characterized by measuring the phase of the output signal with a high speed oscilloscope
[12,26,29]. The output waveform is then evaluated for the time of its threshold crossings
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Figure 5.1 – Measurement setup and interconnection of test chip and spectrum analyzer.
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to obtain the output signal’s delay. Second, on-chip phase detectors can be used to convert
phase delay to a voltage that is measured externally [2, 16]. An XOR gate with inputs
connected to a reference clock and the DTC output generates a square wave signal with
a duty cycle proportional to the input signals’ phase difference. A subsequent low pass
filter converts the duty cycle to a voltage, proportional to the DTC phase shift. Third,
the DTC can be characterized by exciting it with periodic code transitions, and evaluating
the generated spurs in the DTC output signal spectrum [1,99]. The DTC toggles between
two codes, generating spurs with a power level proportional to the code related phase
difference. The extracted data is then the DTC’s DNL. While this method achieves high
accuracy, each measurement captures a single code transition only.

The linearity measurement method used in the present thesis was published in [A3] 1. For
evaluation of the quasi-static DTC nonlinearity, the DTC is excited with a triangular code
ramp of digital data according to Section 2.1.4, applying a slowly varying phase change
with a period Tramp on the DTC output signal. The output signal is then demodulated by
a Rohde & Schwarz FSV signal analyzer with Analog Demod software option, measuring
the transient phase change in the baseband domain. As high accuracy requires averaging
by the signal analyzer, the measurement is externally triggered by a signal with a period
of Ttrigger = Tramp, provided by the DTC test chip platform. Furthermore, a 10MHz
signal synchronizes the signal analyzer to the reference clock of the PLL. To adjust the
demodulation frequency of the signal analyzer exactly to fout, an integer channel is chosen
for the PLL, so that the output frequency is an integer multiple of the the chip reference.
As a signal’s phase is a relative measure, code n = 0 is defined as 0◦ reference and all

measurements are aligned to it. Always 16 codes are measured at once with a code ramp of
16 steps. The full measurement is then split in code ramps with codes 0−15, 15−31, and
so forth, and then aligned by their overlapping codes. Fig. 5.1 shows the interconnection
of test chip and signal analyzer. The code ramp shown on the left hand side leads to the
measurement plotted on the right hand side. The single phase steps have 50 measurement
points each, which are distributed Gaussian with a peak-to-peak variation of ∼ 80 fs as
indicated in Fig. 5.1. Averaging them leads to femtosecond accuracy, which is needed for
DTC resolutions down to td,LSB = 48.8 fs.

5.2 Quasi-Static CF-DCEI Nonlinearity
The CF-DCEI design focused on linearizing the interpolation process of the DCEI. The
measured TF from Fig. 5.2(a) shows the coverage of the full 2π FSR. Fig. 5.2(b) shows the
DNL. It is ≥ −63 fs (−0.26 td,LSB), which proves that it is a fully monotonic DTC as the
absolute step size is always positive. While |DNL| ≤ 63 fs for most codes, spikes of ∼ 300 fs
(1.25 td,LSB) are visible at codes that trigger MMD transitions, caused by physical layout
coupling between MMDout,1/2. Fig. 5.2(c) shows the INL with a peak value of −1.2 ps,
dominated by the CF-DCEI. As the MMD aligns the circuit with different VCO edges
every 512 codes, the nonlinearity is repetitive in the range of one VCO cycle.
The simulated current consumption of the MMD, MUX+DEL and CF-DCEI from a

1.1V supply is 5mA, 2mA and 11mA, respectively (compare Table 3.7). The supply

1 Pre-work for this measurement method was done in [100] and [101]. It was further modified for the
present thesis, including the verification that it is capable of single digit femtosecond accuracy.
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Figure 5.2 – CF-DCEI based DTC measurement results: (a) TF, (b) DNL, (c) INL, and
(d) phase noise.
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voltage is generated by a chip internal LDO, that has a measured current consumption
of 18mA from a 1.4V supply, verifying the circuit simulations. Fig. 5.2(d) shows the
measurement of the phase noise for a 2GHz carrier signal. The close-in phase noise is
dominated by typical PLL characteristics. As the DTC is a purely digital circuit, the
generated jitter is of interest. Jitter limits the far-out phase noise floor, which is at
−159 dBc/Hz for an offset of +100MHz from the carrier. This value already includes
contributors as the PLL or the 8GHz signal path. The measurement noise prevents the
evaluation of phase noise dependency on DTC codes, as possible differences are not visible.
A difference is expected when the CF-DCEI weights either MUX or DEL output of the
coarse tuning stage, as the delay element adds additional jitter to the signal compared to
the MUX path, where this block is missing.
To prove a high measurement accuracy, the measured CF-DCEI’s INL is compared to

simulations in Fig. 5.3. Variation of ∆t in measurements is enabled through variation
of tDEL, and the simulated and measured CF-DCEI INLs are aligned to the respective
interpolation range. The comparison shows excellent matching with slight deviation caused
by PVT variations, mismatch, and measurement noise.
The extracted peak INL (|INL|max) of the CF-DCEI (not of the full DTC) is then

compared to the 1st and 2nd order CF-DCEI model in Fig. 5.4. The 1st order model shows
the correct peak INL trend for variation of ∆t, however, lacks accuracy in the absolute
INL value. When tr/f is sufficiently small compared to tint,λ 6=0 (tr/f = 25 ps), the 1st order
model gives a good approximation of the peak INL, as the effects covered in this model
dominates over the other INL contributor, namely the finite tr/f. For example in the region
of ∆t = 36− 40 ps, the 1st order model with tint,λ 6=0 approximates the simulation results
with good accuracy.

The 2nd order model gives an excellent estimation of the peak INL over a wide range of
∆t. Considering the approximation that derives tint,λ 6=0 from tint, a comparison between
a numerical and analytical estimation of the 2nd order model clarifies how it impacts the
model accuracy. The negligible difference between both confirms the assumption made in
Appendix B that lead to equation (3.8).

5.3 Quasi-Static DCEI2 Nonlinearity
The design of the DCEI2 based DTC focused on low power consumption and higher
resolution. If not noted otherwise, the following measurement results are captured with
the DCEI2 V2 based DTC test chip. As the major differences between DCEI2 V1 and V2
are the PI array dimensions and the binary bit implementation, a detailed comparison of
both DCEI2 designs by means of binary bit linearity is given in Section 5.3.2.
The quasi-static linearity characteristics of the DCEI2 were measured similar to the

CF-DCEI and are plotted in Fig. 5.5 for fout = 2496 MHz (integer channel of the PLL).
The TF from Fig. 5.5(a) proves full coverage of the 2π FSR over code. Fig. 5.5(b) shows
the DNL. The major part of the DNL is in the range of −60–80 fs, with peaks of −193 fs
(−1.98 td,LSB) and −276 fs (−2.83 td,LSB) at code transitions that trigger MMD LSB and
MSB transitions, respectively. The spikes originate from coupling between MMDout,1/2
at the interconnection between MMD and DCEI2, as well as coupling between their
equivalents inside the DCEI2 cell array. The spreading of the DNL in the ranges of 0−127,
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Figure 5.5 – Measurement results of the DCEI2 V2 based DTC for fout = 2496 MHz: (a)
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128− 255, and so on, is caused by mismatch of the binary unit cells, which is analyzed in
detail in Section 5.3.2. A visible effect of row or column transition as in the CF-DCEI is
not visible here, as the resistance of the row and column interconnections were lowered to
reduce it significantly.

The INL is plotted in Fig. 5.5(c). For the same reasons as in the CF-DCEI design, the
INL is repetitive in a range of 1024 codes with deviation due to measurement noise. For
the INL at codes 512 + h1024, h ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, the DTC output is aligned with MMDout,2,
that is triggered by VCOn. The INL is at 1.25 ps at these points, indicating a mismatch
between VCOp/n. Simulations of the LO distribution network between PLL and DTC
(including layout extracted parasitics) found 0.95 ps mismatch between VCOp/n introduced
by this network. The remaining 300 fs are related to VCOp/n buffering and routing inside
of the MMD, which is confirmed by circuit simulations of this block. This effect results in
interpolation ranges of ∆t1 = 26.25 ps and ∆t2 = 23.75 ps for the DCEI2 and explains the
INL differences to circuit simulations.

The INL for the min. and max. frequency of fout = 2.2 GHz and fout = 3 GHz is plotted
in Fig. 5.5(d) for the range of one VCO cycle. As expected, the smaller ∆t related to the
higher frequency leads to a lower peak INL, as the DCEI2’s nonlinearity depends on it.

5.3.1 INL Tuning
As the 1st interpolation in the DCEI2 is sensitive to PVT, an implemented tuning at input
buffer level influences tr/f to ensure an optimum INL over PVT. The 5 bit digital control
word dtr/f,tune reduces tr/f for higher digital values.

Fig. 5.6(a) and (b) show INL measurements at fout = 2496 MHz for all possible settings
of dtr/f,tune,4:0 with different supply voltage of VDD = 1.08 V and VDD = 1.13 V, respectively.
The red INL plots highlight the ideally tuned INL, as |INL[256]| is minimum. The inter-
polation parameters tint and tr/f are influenced through supply voltage variation, which
explains the difference between both graphs.
To investigate the INL tuning, the nonlinearity of the DCEI2 V2 is evaluated in the

same fashion as for the model (see Section 3.3.2). Variation of ∆t is achieved through
variation of fref, and variation of tr/f through variation of dtr/f,tune,4:0. As tr/f cannot be
measured directly and the digital control has a nonlinear relation to it, a mapping between
control word dtr/f,tune,4:0 and tr/f is extracted from circuit simulations. Fig. 5.6(c) shows the
measurement points INL[256] that are extracted from INL measurements in the range of
fout = 2.2−2.6 GHz. An interpolation between them results in the plotted grid. Evaluation
of this surface for INL = 0 results in the green contour line, which marks the points of
ideal tuning. Looking at the relation between ∆t1 and tr/f along this contour results in
the plot in Fig. 5.6(d), which shows a linear relation as expected from the DCEI2 model
evaluation. A linear regression leads to the ideal tuning of

tr/f(∆t1) = 1.10∆t1 − 15.48 ps. (5.1)

Simulations show a tuning range of 27.17 ps ≤ tr/f ≤ 56.82 ps for the DCEI2 input
signals. Evaluating (5.1) for the range of ∆t1 given in Table 3.2 according to the frequency
range of 2.2–3GHz leads to a required tuning range of 30.44 ps ≤ tr/f ≤ 47.13 ps. The
simulated range of 29.65 ps for tr/f is then 12.96 ps larger compared to the required range
of 16.69 ps. However, Fig. 5.6(a) and (b) show a strong dependency on supply voltage,
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5.3 Quasi-Static DCEI2 Nonlinearity

and simulations show also a dependency on process variations. Therefore, the range may
not be necessary for the specifically measured test chip, but a headroom is needed if PVT
is taken into account.

5.3.2 Binary Bit Implementation
To evaluate the different binary bit implementations, both DCEI2 versions are compared
in their code range for ideal tuning of the input buffers (∆t2,1 ≈ ∆t2,2). Both test chips
feature only a 12 bit DTC data path with control bits ndata,11:0. For the DCEI2 V1 based
DTC with 13 physical bits n12:0, a multiplexer can select the 12 data path bits either for
the upper or lower 12 bits of the DTC control: ndata,11:0 → n12:1 or ndata,11:0 → n11:0. The
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Figure 5.6 – Tuning of the INL with control word dtr/f,tune in the DCEI2 V2 code range:
(a) INL for VDD = 1.08 V, (b) INL for VDD = 1.13 V, (c) normalized INL[256]
for VDD = 1.13 V and variation of fref with highlighted contour line at
INL[256] = 0, and (d) evaluation of relation between ∆t1 and tr/f at the
contour line.
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physical bit that is not connected to the digital data input is set to zero. The former case
allows capturing of the INL over the full code range, while the latter one allows to control
all binary bits, but not the MSB.

The measured DNL of both test chips is plotted in Fig. 5.7(a) and (b). For comparison
to simulations, one of the Monte Carlo plots from Fig. 3.25 is added to each of the measure-
ments. As expected from simulation, DCEI2 V1 shows a DNL that is non-monotonic. The
general DNL shape and distribution fits well to the simulation. DCEI2 V2 measurements
show slightly stronger deviations to circuit simulations, but the expectation of a monotonic
behavior is confirmed by the test chip.

In the ideal case, the binary cells slice down the delay td,therm between two thermometric
steps in identical intervals: the B1/2 should increase the overall delay by td,therm/2, and the
B1/4 cell by td,therm/4. As the DNL has a distinct shape defined by the thermometric cell
array, td,therm changes over code and the binary bits should adjust accordingly. Fig. 5.7(c)
and (d) plot the ratio of each binary step to the corresponding step of the thermometric
array for the full DCEI2 code range. Ideally, the ratio for B1/2 and B1/4 cells is at 50%
and 25%, respectively. For DCEI2 V1 B1/2 has ± ∼ 15 % deviation from its ideal value.
In DCEI2 V2 this deviation was successfully reduced to ± ∼ 7 %, resulting in a close
to ideal B1/2 cell. However, the major difference between both version is the B1/4 cell:
while for DCEI2 V1 the B1/4 cell shows for certain codes (around code 500) almost the
driving strength of the B1/2 cell, it shows only a variation of −3–37% for DCEI2 V2.
Fig. 5.7(e) and (f) evaluate the binary bits for the minimum and maximum frequency of
DCEI2 V2, to check the behavior for different fout and ∆t. In both cases the DCEI2 is
monotonic, however, for fout = 3 GHz the deviation of the relative step size from its ideal
value increases.

This leads to the conclusion, that binary cells should be implemented with a similar
stack of transistors compared to the thermometric unit cell as done in DCEI2 V2. The so
implemented binary cells increase the resolution of the DTC with a low power overhead,
while keeping the monotonic DTC behavior.

5.4 Dynamic DTC Performance
Next to measurements of quasi-static DTC nonlinearity, the dynamic DTC performance,
including measurements of dynamic errors, is of interest. The DCEI2 V2 based DTC test
chip is used for all further dynamic error measurements. First, the principle functionality
of the compensation circuits is verified. This requires the measurement of the DTC’s
output phase/delay for test cases that trigger the single compensation mechanisms for
active and inactive compensation. An exemplary code sequence is plotted in Fig. 5.8(a)
for code transitions that only modify DCEI2 related codes for verification of the DCEI2
compensation. Other code transitions, that for instance lead to MMD transitions, are
measured in an analogous manner. The chip output signal is measured with a high
speed sampling oscilloscope, and the resulting sinusoidal waveform is evaluated for its zero
crossing times (extracting the phase of the sinus function). This information allows the
calculation of the DTC output delay td. The deviations between the programmed code
n and the measured td in Fig. 5.8(a) are according to the DTC’s nonlinearity. Ideally,
dynamic errors are extracted from the measurements by looking at the deviations between
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Figure 5.7 – Linearity of DCEI2’s binary bits:
(a) DCEI2 V1 with td,LSB = 48.8 fs at fout = 2.5 GHz,
(b) DCEI2 V2 with td,LSB = 97.7 fs at fout = 2.5 GHz,
(c) binary step size related to respective LSB step for (a),
(b) binary step size related to respective LSB step for (b),
(e) measured DCEI2 V2 at fout = 2.2 GHz and fout = 3 GHz, and
(f) binary step size related to respective LSB step for (e).
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Figure 5.8 – DTC code sequence and measured DTC output delay at fout = 2.4 GHz: (a)
Code sequence triggering the five DCEI2 MSBs, and (b) zoom on a single code
transition n : 0→ 128.

the first cycles after a code transition and the average td of the target code. However,
looking at the critical first five codes after a code transition, as plotted in Fig. 5.8(b),
reveals dynamic errors that are magnitudes higher than expected from circuit simulation.

To understand their origin, the full signal chain needs to be investigated, including the
interconnection of DTC and the measurement instruments. Fig. 5.9 shows the on-chip
components that interconnect DTC and the chip output pin. As the DTC has comparably
weak output drivers, the pseudo-differential signal is amplified at the chip output. A
transformer is used as matching network to transform the amplifier’s output impedance
to 50Ω, and to convert the pseudo-differential DTC output to a single ended chip output.
This output pin is directly connected to the spectrum analyzers or oscilloscopes. The
transformer is the key building block to understand the strong dynamic errors plotted in
Fig. 5.8(b): the matching network is optimized for fout = 2.4 GHz and shows a bandpass
characteristic. A phase jump introduces high frequency components to the DTC output
signal, which are attenuated in the matching network. Overall, the measured output is a
superposition of quasi-static and dynamic DTC nonlinearity, plus the filtering effect the
matching network introduces on the measured signal, where the filtering effect strongly
dominates.

Before discussing the measurement results for the single compensation circuits, it should
be noted that the instrument noise of the oscilloscope limits the overall measurement
accuracy. A sampling rate of 40 GS/s leads to 16.67 samples per RF period, from which

Chip outputDTCout,p

DTCout,n

Figure 5.9 – Output stage of DTC test chip for 50Ω impedance matching .
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Figure 5.10 – Dynamic error difference due to active DCEI2 dynamic effects compensation
for code jumps (a) n : 0→ k (according to (5.2)) and (b) n : k → 0 (according
to (5.3)), for k ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128, 256}.

the exact zero crossing position is calculated. Even after averaging several measurements
within the instrument, the noise floor of the DTC output delay is still in the domain of
up to ±2 td,LSB of the tested DCEI2 V2 based DTC. The spectrum analyzer measurement
method delivers high resolution well below td,LSB of the 13 bit DCEI2 V1 based DTC,
but cannot be used to measure fast transient code changes due to the limited bandwidth
(40MHz) and sampling speed of the spectrum analyzer.

Section 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 prove the functionality of the compensation circuits for DCEI2
and MMD code activity, respectively. Afterwards Section 5.4.3 discusses the limitations,
that prevent further dynamic error measurements, as e.g. random phase modulation.

5.4.1 DCEI2 Dynamic Effects Compensation
As mentioned in Section 4.4, the compensation current source icomp from Fig. 4.7 is
implemented as five parallel current sources, that are digitally enabled or disabled based
on the DCEI2 code nDCEI2,7:3. The code sequence plotted in Fig. 5.8(a) toggles each of
these bits separately to test the individual current sources. Due to the above stated
reasons, the dynamic errors cannot be measured directly. Therefore, measurements with
active and inactive compensation are compared by calculating the delay difference of both
cases. As the dynamic errors are expected to be in the order of multiple td,LSB, they should
stand out regardless of the output matching network’s filtering effect. The dominant
component in the difference is expected to be the difference of dynamic errors due to
active DCEI2 compensation. The code-steps n : 0 → k and n : k → 0 are tested for
k ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128, 256}.

As dynamic errors are expected to decay in the order of a few RF cycles, the first 20 RF
cycles after each code transition are compared. To enable a direct comparison of different
code jumps, all measurements are aligned to their average delay td[k] and td[0] for the
code steps of n : 0 → k and n : k → 0, respectively. The average is calculated as mean
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value of RF cycle 6-20 after the code transition to reduce the measurement noise. Then,
the difference between both aligned measurements with active and inactive compensation
is calculated to

td,diff − td,diff[k] = (td|comp,on − td[k]|comp,on)− (td|comp,off − td[k]|comp,off), and (5.2)
td,diff − td,diff[0] = (td|comp,on − td[0]|comp,on)− (td|comp,off − td[0]|comp,off), (5.3)

which is automatically aligned to td,diff[k] = 0 s and td,diff[0] = 0 s. The comparison for
positive and negative code jumps is plotted in Fig. 5.10(a) and (b), respectively. The yellow
highlighted region indicates the RF cycles that are mostly affected by dynamic errors. The
test case in Fig. 5.10(a) transitions from a code with low to a code with higher current
consumption. According to the theory from Chapter 4, the DTC’s supply voltage drops
due to the higher current, and the LDO regulates the initially higher voltage to the lower
one according to the bandwidth of the fast LDO loop (compare the LDO output voltage
for these code changes, plotted in Fig. 4.8(a)). Due to the regulation activity, the DTC
has a higher supply voltage for the first RF cycles after the code transition, leading to a
shorter delay td and introducing a negative dynamic error. Thus, the active compensation
targets to reduce the dynamic effect, leading to a positive difference according to (5.2),
which is visible in the measurements plotted in Fig. 5.10(a), proving the functionality
of the DCEI2 compensation circuit. Vice versa, the dynamic errors for the test cases in
Fig. 5.10(b) are expected to be positive, leading to an expected negative difference due to
active compensation according to (5.3), which is again visible in the measurement results.
It has to be noted, that a dynamic error reduction due to this graph can also mean an
over-compensation, as the dynamic effects cannot be distinguished from the filtering effect
of the matching network. As the measurements prove that the compensation influences the
DTC in the correct direction, an optimum setting for the compensation is found with the
optimum current for the current sources. Therefore, a digital control word allows tuning
of the current sources, to increase or decrease their compensation strength. However, the
optimum tuning for this control word cannot be determined by the discussed test.

5.4.2 MMD Dynamic Effects Compensation
The correct operation of the MMD compensation circuit is verified by triggering code tran-
sitions that lead to MMD activity. The dynamic errors expected from circuit simulations
are above the level of td,LSB, leading to the assumption that they stand out when the code
transition, that excites the MMD, is only of the magnitude of 1 LSB. To test all imple-
mented MMD compensations cicuits, the code transitions n : 511→ 512, n : 512→ 511,
n : 1023 → 1024, and n : 1024 → 1023 are tested. Other possible code transitions, such
as n : 2047→ 2048, lead to identical effects on MMD and compensation and do not need
to be tested (the DTC nonlinearity is periodic with 1024 codes). As introduced in the
previous section, all measurements are aligned to the average delay td,diff[k] of the code k
after the code transition.

A reduction of dynamic errors is clearly visible in Fig. 5.11(a)-(c). The uncompensated
DTC shows clearly visible dynamic errors especially in the first two RF cycles after the
code change. However, it is not possible to quantify the reduction of dynamic errors, as
the measured delay of the compensated DTC is below the instrument noise floor. All three
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cases support the theory of dynamic effect mechanisms stated in Chapter 4. A positive
code step (Fig. 5.11(a) and (c)) leads to an instantaneously larger duty cycle, resulting
in smaller LDO load current and a positive distortion on the LDO output voltage. This
reduces the DTC delay for a short time period, and leads, therefore, to negative dynamic
errors. The same effect leads to positive dynamic errors due to an instantaneously shorter
duty cycle for the negative code step in Fig. 5.11(b). It is not possible to make any
statement about MMD division-by-5 (Fig. 5.11(d)) based on this measurement data, as
both measurements, with active and inactive compensation, are below the instrument
noise floor.
As positive code steps lead to negative delay, a look on the DNL clarifies the non-

monotonicity at these points. The DNL of n : 511 → 512 as plotted in Fig. 5.11(a)
and (b) is according to (2.13) DNL[512] = −204 fs and DNL[512] = −200 fs, respectively.
This is in accordance with DNL[512] = −193 fs measured in the quasi-static DTC linearity
measurements from Fig. 5.5(b). The DNL of n : 1023→ 1024 according to Fig. 5.11(c) and
(d) is DNL[1024] = −235 fs and DNL[1024] = −230 fs, respectively, and slightly deviates
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Figure 5.11 – Dynamic error comparison for active/inactive MMD dynamic effects compen-
sation for (a) MMD LSB transition 0→ 1, (b) MMD LSB transition 1→ 0,
(c) division-by-3, and (d) division-by-5.
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from the quasi-static measurements result of DNL[1024] = −276 fs. The difference is
explained by the instrument noise of the oscilloscope and the different output frequency
of fout = 2.4 GHz for the dynamic error measurements and fout = 2.496 GHz for the
quasi-static nonlinearity measurement.

5.4.3 Dynamic Error Measurement Limitations
The test cases of discrete code transitions presented so far prove the correct operation of the
compensation circuits, but have only limited significance for realistic DTC applications.
The LDO’s fast control loop is settled prior to the code transition, which is not the
case for realistic DTC programming scenarios. For the frequency synthesis test cases,
the oscilloscope measurements have too high noise floor, even after averaging of several
measurements. The effect of the dynamic error compensation vanishes below, leaving no
indicator on dynamic errors. On the positive side, this confirms the assumption of low
dynamic errors in frequency synthesis DTC applications, as discussed in Section 4.1. The
random phase modulation test cases can be measured with this method, but the strong
filtering effect of the on-chip matching network strongly dominates the measured DTC
output delay. Even the extraction of the INL from the randomly modulated DTC output
is, unlike for the frequency synthesis test cases, not possible. Thus, a verification of the
simulated test cases from Section 4.4 with measurements is not possible for the currently
implemented matching network.

5.5 Summary and Conclusion
The measurements presented in this chapter prove that all three test chips are fully
functional and free of design bugs. A spectrum analyzer based DTC measurement method
with femtosecond accuracy is the basis for all quasi-static DTC nonlinearity measurements.
The DTC is excited with a code ramp, where each code is active for a sufficiently long
time to let all dynamic effects in the system settle. When the chip output signal is
demodulated to the baseband domain and evaluated for its phase with a Rohde & Schwarz
FSV signal analyzer with Analog Demod software option, the programmed phase ramp
can be directly measured. Based on this measurement, the DTC nonlinearity is extracted
through post-processing of the raw measurement data.

A direct comparison of the quasi-static DNL and INL of the DCEI, CF-DCEI, and DCEI2
V2 based DTCs is plotted in Fig. 5.12(a) and (b), respectively. The measurements are
done for the full DTC code range n ∈ [0, N ]. The DNL shows, that MMD transitions are
critical in all of the PI designs. The DCEI shows DNL spikes of up to 810 fs at MMD and
MUX+DEL transitions. These spikes could be reduced for the CF-DCEI and the DCEI2
V2 to 305 fs and −275 fs, respectively. Through layout optimizations, the CF-DCEI shows
the critical spikes only at MMD transitions and not additionally at MUX+DEL transitions,
as in the DCEI (e.g. the DCEI spike at n/N = 0.0625 is gone for the CF-DCEI). Through
the increased interpolation range of the DCEI2, the MUX+DEL stage could be removed
from its DTC architecture, leaving the only possible critical transitions those of the MMD.
However, the DNL spikes of the DCEI2 V2 based DTC are still well above the targeted
DTC resolution, and lead in this specific case to non-monotonicity, even if the DCEI2 V2
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Figure 5.12 – Comparison of (a) DNL and (b) INL between: DCEI (fout = 2 GHz), CF-
DCEI (fout = 2 GHz), and DCEI2 V2 (fout = 2.496 GHz).

itself shows a monotonic behavior. The INL comparison in Fig. 5.12(b) shows a significant
INL reduction of CF-DCEI compared to the DCEI. The DCEI2 V2 shows a peak INL
at almost the same level as the DCEI. The expectations from circuit simulations were a
lower INL, due to higher RC time constant and smaller ∆t at the 2nd interpolation node.
However, p/n mismatch of the 10GHz LO-distribution network from PLL to DTC leads
to an increased INL of ∼ 1.2 ps at e.g. n/N = 0.125, where it should be ideally close to
0 ps due to the MMD design. Table 5.1 summarizes key performance parameters of all
three designs to facilitate further comparison, and compares the measurements of the full
DTC to the simulation results of the PIs.
A comparison of simulated and measured binary bit nonlinearity revealed the high

accuracy of the introduced DTC measurement method. Measurements of DTC phase steps
with single digit femtosecond precision matched well to circuit simulation results, with
deviations expected from PVT variations and mismatch. The DCEI2 V2’s design target of
a monotonic binary bit behavior was successfully validated for the full frequency range of
2.2–3GHz. As expected from circuit simulations, the DCEI2 V1 showed non-monotonicity
at binary bit level. However, with an outstanding resolution of td,LSB = 48.8 fs at 2.5GHz
it is the DTC with the highest resolution published so far.
A comparison of measured, simulated and modeled CF-DCEI linearity shows excellent

matching, proving the high accuracy of the analytical CF-DCEI model. Also the tuning of
the 1st DCEI2 interpolation is well approximated with the numerical model. The accuracy
of both models proves, that no significant INL contributor was missed during circuit
modeling.

Measurements of the dynamic error compensation circuit of the DCEI2 V2 based DTC
proves that the DCEI2 and MMD compensation are both functional and that they reduce
dynamic errors. Due to the measurement noise floor of the used 40 GS/s high speed
sampling oscilloscope, a quantification of dynamic errors is not directly possible. Dynamic
errors related to MMD transition are clearly visible above the instrument noise floor, while
they are below the floor for active MMD dynamic effects compensation. Furthermore,
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5 DTC Measurements

Table 5.1 – Comparison of measurement results from DCEI, CF-DCEI, and DCEI2 based
DTC, and comparison to PI simulation results (without further DTC stages).

DCEI CF-DCEI DCEI2 V1 DCEI2 V2

Frequency 2GHz 2GHz 2.5GHz 2.2–3GHz

Resolution td,LSB 244 fs 244 fs 48.8 fs 81.4–111.0 fs
[bit] 11 bit 11 bit 13 bit 12 bit

DNLrms
Sim. PI 89.82 fs 23.09 fs 19.81 fs 24.13 fs1)

Meas. DTC 110.34 fs 25.32 fs 30.96 fs 31.61 fs1)

DNLpeak Meas. DTC 810 fs 305 fs 209 fs −275 fs1)

|INL|max Sim. PI 5.05 ps 0.93 ps 2.89 ps 2.57 ps1)

Meas. DTC 5.39 ps 1.21 ps 3.62 ps 4.38 ps1)

1) fout = 2.5 GHz

especially the polarity of the measured dynamic errors support the theory of the dynamic
effects mechanisms introduced in Chapter 4. However, the dynamic error measurements
are limited by filtering effects introduced by the on-chip output matching network. While
the filtering effects prohibit the re-production of the simulated random phase modulation
test cases from Chapter 4, the instrument noise floor prohibits the re-production of the
frequency synthesis test cases.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook
The research on design and implementation of DTC architectures gained popularity during
the last decade, especially in the application field of frequency synthesis. Fig. 6.1 shows the
number of DTC related publications over the last two decades, either presenting a DTC
architecture or an application that incorporates a DTC, that were cited in the present
thesis. The increasing number reflects that DTC enabled applications are attractive
alternatives to their conventionally implemented counterparts, and that research on DTC
architectures and applications is a hot topic with increasing attention from academia
and industry. One of the major advantages is the possibility of a fully digital circuit
architecture that benefits from process technology scaling, thus following the common
trend in semiconductor industry.
The present thesis focused on PI based DTCs, as PIs are attractive DTC fine tuning

circuits that bring advantages such as a well defined fine tuning range and low power
consumption. The motivation of advancing PI circuit architecture and implementation for
gigahertz domain DTC designs led to the following research objectives: 1) PI linearization
and analysis of the mechanisms behind PI nonlinearity, as the high nonlinearity is the
major drawback of conventional PIs; 2) increase of PI resolution; 3) increased operation
frequency for high resolution PIs; and 4) the investigation of dynamic effects in DTCs, and
mitigation of the resulting dynamic errors on the DTC output signal’s phase. Two novel
PI architectures, the CF-DCEI and DCEI2, were developed and implemented in three
test chips. The implementations base on an existing three-stage reference DTC design,
consisting of an MMD as ultra coarse and a DCEI as fine tuning, plus an intermediate
MUX+DEL coarse tuning stage to reduce the phase spacing at the DCEI input. The
newly developed PI based DTCs re-use the MMD and MUX+DEL stage as DTC coarse
tuning to enable direct comparison of CF-DCEI and DCEI2 performance to the DCEI.

The reference DCEI has the PI advantages mentioned above, but shows high nonlinearity.
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Figure 6.1 – Number of cited DTC publications per year over the last two decades until
02/2017.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook

PI models developed in the present thesis identified the shoot-through current as major
nonlinearity source in conventional PI designs (e.g. the DCEI), which is in accordance with
the literature. Therefore, the novel CF-DCEI architecture was developed to prevent shoot-
through currents with additional control logic inside the unit interpolation cells, while still
providing a high resolution of 7 bit at 2GHz operation frequency. The interpolation cells
are complemented with retention cells, allowing a linearized interpolation on rising and
falling edges, thus rendering a PI reset unnecessary which needs to be used in linearized
phase interpolators published to date. The linearization allows to reduce the peak INL
by a factor of five, compared to the DCEI. Analytical circuit modeling revealed that the
ratio of phase spacing ∆t to the minimum rise time at the interpolation node tint,0 is the
remaining major source of nonlinearity in contention-free PIs. Theoretically, tint,0 ≥ ∆t
can lead to ideal linearity. Due to high nonlinearity of PIs, switched capacitor based fine
tuning circuits are usually the preferred fine tuning implementation. As the CF-DCEI
brings several advantages of PI architectures over switched capacitor fine tuning, such as
a well defined tuning range and a constant current consumption for different codes, it is
the preferred implementation for the investigated interpolation range of 31.25 ps due to its
competitive nonlinearity. The drawback of the CF-DCEI is the high current consumption,
originating from the linearization logic that needs to operate at 2fout, which increased the
current consumption by 57.1% compared to the DCEI.
To provide a PI with low power consumption and wide interpolation range, which

operates in the frequency range of 2.2–3GHz, the novel DCEI2 architecture was developed.
A two-points interpolation allows a doubling of the interpolation range compared to the
DCEI, and consequently the removal of the intermediate 1 bit MUX+DEL stage. The loss
of 1 bit resolution is re-gained by the intrinsic architecture of the DCEI2 unit cells, that
allows to implement (kPI + 1) bit resolution with an array of 2kPI unit cells. The advantage
is a lower phase noise, as the noise contributor MUX+DEL is removed from the signal path,
and lower complexity and power consumption due to the reduction to a two-stage DTC
design. The power consumption is reduced by 26.3% compared to the reference DCEI
based DTC. To increase the resolution while providing a competitive current consumption,
binary weighted DCEI2 unit cells were added to the PI array to extend the resolution
by 2 bit. The resulting DCEI2 designs have a total resolution of 9–10 bit, surpassing
all previously published PIs, which show only resolutions of up to 5 bit [2, 85]. As PIs
have slight differences to conventional DACs, the novel and correct implementation of
binary bits for phase tuning without discontinuities in the phase steps was presented and
implemented. Test chip measurements proved monotonous phase interpolation with a
resolution of 81.4 fs at 3GHz.

The main challenge for further increase of the DCEI2’s operation frequency is the timing
of the select signals. The select signals need to be applied to the unit cells in the time
between two subsequent edges of the analog signal (=̂ 0.5Tout = 1

2fout ), which reduces for
higher frequency. The major drawback of the DCEI2 architecture is the dependency of
the current consumption on the programmed DTC code. The resulting re-modulation of
the supply voltage distorts the DTC’s output phase, and introduces dynamic errors on
the phase which occur in addition to the static DTC nonlinearity.
To understand the dynamic effects that lead to dynamic errors, the underlying mech-

anisms were elaborately analyzed. In general, dynamic errors originate either from poor
timing of the control logic or from supply voltage induced effects as response to DTC load
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Table 6.1 – Comparison of developed DTCs to recently published gigahertz domain DTC
designs.
CF-DCEI DCEI2 V1 DCEI2 V2 JSSC 2013 [2] JSSC 2012 [7]

Technology 28 nm CMOS 28 nm CMOS 28 nm CMOS 65 nm CMOS 32 nm CMOS
Supply 1.1V 1.1V 1.1V 1.2V 1.05V
Frequency 2.0GHz 2.5GHz 2.2–3.0GHz 0.1–1.5GHz 2.4GHz
Resolution 11 bit 13 bit 12 bit 8 bit 8 bit
td,LSB 244 fs 48.8 fs 81.4–111 fs 2.60–39.06 ps 1.63 ps
Range 2π (500 ps) 2π (400 ps) 2π (333–455 ps) 2π (0.67–10 ns) 2π (416.67 ps)

(self-aligned) (self-aligned) (self-aligned) (self-aligned) (calibrated)
|DNLmax| 305 fs 209 fs 275 fs 4.06 ps at 0.5GHz N/A
|INLmax| 1.21 ps 3.62 ps 4.38 ps 10.4 ps at 0.5GHz 2.93 ps
Power 19.8mW 16.1mW 14.6mW 4.3mW N/A

(at 2.5GHz) (at 1.5GHz)
Area 0.0091mm2 0.0052mm2 0.0046mm2 0.060mm2 0.100mm2

current variations from its periodic steady state. The latter effect leads to the most promi-
nent dynamic errors, either introduced through the code dependent current consumption
of the DCEI2, or by DTC code changes that lead to modification of the output signal’s
period and thus to an instantaneous change of the average current for a single DTC output
cycle. The insights of this analysis enabled the design of a dynamic error compensation on
supply voltage level. The fast control loop of an existing dual-loop LDO was extended with
a dynamic effects compensation, that adapts the biasing to the DTC current consump-
tion and injects a charge into the control loop for MMD transitions. Both compensation
mechanisms use the knowledge of the expected DTC current from the programmed code
sequence and operate on a logic rate of up to 3GHz. Simulations show a reduction of
dynamic errors by 40–66% due to active compensation.
Table 6.1 compares key DTC performance metrics of the developed DTC designs to

other recently published designs that operate in the gigahertz domain.
Based on the research of the present thesis and of the literature so far, two major topics

for future DTC research can be derived: 1) DTC linearization through calibration; and 2)
understanding and mitigation of dynamic errors.
1) DTC linearization through calibration: Many of the DTC applications introduced

in Chapter 1 require a more linear DTC operation than most architectures can deliver
by design. Therefore, digital pre-distortion of the DTC code is used to linearize the
system [27,59,76]. However, measurement of the DTC nonlinearity is a challenge. Several
authors already investigated the extraction of DTC nonlinearity from regulation loop
activity of a closed loop-system (e.g. a PLL control loop) [27,59], or measurement of the
DTC nonlinearity with a calibration TDC for open-loop systems [13, 76]. However, the
trend to increased DTC resolution imposes strict specifications on the calibration system,
as it should have a similar or higher resolution than the implemented DTC. For the
example of the DCEI2 V1 DTC with td,LSB = 48.8 fs, no TDC in this resolution domain
has been reported so far. Therefore, the targeted DTC resolution needs to be traded off
between the physically implementable resolution and the performance of the integrated
calibration engine.
2) Understanding and mitigation of dynamic errors: The dynamic error analysis from
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6 Conclusion and Outlook

Chapter 4 showed that dynamic errors can have levels of multiple times the DTC resolution
td,LSB. Most applications program the DTC with constant code or a periodic code ramp,
and thus generate low dynamic errors. However, applications as outphasing or polar
transmitters apply random codes to the DTC, and are therefore more susceptible to
dynamic effects. Future developments should focus also on lowering dynamic effects, for
instance through implementation of designs with constant current consumption for all codes.
The DCEI2 compensation method proved that a more constant supply significantly reduces
dynamic errors. Additionally, modulation data can lead to an effective INL that differs
from a statically measured one, which needs to be considered during DTC calibration.
In conclusion, the present thesis proved feasible DTC designs for sub 100 fs resolution

with small area, wide operation frequency range, and all advantages of divider and phase
interpolator based DTC tuning stages. Further research on calibration and compensation
of static and dynamic nonlinearity can lead to successful integration in application that
benefit from high frequency and high accuracy, such as all digital frequency synthesizers.
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A DCEI Nonlinearity Model
The DCEI nonlinearity model is based on the piecewise defined equivalent circuit from
Fig. 3.5. The current sources in this circuit relate to the drain current ID,n/p of the NMOS
and PMOS devices in the unit interpolation cells and are described by the Shichman-
Hodges transistor model [96]. Two equations describe ID,n/p for the linear and saturation
region of the transistors:

ID,n/p,lin = ±µn/pCox
Weff

Leff

(
(VGS − Vth,n/p)VDS −

V 2
DS
2

)
, and (A.1)

ID,n/p,sat = ±1
2µn/pCox

Weff

Leff
(VGS − Vth,n/p)2(1 + λn/pVDS), (A.2)

where the NMOS and PMOS drain currents have the positive and negative sign, re-
spectively. If the channel length modulation factor λn/p is neglected, thus set to zero,
the saturation drain current only depends on constant parameters. For simplification of
further calculation, this current is abbreviated as

ID,sat,0 = ±1
2µn/pCox

Weff

Leff
(VGS − Vth,n/p)2. (A.3)

The drain current in the saturation region can then be re-written as
ID,sat = ID,sat,0(1 + λn/pVDS). (A.4)

The Shichman-Hodges transistor model is not valid for modern deep sub-micron devices.
However, for digitally controlled transistors only the on-case with VGS = ±VDD and the
off-case with VGS = 0 are of interest. A VDS → ID transfer function is fitted to simulation
results of the on-case, while ID,off = 0 is assumed for the off-case. If the technology
parameters of (A.1) and (A.2) are not known beforehand, they can be extracted from the
simulated transistor transfer function according to [88, pp. 744-754].
To determine the DCEI nonlinearity, the threshold crossing time td[n] of Vint(td[n]) =

Vth,inv needs to be extracted for the piecewise defined equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.5. This
means the charging waveform of Cint from Vint = 0 → VDD has to be calculated and
evaluated for the threshold crossing point Vth,inv. If td[n] is known for 0 ≤ n ≤ N , TF,
DNL, and INL can be calculated. The following calculations are on the example of a rising
interpolation. The falling interpolation can be analyzed in an analogous manner.
The capacitance Cint at the interpolation node is charged with the current iC. The

charging current is a superposition of the transistor currents and depends on the DCEI
code word n. It is piecewise defined according to the model regions in Fig. 3.5(a) and (b)
as

iC,t<∆t = (N − n)ID,p − nID,n, and (A.5)
iC,t≥∆t = NID,p. (A.6)
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A DCEI Nonlinearity Model

The voltage at this node is then determined from the ordinary differential equation
(ODE) of the charged capacitor

dVint(t)
dt

= 1
Cint

iC(t). (A.7)

As variation of Vint(t) leads to variation of VDS for NMOS and PMOS devices, iC is also
Vint(t) dependent, thus t dependent. According to (A.5), iC(t) has components of NMOS
and PMOS drain current. For Vint(t) ≤ Vth,n, the NMOS devices are in the linear region,
while the PMOS devices are in saturation. Consequently, iC(t) has a linear component
Vint(t) due to the PMOS devices, and a quadratic component Vint(t)2 due to the NMOS
devices. The resulting ODE for node Vint is a Riccati equation of the form

dVint(t)
dt

= aVint(t)2 + bVint(t) + c, {a, b, c ∈ R} (A.8)

and can be solved analytically. Even though an analytical solution is possible, several
reasons speak against it: first, solutions of (A.8) are of a complicated form; second, a,
b, and c depend on CMOS technology parameters and are piecewise defined, depending
on the operation region of the transistors; and third, the overall solution with inserted
technology parameters provides no intuitive insight in the interpolation process. Therefore,
a numerical solution is preferred, as it simplifies the model implementation and leads to
identical results.

So far, the model equations assume that devices switch from zero drain current directly
to their saturation drain current at t = 0 and t = ∆t, triggered by the input signals.
However, limited rise/fall-time tr,f of the input signals influences PI nonlinearity [95]. To
extend the model for tf > 0, the PMOS drain current is assumed to rise linear during the
fall time of the input signals tf as proposed in [95]. Concurrently, the NMOS current is
falling linear, as the NMOS device is turned off while the PMOS device is turned on. An
exemplary extension of (A.5) for tf > 0 leads to

iC,t<∆t = (N − n)
(
ID,p

t

tf
− ID,n

(
1− t

tf

))
− nID,n. (A.9)

For a complete set of equations for iC(t), three major cases need to be distinguished:
tf = 0, tf < ∆t, and tf ≥ ∆t. The piecewise defined equations for all of them are collected
in Table A.1. Numerical integration of (A.7) with the piecewise defined iC from Table A.1
leads to the charging waveforms at the interpolation node as plotted in Fig. 3.6(a), which
are then evaluate for their crossing of Vth,inv to extract td[n].

A.1 Interpolation Time Constant tint,0
According to the literature, one main contributor to PI nonlinearity is the ratio ∆t/τint
[16,95], where τint is the RC time constant of Vint. As it is not straight forward to extract
τint from circuit simulations, the minimum rise time tint,0 of Vint : 0 → Vth,inv is used as
an equivalent measure. The main advantage is an easy extraction from transient circuit
simulation. It is extracted from the model equations by solving (A.7) for n = 0. Assuming
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A.1 Interpolation Time Constant tint,0

Vint(t = 0) = 0 V, λp = 0, and tf = 0, the resulting ODE

dVint(t)
dt

= NID,sat,0

Cint
(A.10)

is solved to
Vint(t) = NID,sat,0

Cint
t. (A.11)

Inserting Vint(tint,0) = Vth,inv and solving for tint,0, which is the minimum time needed to
charge Vint to Vth,inv, results in the final solution

tint,0 = CintVth,inv
NID,sat,0

, (A.12)

which is similar to equations used to estimate CMOS inverter delays [97, pp. 199-
202]. Eq. (A.12) gives a first overview on the parameters that eventually influence the
time constant related nonlinearity. While N relates to the number of interpolation cells,
determined by the DCEI’s targeted resolution, ID,sat,0 is determined by the sizing of their
transistors. As the DCEI is designed without a dedicated load capacitor, Cint relates to the
parasitic capacitance of the interpolation node. However, Cint can be increased by adding
a capacitor to Vint. The last influencing parameter is Vth,inv, relating to the threshold
voltage of the DCEI output buffers, which evaluate the interpolation. It depends on the
chosen devices, such as low-Vth or high-Vth transistors as available in many technologies,
and the topology of the output buffer, which is implemented as inverter. The output
buffer could also be implemented as a Schmitt-Trigger to shift Vth,inv. As the calculation
assumed λp = 0 and tf = 0, ODE (A.10) needs to be extended to cover the influence of
both parameters.
A comparison between the DCEI’s and CF-DCEI’s equivalent circuits in Fig. 3.5 and

Fig. 3.13, as well as their equations for tint,0 (A.12) and (B.5), shows that both circuits
are equivalent for n = 0. Therefore, the calculation of the case n = 0 for λp 6= 0 and tf > 0
are identical. The following equations are derived in Appendix B in the context of the
CF-DCEI, as the CF-DCEI’s nonlinearity has a higher sensitivity towards these effects.
The results are cited here to discuss the correct extraction of tint,0 from transient circuit
simulations

For λp = 0, ID,p,sat = ID,sat,0 is at its minimum value, as it is not increasing for increasing
VDS. Approximating the ODE solution for λp 6= 0 with a Taylor extension, derived in
Section B.1.2, leads to

tint,0,λ 6=0 ≈
1

(1 + 0.5λpVth,p)tint,0, (A.13)

resulting in an effective smaller minimum rise time as λp and Vth,p are both negative.
An interpolation model for tf > 0 is derived in Section B.2 , using a modified ODE that

accounts for tf. Assuming 0 < tf < ∆t and calculating tint for n = 0 shows that it consists
of two contributors:

tint[n = 0] = CintVth,inv
NID,sat,0

+ tf
2

= tint,0 + tf
2 . (A.14)
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Table A.1 – Piecewise defined DCEI ODEs.
Region of tf Region of t iC

tf = 0 0 ≤ t < ∆t (N − n)ID,p − nID,n (A.15)
t ≥ ∆t NID,p (A.16)

tf < ∆t 0 ≤ t ≤ tf (N − n)
(
ID,p

t
tf
− ID,n

(
1− t

tf

))
− nID,n (A.17)

tf < t < ∆t (N − n)ID,p − nID,n (A.18)
∆t ≤ t ≤ (tf + ∆t) (N − n)ID,p − n

(
ID,p

t−∆t
tf
− ID,n

(
1− t−∆t

tf

))
(A.19)

t > (tf + ∆t) NID,p (A.20)

tf ≥ ∆t 0 ≤ t < ∆t (N − n)
(
ID,p

t
tf
− ID,n

(
1− t

tf

))
− nID,n (A.21)

∆t ≤ t ≤ tf (N − n)
(
ID,p

t
tf
− ID,n

(
1− t

tf

))
−

n
(
ID,p

t−∆t
tf
− ID,n

(
1− t−∆t

tf

))
(A.22)

tf < t ≤ (tf + ∆t) (N − n)ID,p − n
(
ID,p

t−∆t
tf
− ID,n

(
1− t−∆t

tf

))
(A.23)

t > (tf + ∆t) NID,p (A.24)

While the effects of the λ factor cannot (or only insignificantly) be influenced by circuit
design, tf shows a major influence on tint. Therefore, the extraction of tint,0 from transient
circuit simulations requires to measure tint and tf.

A.2 DCEI Model Summary
Though a fully analytical solution of the DCEI interpolation ODE (A.7) is possible, its
several drawbacks lead to a favorable solution with numerical methods. The interpolation
waveforms are calculated numerically for all different code words n, and the resulting
waveform is evaluated for its crossing time td[n] of the threshold voltage Vth,inv. Afterwards,
the TF, INL, and DNL are calculated with (2.9), (2.11), and (2.13), respectively.

For the waveform calculation, (A.7) is integrated numerically. The corresponding charg-
ing current iC(t) is piecewise defined for the different model configurations, summarized
in Table A.1. The transistor drain currents are only denoted in their general form ID,n/p,
which does not indicate if the devices operate in their linear or saturation region. The
detection of the region, and thus if (A.1) or (A.2) needs to be used for ID,n/p in the cur-
rent time step of the numerical integration, can be implemented dynamically with the
Shichman-Hodges model equations at each time step of the calculation. The full model
for the discussed DTC is calculated in the order of seconds, enabling a fast evaluation of
the INL for different DCEI design parameters.
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B CF-DCEI Nonlinearity Model

B.1 First Order CF-DCEI Model Derivation
This appendix derives the CF-DCEI’s nonlinearity from the circuit model of Fig. 3.13 for an
exemplary interpolation on the rising edge, assuming ideal input signals with tf = 0. The
interpolation begins when the first input switches from VDD to VSS. Assuming it finishes
when Vint crosses the subsequent inverters threshold voltage Vth,inv, the transistors are only
in saturation. First order effects on the nonlinearity are investigated, which include the
influence of ∆t and tint. As the channel length modulation factor λ complicates calculation,
first the case of λ = 0 is analyzed, followed by an extension to λ 6= 0.

B.1.1 Simplified transistor model: λ = 0
The Shichman-Hodges drain current equation for the saturation region of a PMOS tran-
sistor is given as

ID,sat = − 1
2Kp

Weff

Leff
(Vgs − Vth,p)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ID,sat,0

(1 + λp (Vint(t) + Vth,p)) . (B.1)

Using Kirchhoffs Current Law and setting λp = 0, the ordinary differential equation
(ODE) for Vint(t) can be given with k = (N − n) or k = N according to Fig. 3.13 as

dVint(t)
dt

= k(−ID,sat)
Cint

, (B.2)

and is solved with the initial conditions from Fig. 3.13 to (B.3) and (B.4) from Table B.1.
Now the time td[n], when Vint(t) crosses Vth,inv, needs to be determined. Vint,1/2(td[n]) =
Vth,inv has to be inserted in (B.3) and (B.4) and solved for td[n], resulting in (B.5) and
(B.7) from Table B.1. The min. rise time of Vint(t) until it crosses Vth,inv is defined as tint
and results from inserting n = 0 in (B.5) or (B.7). Depending on the circuit parameters,
(B.5) or (B.7) are used for certain regions of n. The max. n for which (B.5) is valid can
be determined by setting td,1/2[n] = ∆t, inserting it into (B.5) or (B.7), and solving for n,
which results in (B.6).

Calculating the INL according to (2.11) leads to (B.9) and (B.10), showing that all
generated nonlinearity lays in the first region with t ≤ ∆t. The peak INL is a measure of
overall nonlinearity. It is the global minimum of (B.9) and can be calculated to

|INLmax| =
(√

tint −
√

∆t
)2
, where 0 ≤ tint ≤ ∆t. (B.11)
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Table B.1 – Overview on 1st order model equations for λ = 0.
Equation Range of validity

Vint,1(t) = (N−n)ID,sat,0
Cint

t (B.3) 0 ≤ t ≤ ∆t
Vint,2(t) = Vint,1(∆t) + NID,sat,0

Cint
(t−∆t) (B.4) ∆t < t

td,1[n] = Vth,invCint
(N−n)ID,sat,0 (B.5) nmax,1 =

⌊
N
(
1− tint

∆t
)⌋
, (B.6)

where 0 ≤ nmax < N

td,2[n] = Vth,invCint
NID,sat,0︸ ︷︷ ︸

tint

+ n
N∆t (B.7) nmax,2 = N (B.8)

INL1[n] =
(

N
N−n − 1

)
tint − n

N∆t (B.9) 0 ≤ n ≤ nmax,1
INL2[n] = 0 (B.10) nmax,1 < n ≤ N

B.1.2 Complete transistor model: λ 6= 0
The last section made the assumption that the current sources have a constant current.
In real systems this source is a transistor, which has different drain current for varying
VDS. Taking (B.1) with λp 6= 0 and inserting it in the ODE from (B.2), yields in a new
ODE which can be solved with the initial condition Vint(0) = 0 to

Vint,1(t) =
(
−Vth,p −

1
λp

)(
1− e

(N−n)ID,sat,0λp
Cint

t

)
. (B.12)

A Taylor expansion Vint,1,T(t) of (B.12), cut off after the linear term, provides an ap-
proximation of the charging process:

Vint,1,T(t) = (1 + λpVth,p)(N − n)ID,sat,0

Cint
t. (B.13)

This equation is equal to (B.3) for λp = 0. The three different ODE solutions (B.3),
(B.12), and (B.13) are plotted in Fig. B.1 to visualize the charging of Vint. While in (B.3)
the current is not increasing with VDS and, therefore, underestimated, (B.13) overestimates
it, as the linear Taylor expansion pins the transistor current to its highest level according
to the channel length modulation given by the Lambda factor. With the knowledge of both
extrema, only minimum and only maximum current, a final solution can be approximated
with λ′p = 0.5λp.

Calculating td[n] from (B.13) at n = 0 (which is the min. rise time tint), in the same
fashion as for (B.5), shows how the minimum delay is affected:

td,1[n = 0] = 1
(1 + λ′pVth,p)

Vth,invCint

NID,sat,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
tint,λ6=0

= 1
(1 + λ′pVth,p)tint. (B.14)

As λp and Vth,p are both negative, tint,λ 6=0 is always smaller than approximated by
the simplified model. However, the general INL shape stays untouched for the Taylor
approximation.
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Figure B.1 – Voltage at Vint(t) for λp = 0 (red), λp 6= 0 (blue), and Taylor approximated
λp 6= 0 (brown).

Table B.2 – Overview on 2nd order model regions.
Region a): tf ≤ ∆t Region b): ∆t < tf

Vint,1a(t): 0 ≤ t < tf Vint,1b(t): 0 ≤ t < ∆t
Vint,2a(t): tf ≤ t ≤ ∆t Vint,2b(t): ∆t ≤ t < tf
Vint,3a(t): ∆t ≤ t < ∆t+ tf Vint,3b(t): tf ≤ t < ∆t+ tf
Vint,4a(t): ∆t+ tf ≤ t Vint,4b(t): ∆t+ tf ≤ t

B.2 Second Order CF-DCEI Model Derivation

All calculations from Appendix B.1 assume ideal input signals with tf = 0. At t = 0 and
t = ∆t devices would switch from zero drain current directly to their saturation drain
current. To extend the model for tf > 0, the drain current is assumed to rise linear during
the fall time of the input signals tf as proposed in [95]. Furthermore, λ = 0 is assumed
to simplify calculations. This can be modeled into (B.2) by adding a time dependency to
the drain current of the charging transistor

ID,sat,0 → ID,sat,0
t

tf
, (B.15)

which is valid for 0 ≤ t < tf. Modifying the ODE from (B.2) with (B.15) and solving it
with the initial condition Vint(0) = 0 yields into

Vint(t < tf) = (N − n)ID,sat,0

Cint

t2

2tf
. (B.16)

Depending on the magnitude of tf, the interpolation can now be described by two
different sets of equations, each containing four piecewise functions, as listed in Table B.2.
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B CF-DCEI Nonlinearity Model

B.2.1 Region a): tf ≤ ∆t
The ODE solutions (B.3) and (B.16) can now be used to describe the piecewise charging
of Vint. For this the time limits from Table B.2 as well as the number of cells which are
associated to each region and ODE, either N , (N −n) or n, have to be taken into account.
Following the same approach as for the 1st order model, the node voltage at Vint is defined
piecewise. The first region is directly given by (B.16) as

Vint,1a(t) = (N − n)ID,sat,0

Cint

t2

2tf
. (B.17)

For t ≥ tf the ODE is given as in (B.2), where the pre-charging to the voltage Vpre,
calculated with Vint,1a(tf) from (B.17), determines the integration constant. It is solved to

Vint,2a(t) =Vint,1a(tf)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Vpre

+(N − n)ID,sat,0

Cint
(t− tf). (B.18)

This concept can be extended to the third and fourth region, leading to

Vint,3a(t) =Vint,2a(∆t) + (N − n)ID,sat,0

Cint
(t−∆t) + nID,sat,0

Cint

(t−∆t)2

2tf

=(N − n)ID,sat,0

Cint

(
t− tf

2

)
+ nID,sat,0

Cint

(t−∆t)2

2tf
, and (B.19)

Vint,4a(t) =Vint,3a(∆t+ tf) + NID,sat,0

Cint
(t−∆t− tf)

=NID,sat,0

Cint

(
t− tf

2 −
n

N
∆t
)
. (B.20)

Similar to the derivation for the 1st order model, Vint,1a-4a (td,1a−4a[n]) are set equal to
Vth,inv and are then solved for td,1a−4a[n]. The results can be found in Table B.3.
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Table B.3 – Overview on 2nd order model propagation delay functions.

Code-delay transfer function td[n] nmax

td,1a[n] =
√

2Ntftint
(N−n) (B.21) -1)

td,2a[n] = N
(N−n)tint + tf

2 (B.22) nmax,2a =
⌊
N
(
1 + tint

tf/2−∆t

)⌋
(B.23)

td,3a[n] = ∆t+ tf − N
n
tf +

tf

√
N2

n2 − N
n

(
2(∆t−tint)

tf
+ 1

)
+ 2∆t

tf
(B.24) nmax,3a =

⌊
N
(
1 + tf/2−tint

∆t

)⌋
(B.25)

td,4a[n] = tint + tf
2 + n

N
∆t (B.26) nmax,4a = N (B.27)

td,1b[n] =
√

2Ntftint
(N−n) (B.28) -2)

td,2b[n] = n
N

∆t±
√

∆t2
(
n2

N2 − n
N

)
+ 2tftint (B.29) nmax,2b =

⌊
N tf

∆t
2tint−tf
∆t−2tf

⌋
(B.30)

td,3b[n] = N−n
N

∆t+ tf − N
n
tf −
√

2tftint +
tf

√
N2

n2 − N
n

(
2(∆t−tint)

tf
+ 1

)
+ 2∆t

tf
(B.31) nmax,3b =

⌊
N
(
1 + tf/2−tint

∆t

)⌋
(B.32)

td,4b[n] = tint + tf
2 + n

N
∆t (B.33) nmax,4b = N (B.34)

1) Threshold crossings in this region exist only for tf ≥ 2tint, which is a poor design point as
it leads to INL[nmax] ≥ 0.171∆t (remember: tf ≤ ∆t).

2) Threshold crossings in this region exist only for tf ≥ 2tint, which is a poor design point
from jitter point of view.
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B CF-DCEI Nonlinearity Model

Depending on design parameters, Vint crosses Vth,inv in different regions 1a - 4a. The
time domain limits for Vint,1a-4a(t) as defined in Table B.2 can be translated to limits in
code domain for td,1a−4a[n]. To determine the upper code limit, the transfer function is
set equal to the upper time limit, td,1a−4a[nmax,1a-4a] = tmax,1a−4a, and solved for nmax. The
results can be found in Table B.3. The lower limits nmin,1-4 are according to nmax of the
previous region.
The delay td,1a[n] shows only valid solutions for tf ≥ 2tint, which is a poor design point

according to (B.11), as it leads to |INLmax| ≥ 0.171∆t (remember: tf ≤ ∆t). Further
calculations assume tf < 2tint, leading to an identical minimum delay for all regions:

td,2a/4a[0] = lim
n→0

td,3a[n] = tint + tf
2 (B.35)

This leaves td,4a[n] = td,ideal[n], giving a piecewise defined INL as

INL2a/3a/4a[n] = td,2a/3a/4a[n]− td,ideal[n]. (B.36)

Valid codes for region 2a) exist only for nmax,2a ≥ 1, meaning the first Vth,inv crossing is
in this region, which can be re-written from (B.23) as

tf ≤ 2(∆t− N

N − 1tint) ≈ 2(∆t− tint). (B.37)

Depending on (B.37), the INL equations are given in Table B.4, where INL[0] = 0
for each piecewise INL. To cover also the case of λ 6= 0, tint has to be replaced by
tint,λ 6=0 = tint/(1 + 0.5λpVth,p). The peak INL model evaluation from Fig. 5.4 compares
the numerical and analytical evaluation of this model. As the results have only negligible
differences, it proves the assumptions of the analytical model, especially that tint,λ 6=0 is an
accurate estimation.

B.2.2 Region b): tf > ∆t
The calculations can be done in an analogous manner to the last section. td,1b[n] shows
only valid solutions for tf > 2tint, which leads to a poor design from jitter point of view.
Therefore, tf ≤ 2tint is assumed, meaning no crossing of Vth,inv in region 1b.

The equations for td[n] [(B.28), (B.29), (B.31), (B.33)], nmax [(B.30), (B.32), (B.34)]
and INL[n] [(B.43)-(B.46)] in this region are summarized in Table B.3 and B.4.
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Table B.4 – Overview on 2nd order model INL equations.

Region Range of tf Range of n INL[n]
a) tf ≤ ∆t tf ≤ 2(∆t− tint) 0 ≤ n ≤ nmax,2a

n
N−ntint − n

N
∆t (B.38)

nmax,2a < n ≤ nmax,3a
N−n
N

∆t + tf
2 − N

n
tf − tint +

tf

√
N2

n2 − N
n

(
2(∆t−tint)

tf
+ 1

)
+ 2∆t

tf

(B.39)

nmax,3a < n ≤ N 0 (B.40)
tf > 2(∆t− tint) 0 < n ≤ nmax,3a

N−n
N

∆t + tf
2 − N

n
tf − tint +

tf

√
N2

n2 − N
n

(
2(∆t−tint)

tf
+ 1

)
+ 2∆t

tf

(B.41)

nmax,3a < n ≤ N 0 (B.42)

b) tf > ∆t tf ≥ 2tint 0 ≤ n ≤ nmax,2b

√
∆t2

(
n2

N2 − n
N

)
+ 2tftint −

√
2tftint

(B.43)

nmax,2b < n ≤ N N−n
N

∆t+ tf− N
n
tf−
√

2tftint +
tf

√
N2

n2 − N
n

(
2(∆t−tint)

tf
+ 1

)
+ 2∆t

tf

(B.44)

tf < 2tint 0 < n ≤ nmax,3b
N−n
N

∆t + tf
2 − N

n
tf − tint +

tf

√
N2

n2 − N
n

(
2(∆t−tint)

tf
+ 1

)
+ 2∆t

tf

(B.45)

nmax,3b < n ≤ N 0 (B.46)
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C Switched Capacitor Fine Tuning
Nonlinearity Model

This appendix calculates the nonlinearity of the switched capacitor based fine tuning.
Fig. C.1(a) shows the investigated circuit. To determine the overall linearity of the
switched capacitor based fine tuning, the overall propagation delay tscd,out of the signals
needs to be calculated. The event of interest is the threshold crossing of node V sc

out. Ideally,
the output delay depends linearly on the tuning capacitance Ctune, and the capacitance is
a linear function of the digital code word n given as

Ctune[n] = Cmin + n

N
(Cmax − Cmin). (C.1)

The delay range depends on the ratio of Cmin/Cmax, and the resolution on N = 2ksc
(with ksc the number of bits). As tscd,out is a function of Ctune, the delay range is defined as

trange = tscd,out(Cmax)− tscd,out(Cmin)
= tscd,out(Ctune[N ])− tscd,out(Ctune[0]) (C.2)

The two main sources of nonlinearity can be: a) nonlinearity at net V sc
int due to tuning of

Ctune, and b) nonlinearity net V sc
out due to a changing slope at the input of the output buffer.

Section C.1 analyzes a) and derives analytical equations for the time delays of this net,
annotated in the ideal waveform plot of Fig. C.1(b). Afterwards, Section C.2 calculates
the overall nonlinearity of V sc

out’s delay (also annotated in Fig. C.1(b)), and proves b) to
be the major contributor to nonlinearity for this type of fine tuning circuit. The model
derivation follows the methodology from Appendix B: enable a simple model calculation
by the knowledge of easily measurable time delays and standard circuit parameters (in
this case: min. and max. capacitance).

In
V sc

int
V sc

out

Ctune

(a)

tsc
out[n]

tsc
d [n]

tsc
int,1[n] tsc

int,2[n]

Vth,inv

Vth,inv

In(t)

V sc
int(t)

V sc
out(t)

(b)

Figure C.1 – Switched capacitor based fine tuning: (a) circuit implementation, and (b)
idealized waveforms for ideal input signal.
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C Switched Capacitor Fine Tuning Nonlinearity Model

C.1 Linearity at Net V sc
int

The overall nonlinearity is calculated for the case of a rising edge at V sc
out. Therefore, first

the discharging of V sc
int is analyzed, which leads to a charging of V sc

out. A falling signal at
V sc
out can be calculated in an analogous manner. The initial condition of the intermediate

node V sc
int is

V sc
int(t = 0) = VDD. (C.3)

To describe the full discharging of this node, the calculation needs to be splitted in two
regions: 1) V sc

int is discharged by the NMOS devices of the first inverter until V sc
int = Vth,n;

and 2) V sc
int is further discharged by the same devices, that operate now in their linear

instead of their saturation region.

Region 1: V sc
int ≥ Vth,n

The ODE for net V sc
int is given by

dV sc
int(t)
dt

= − ID,sat,0

Ctune[n] , (C.4)

and with the initial condition V sc
int(0) = VDD it is solved to

V sc
int(t) = VDD −

ID,sat,0t

Ctune[n] . (C.5)

Solving (C.5) for t finally leads to

t = (VDD − V sc
int(t))Ctune[n]
ID,sat,0

. (C.6)

Two cases are of interest now: 1) the delay until the subsequent stage starts charging
V sc
out, and 2) the time from case 1) on, until the discharging NMOS device enters the triode

region. The latter case marks the end of this region, as the NMOS device is assumed to be
in saturation here. Case 1) is the discharging delay until V sc

int(t) : VDD → Vth,inv, given as

tscint,1[n] = (VDD − Vth,inv)Ctune[n]
ID,sat,0

, (C.7)

and case 2) the additional discharging delay for V sc
int(t) : Vth,inv → Vth,n, given as

tscint,2.1[n] = (VDD − Vth,n)Ctune[n]
ID,sat,0

− tscint,1[n]

= (Vth,inv − Vth,n)Ctune[n]
ID,sat,0

. (C.8)

To determine tscint,1[n], it is sufficient to measure the fall time for V sc
int(t) : VDD → Vth,inv

in transient simulation for the case of Ctune[n = 0] = Cmin which yields into

tscint,1.0 = tscint,1[n = 0]

= (VDD − Vth,inv)Ctune[0]
ID,sat,0

. (C.9)
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int

Then tscint,1[n] can be expressed by this time constant and the knowledge of Ctune[n] as

tscint,1[n] =
(

1 + n

N

(Cmax − Cmin)
Cmin

)
tscint,1.0. (C.10)

Region 2: V sc
int < Vth,n

The ODE for net V sc
int is now given by

dV sc
int(t)
dt

= − ID,lin

Ctune[n]

= −
µnCox

Weff
Leff

(
(VGS − Vth,n)V sc

int(t)− V sc
int(t)

2

2

)

Ctune[n] , (C.11)

and is solved with the initial condition V sc
int(t = 0) = Vth,n to

V sc
int(t) = −2(VGS − Vth,n) 1

(−2(VGS−Vth,n)
Vth,n

+ 1
)
e2(VGS−Vth,n)

µnCox
Weff
Leff

t

2Ctune[n] − 1
(C.12)

⇔ t = Ctune[n]
(VGS − Vth,n)µnCox

Weff
Leff

ln




1− 2(VGS−Vth,n)
V sc
int(t)

1− 2(VGS−Vth,n)
Vth,n


 (C.13)

The delay tscint,2.2 from V sc
int(t) : Vth,n → 0.1VDD is now given as

tscint,2.2 = Ctune[n]
(VGS − Vth,n)µnCox

Weff
Leff

ln




1− 2(VGS−Vth,n)
0.1VDD

1− 2(VGS−Vth,n)
Vth,n


 (C.14)

Note that in both regions, the fall times tscint,2.1 and tscint,2.2 depend linearly on Ctune[n].
The overall fall time for V sc

int(t) : Vth,inv → 0.1VDD is then the sum of both regions:

tscint,2[n] = tscint,2.1[n] + tscint,2.2[n]

= (Vth,inv − Vth,n)Ctune[n]
ID,sat,0

+

Ctune[n]
(VGS − Vth,n)µnCox

Weff
Leff

ln




1− 2(VGS−Vth,n)
0.1VDD

1− 2(VGS−Vth,n)
Vth,n


 . (C.15)

As in case of the DCEI and CF-DCEI, the technology parameters determine the mini-
mum fall time tint at this node. The minimum value corresponds to minimum Ctune[n = 0]:

tscint,2.0 = tscint,2[n = 0]

tscint,2.0 = (VDD/2− Vth,n)Ctune[0]
ID,sat,0

+

Ctune[0]
(VGS − Vth,n)µnCox

Weff
Leff

ln




1− 2(VGS−Vth,n)
0.1VDD

1− 2(VGS−Vth,n)
Vth,n


 . (C.16)
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Expressing (C.15) with (C.16) leads to an intuitive formula that can be easily used with
knowledge of Ctune[n] and extracting tscint,2.0 from transient simulation:

tscint,2[n] = Ctune[n]
Ctune[0] t

sc
int,2.0

=
(

1 + n

N

(Cmax − Cmin)
Cmin

)
tscint,2.0. (C.17)

C.2 Linearity at Net V sc
out

Similar to the CF-DCEI analysis from Appendix B, where a delay is calculated for tf > 0
in the 2nd order model, the charging of V sc

out (falling V sc
int leads to rising V sc

out) needs to be
divided in different regions. Compared to V sc

int, where the switching delay depends linearly
on Ctune, V sc

out is expected to switch fast. The assumption of tf,int ≥ 2tout (such as in
Appendix B) simplifies the calculation, as a single equation instead of piecewise defined
equations suffices. The delay of the V sc

out is according to (B.21) then given as

tscout[n] =
√

2tscout,0tscint,2[n]. (C.18)
The overall delay is then the sum from the delay of V sc

int : VDD → Vth,inv, which determines
when V sc

out starts switching, and the delay of V sc
out itself:

tscd [n] = tscint,1[n] + tscd,out[n]

=
(

1 + n

N

(Cmax − Cmin)
Cmin

)
tscint,1.0 +

√
2tscout,0tscint,2[n] (C.19)

Transfer function and INL are now calculated according to (2.9) and (2.11) (the full
scale is this time not ∆t, but the full scale of the fine tuning TF[N ]):

TF[n] = tscd [n]− tscd [0]

=
(
n

N

(Cmax − Cmin)
Cmin

)
tscint,1.0 +

√
2tscout,0tscint,2[n]−

√
2tscout,0tscint,2.0, and (C.20)

INL[n] = TF[n]− TFideal

= TF[n]− n

N
TF[N ]

=
√

2tscout,0tscint,2[n]−
√

2tscout,0tscint,2.0 −
n

N

(√
2tscout,0tscint,2[N ]−

√
2tscout,0tscint,2.0

)
.

(C.21)
Note that the term related to tscint,1[n] is not present in (C.21), as nonlinearity is generated

in the discharging of V sc
int. The global minimum of (C.21) depends then only on Cmin and

Cmax and allows to express the capacitance value with the highest INL directly:

nscmax =

N




Cmax − Cmin

4
(√

Cmax −
√
Cmin

)2 −
Cmin

Cmax − Cmin







(C.22)

Ctune[nscmax] = (Cmax − Cmin)2

4
(√

Cmax −
√
Cmin

)2 (C.23)
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C.3 Comparison to Circuit Simulations

Table C.1 – Switched capacitor model parameters.
Parameter Value Description

Cmin 165 fF Minimum capacitance at net V sc
int

Cmax 500 fF Maximum capacitance at net V sc
int

N 70 Maximum fine tuning code
tscint,1.0 37.9 ps Discharging time V sc

int(t) : VDD → Vth,inv for Cmin
tscint,2.0 48.6 ps Discharging time V sc

int(t) : Vth,inv → 0.1VDD for Cmin
tscout,0 10 ps Charging time V sc

out(t) : VSS → Vth,inv for ideal input signal
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Figure C.2 – Linearity of switched capacitor based fine tuning: (a) INL over code, and (b)
peak INL for FS variation through variation of Cmax.

C.3 Comparison to Circuit Simulations
To verify the model, it is compared to circuit simulations. The input and output buffer
from Fig. C.1 are implemented as CMOS inverters of equal sizing. The tuning capacitor
is an ideal capacitor with variable value. The model parameters are listed in Table C.1.
With data from a single simulation, different configuration can be tested against the

model. Variation of Cmin acd Cmax in post-processing results in a different range, and
variation of Cmin results in variation of tscint,1.0 and tscint,2.0 (fall times for varied Cmin are
calculated with the model). To ensure high model accuracy, the covered range as well as
the INL shape and peak are compared to simulations.
Fig. C.2(a) compares the simulated to the modeled INL, using the model parameters

from Table C.1 that were extracted from simulations with n = 0. The range covered in
simulation is 99.4 ps, and the range of the model calculation deviates only by −0.61%.
This proves an excellent estimation of the INL, as only slight differences are visible in
the plot. To validate the model for a wider range, Cmax is reduced in steps of 5 fF to
modify the FS of the fine tuning. The peak INL of simulations and model is compared in
Fig. C.2(b).
The results lead to the conclusion that key parameters that describe the switched
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capacitor based fine tuning were identified correctly. This model can now be used to
compare the linearity to the CF-DCEI. Furthermore, the rise and fall time parameters
allow to make a statement about jitter, which relates to the slope steepness in a system.
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